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CONCERNING
THE CONTEST.
In a few days we shall send

yeu..a portfolio containing re-

productions of a few of the

good things that we got from
our 1908 Kodak Advertising

Conte3t. You will agree with

us, we sre sure, that in them is

material f^r effective work in

creating n^w business for 1909.

Looking ^head, we want still

more good things for 1910, and
are hoping for your help.

The material for 19 10 must
come from the present (1909)
contest. Tp start with, we have
increased tfi^ prize money to

$2000.00 and ip addition it is

a certainty that |in this contest,

as in the contests that have
gone before, we shall spend a
very considerable amount for

additional pictures that we
shall purchase from unsuccess-
ful contestants. We want you
to help yourselves by helping us
to interest the good workers
among both professtonals and
amateurs. We don't, want
you to send contest circulars

to people who do not own
cameras. We don' t want any-
body to buy a camera with the

lidea that he can win prize

iQoney with it. The chances
of the novice are practically

nil. We do want every good
worker^^-^ofessional or ama-
teur, in every part of the coun-
try to take part. Let us

know how man^r -mrculars you
will need for reaching the right

people, then, when th'ey come>
send them to the right peopU
and help the idea along by^

personal work.
'Twill help your business.

Is your developing and

printing department

turning out a quality

o£ work that you

are satisfied with ?

That your customers

are satisfied with?

^
No? Then let

Educational Depart-

ment help you.
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.^^,

Seven New Styles and Sizes all loaded withTransparent Films.
For Sttlo by ail I'holo. Srock l)«'al«.fs,

THE EASTMAN COMPANY,
Send/or Catalogue. KOCIfliS'J'ER, N. V.

STILL WORKING.
The advertisement shown

above was run in Life about
seventeen years ago. The other

day we received a letter with
this clipping pinned to it ask-

ing for a catalogue of * * new
Kodaks."
From several years before

that advertisement was printed

—in short, from 1888 to now

—

for 21 years we have been
continuously talking Kodaks
and Kodak film. Nothing
spasmodic or sporadic about
it, and all the time that

same plugging for the dealer

which you can see in the old,

old ad. ' * At the Dealers,
'

' or

something to that effect, is al-

ways in our ads. in magazines of

general circulation, and almost
always in any of our advertise-

ments, though not so impor-

tant in the photo press, because

the readers of such literature

already have the dealer habit.

Just now we are talking films

in our advertisements, and we

believe that there is eventual

business for you in doing the

same thing. You may not get

immediate and overwhelming
business from it, but you will

be showing the people that you
have the goods that they have
confidence in

;
you will be

building for the future. That
old advertisement in Life shows
one phase of the longevity of

an advertisement—a more im-

portant phase is the way an ad-

vertisement sticks in the mind.

The writer of this article,

when he wants gunpowder,
thinks of Dupont's. Why ?

Thirty years ago he saw a big

stuffed eagle, and under it this

sign :

'Twas Dupont's powder that

fixed me.
If it wasn't for that I'd still

be free.

Advertising affects every one
of us in making our purchases,

though for the most part we
don't know it at the time. The
Kodak dealer who tries to
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make the most of our publicity,

other things being equal, by
identifying it locally with his

business is the man who sells

the goods. This isn't a guess

statement. We know, because

we keep tabs.

The advertisement on page
eight is in line with our pres-

ent film advertising. It doesn' t

require big space, because

those spool ends give it a dis-

play strength that will make it

stick out like a merry widow
hat in the seat in front of you
at the theatre. Strengthen

your position against present

or possible future competition.

Make people think of YOU
whenever photography comes
into their minds.

SPECIAL 2^%
Each regular E. K. dealer

who was handling our goods
prior to Jan. ist, 1908, will early

in 1 9 1 o ( It will take a few weeks
after the close of year to com-
plete the figuring), receive a

special credit of 2^^ on his

combined net total purchases

of Seed, Standard, Eastman
and Stanley plates for 1909
provided his total net purchases
of said plates for 1909 equal or

exceed his total net purchases
of same for 1908.

To get this special discount

will be easy. 1908 was called

an of? year but the quality of

our goods was such that

although the total sales of plates

probably fell off, the sales of the

Eastman brands actually in-

creased, with the result that

nearly all regular E. K. deal-

ers secured the extra 2j^ per

cent. With the better general

business conditions that are

already here there's no ques-

tion about the plate business

going ahead rapidly this year
and every dealer should find it

easy to earn the extra 2^ per
cent. Per cent, or no per cent.

,

it is to the dealer's advantage
to push our plates for our policy

of pushing the plates through
the dealer is to his benefit and
to the benefit of his photog-
rapher customers.

Brownie

VELOX
POSTALS

HAVE MADE

A HIT.

It's in pusliin^ just

sucli attractive special-

ties that tlie bi^ profits

for the dealer often

show. They help main-

tain the interest.
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WITH A KODAK
IN THE, LAND OF THE NAVAJO.

For a long time we have pub-
lished no booklets with a direct

appeal to the tourist trade.

That trade in fact seemed to

come so easily to Kodaks that

our efforts have been more
along the line of interesting

people in home portraiture,

flash-light work, bromide en-

larging and other forms of

amateur photography in which
the pleasures to be derived

from the Kodak were not so

obvious. But when we saw
the marvelous Kodak work
made by Mr. Frederick Mon-
sen, among the Hopis and
Navajos, and learned that Mr.
Monsen began with an i8 x 22

plate camera and worked down
—using next a 14 x 17, then

an II X 14, then an 8 x 10,

then a 5 X 7, then a 4 x 5 film

camera and finally settled on a

3^ X 414^ Kodak as the instru-

ment for the best results, we
could not refrain from asking

him to make a book for us. It

is charming in text and illustra-

tions and we expect will be
beautifully printed— just the

kind of a booklet you can use

for high class trade. Follow-

ing up Mr. Monsen's story,

which with the pictures takes

up some 25 pages, we have
listed in this booklet the No.

3 Folding Pocket Kodak and
the No. 3A Folding Pocket
Kodak and have then devoted
a page or so to tank talk. You
can see therefore that it is intend-

ed for high class trade only and
ought to be used with discrim-

ination. We shall be glad to

have you take as many of these

as you can use to advantage,

but you can see that it is not

for the same class of trade as

the Brownie Books, for in-

stance. Properly placed by
you, Mr. Monsen' s book will

help you to sell high class

Kodaks. How many, with your
imprint, can you use to our
mutual advantage ?

FEBRUARY
A short month but a ^ood

one to put in with our

EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT.
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A Seasonable

Window Su^^estion.
The circles are made up of Eastman Spreader Flash Car-

tridges. The border is of flashlight books and the background

is in white and yellow. The flashlight enlargement in the

center is No. 735 and will be LOANED upon request. Other

trimmings consist of flash sheets, pistols, cartridges, etc.
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ILNLARGING.

A BOOKLET OF SUGGESTION
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL.

For many years we published

from time to time new editions

of our booklet on Bromide En-
larging, bringing it up to date

from time to time. During the

past two years changes have
been so rapid that, until now,

no new booklet has been is-

sued. "Enlarging" isn't a

new edition of the old book

;

it's new all the way through,

and every professional photog-

rapher will be interested in it.

It is not for the amateur (Bro-

mide Enlarging with a Kodak
covers that field), and will

therefore be of use only to those

dealers who cater to the pro-

fessional trade. We shall be

glad to supply such dealers as

many as they can use to advan-

tage, with their imprint, of

course.

A MOUNTING
SUGGEISTION.
A multitude of amateurs are

making constant use of Kodak
Dry Mounting Tissue, as it

so effectively overcomes all

mounting difficulties. Just

press with a hot iron—and 'tis

done. But little trouble to heat

the flat iron, and in a few mom-
ents it's ready for use. Once
in a while though, one is apt to

overheat the iron, and then we
have to wait a bit till it cools

of^ a little. Here is a sugges-

tion for your customers that

overcomes even this little diffi-

Practically every house is

equipped with either gas or

electric fixtures, and all the

lighting companies supply gas

or electrically heated flat irons.

With either one of these irons

it is no trouble whatever to

secure and maintain just the

right temperature for mount-
ing, as each iron has its own
heating apparatus and can be

regulated to maintain just the

desired degree of heat.

I

culty.

IMPOF^TANT
IMPROVEMENT.
Here's a new view camera

feature which will greatly in-

terest your professional trade,

for it is one of those very sim- }
pie little conveniences which
every photographer will recog-

nize as an easy solution to an
annoyance hitherto considered

as a matter of course.

Many photographers always

throw the focusing cloth over

the back of the camera, immed-
iately upon withdrawal of the

slide, to prevent any chance of

fog from a possibly defective

light-lock.

This new light-excluding de-

vice, furnished by the Roches-

ter Optical Division, makes
such precaution entirely un-

necessary and at the same time,

obviates any possibility of fog

should the slide be withdrawn
or inserted unevenly.
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This device is built into the shutter cover were defective,

back of the camera and forms The improvement is now
a supplementary spring actu- furnished with all R. O. C,
ated light trap, which closes Empire State and Premo View
automatically over the slide Cameras, without extra charge,

opening, the moment the slide and you will find it a splendid

is withdrawn, making it impos- talking point for these popular

sible for any light to enter from cameras,

this source, even if the entire

Every Customer for Velox

Paper is a possible

customer for a

Brownie Enlar^in^

Camera.

The amateur who understands

Velox already knows 90 per

cent, of what he needs to know
for making enlargements from

his small negatives.

NO DARK ROOM.
Very little expense for the

outfit - - ^ood future paper busi-

ness for you.
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IT'S THE

Film
That is all Important

Lens and shutter and
camera all play their part,

but upon the film depends
the picture.

We sell KODAK N. C.

Film exclusively—the de-

pendable kind that has
25 years of experience
behind it.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

The best of

Everything

Photographic

Cuts are No. 119.
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$100.00
One hundred dollars, one

hundred dollars, one hundred
dollars, one hundred dollars !

A man from Rochester, while

waiting the other day in a

dealer's store to see the dealer

himself, saw a clerk sell a $2.00
Brownie to a customer who
was going on a tour around
the world.

When the Rochesterian got
the ear of the dealer a few

minutes later he suggested to

him that that clerk evidently

consideied it profane or sacre-

ligious, or something of that

sort, to speak of money in large

denominations. The clerk was
called to the rear of the store

and instructed to say "one
hundred dollars, one hundred
dollars, one hundred dollars,"

continuously for five minutes
so that in the future he wouldn't
be afraid of the sound of his

own voice when talking prices

above his previous two-dollar

limit. It was also suggested to

him that he take a similar

monologue exercise every
morning while dressing.
(•'One hundred dollars, one
hundred dollars.") And it is

hoped that the next time an
able bodied man who has
arrived at years of discretion,

and is suspected of being able

to travel abroad and keep a

sixty-horse power car comes
into the store that this modest
clerk will at least be able to

say "Kodak" instead of
'* Brownie," though his cure
will not be considered complete
until he can say "anastigmat
equipment' ' in a loud voice with

an audience of no less than
three possible customers
present.

Honesdy, it's just wrong the

way people are handled.
What's the use of putting forth

the cheap goods first? It's

easier to come down than to

go up. A twenty-dollar cus-

tomer is likely to be offended

if you offer him a two-dollar

camera. On the other hand,
your two-dollar customer feels

flattered if he thinks you have
"sized him up" for a ten-

dollar customer.

The first rainy morning, get

your clerks together and talk

this all over. Repeat until con-

ditions are right, then practice"

it when the sun shines. One
hundred dollars, one hundred
dollars.
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SATURDAY 50% FLAT.
SHIPMENTS.

j3j^ ^^^j. j^^^j^^ ^j^^ ^^^_
At Rochester and at our

^^^jj^ advertisements and rub-
New York Chicago and San

^^^ advertisements that go into
Francisco branches we close the

^^^ ^^^^^ windows on particular-
year around on Saturday after- , ^^- ^ p j3j^
noons. This means that no

^^^^ ^^^-^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^
orders received after fhe noon

^^^ advertised in May nor
hour on that day can be filled

^^^^^ ^^^^ j^ November?
and that all orders for special Apropos of all of which did
sizes of papers etc., requiring

^^^^ ^^^j^^ ^^^^ 1^
cuttmg should come to hand ^^^. ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^j^j^
at Rochester on Friday to in-

^^^.^ ^,^^ negatives when they
sure shipment Even when

^ package of work from
everything on the order IS regu-

^^^^ finishing department?
lar. dealers Should get their ^y, ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^-^ We are
orders for Saturday shipments

:ust issuing a new small cir-
into the mails early to make

^^j^^ ^^ ^^.^ ^j^j^j^ ^j^
certain of delivery on the first

^^ supplied (with your imprint)
mail Saturday morning. An

^^^ inclosing in each package
hour s difference in getting mto

^^ negatives that you deliver to
the office at your end may

customers, advertising
make several hours difference

^^^ Eastman Negative Albums,
in delivery at our end—may ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^
mean that your letter will not _^^^ '^^^^ ^^- ^^ ^^^ ^-^^^
reach us until Saturday after-

^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ 1^

noon, and that shipment cannot
^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^

then be made until Monday
^^^^^ proposition attractive to

And-while we are on this
^^ ^^^ ^jn ^ot only furnish

subject—don t expect too
^^^ circulars but propose to

much m the way of prompt
^^^^.^^ ^^^ ^1^^^^ ^^ ^ ^^^

shipments from orders received
^^ discount in any quantity.

by us on Monday. Monday s
j^^^^ ^^ ^^^^.^^ .

nriail is always nearly double
^.^^^^ ^^^^^ ,^„t,i„, ,oo pock-

that of other days and orders
^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ p^per and con-

requiring anything special in secutively numbered from i to loo,

the way of cutting odd sizes, and an index on white paper,

etc., are sometimes delayed Eastman's Negative Albums

until Tuesday in spite of every
o^s^aller^'''^^'

3^^ x3>^,

^ ^^
^ff<^rt. Eastman's Negative Albums
We don't believe, the nature for loo negatives, 3X x4X.

of the goods considered, that or 4 x 5, 100

anybody in any line of business Eastman's Negative Albums
^ -^ ti ^ ! 4-1 for 100 negatives, 3X X 5^,
handles orders more prompUy

or smaller. . . . . . i.oo

than we do. Yet, for the sake Eastman's Negative Albums
of good service to you, we ask for 100 negatives, 5x7,
that attention be given to what or smaller, 1.50

we have said above about Sat- How many circulars and how

urday and Monday shipments. many albums, please?
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IN CUT SIZES.
The growing popularity of

backed Platino prints has of

late caused a considerable de-

mand for Aristo Platino back-

ing paper in cut sizes and we
have therefore decided to sup-

ply same, at a list price equival-

ent to 60^ of the list price of

regular Aristo Platino, plus

(in case this does not figure in

multiples of five) enough to

make the terminating figure

end in o or 5. Example : i

gross of 8 X 10 Aristo Platino

lists at $7 80. Sixty per cent,

of $7.80 is $4.68 to which we
add 2 cents, making "even
money "—$4.70. The above
method is used in arriving at

the list price. The discount to

the trade is 25^ and 10^.

New Post Cards
New Business

Boys, Girls, Brownies,—and
then Brownie Blue Print Post

Cards at 10 cents the dozen.

Do you see the business there

is in it ? A lot of the youngsters

don't do their own developing.

Perhaps in a great many cases

the parents have made objec-

tions to too large an expendi-

ture for developing and printing

—but at the low cost and the

simplicity of it there are literally

hundreds o f thousands o f

youngsters who will be making
Brownie Blue Print Post Cards

and mailing them to their sisters

and their cousins and their

aunts. All they need is to be

told about it. We have tried

it on some children and the

scheme works. The very
" miniatureness" of the card

appeals to them. When they
tire of it there are the Solio

and Velox cards to renew their

interest.

The Brownie Blue Print Post
Cards measure 2^x434^ inches,

the address side being similar

to the Brownie Velox cards.

THE PRICE
Per pkg., one dozen (tin foil

wrapped) - ----- $ .10

Per pkg., one gross (in tin

cans) -------- 1.00
Per pkg., 500 (in tin cans) - 3.00
Discount to the trade - - 33]^%

Brownie Solio Post Cards.

There are a lot of the young-
sters that already know how to

handle Solio, and to whom a

Brownie Solio Post Card will

appeal. They have either

passed through or jumped over

the blue print stage and want
something a little more ambi-

tious. For them, we are intro-

ducing the Brownie Solio Post

Card, and judging from the sale

of the Brownie Velox card and
the regular size of Solio cards

there will be good business in

this new product.

THE PRICE
Per pkg., one dozen - - | .10

Per pkg., one-half gross -
.55

Per pkg., one gross - - i.oo

Per pkg., coo - - - - 3.00
Discount to the trade - - 2§%

Write to our
Educational

Department
for details of a plan

for making a compar=
ative test on the

quality of your develop-

ing and printing.
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A PASTORAL
STORY.

FOUNDED ON FACT, BUT WITH
CERTAIN PERMISSIBLE DEVI-
ATIONS FROM THE TRUTH.

Major Wellington is a big

Kodak dealer in a large city.

His name isn't Major Welling-
ton, but for the purposes of

this historical novelette that

name will answer as well as

any other.

The Major is not only a

dealer in photographic goods,
but he is also an amateur agri-

culturist—no, not a farmer.

A farmer, you know, is a man
who makes his money in the

country and spends it in the

city, while an agriculturist is a

man who makes his money in

the city and spends it in the

country.

Being interested in bucolic

pursuits, the Major was of

course very much taken with

our booklet "The Kodak on
the Farm"; It not only re-

minded him of the purling

streams and shady nooks and
blooded stock on his own
broad acres, but (the Major
always has an eye to business)

he saw where he was about to

make customers of his farmer

neighbors.

With new business in view,

he sent a supply of the book-
lets (properly imprinted, of

course,) to the farm and made
a business proposition to his

son, age twelve. "Johnnie,"
he said, "I want you to take

your pony and deliver these

booklets, one to each house in

the township. I will pay you
fifty cents a hundred."
Now Johnnie, being a wide-

awake young American, was
delighted, and started at the

work with a will. He had his

eyes open, too, to the surest

and quickest way of making an
effective distribution, and it

didn't take him long to note
that in front of every house,

where he could ride right up to

it, was a rural free delivery

mail box. Into these mail

boxes went the booklets, and
for a couple of days all went
well—then Johnnie met the

rural free delivery mail carrier.

The mail carrier said to Johnnie
a few things about violation of

the rules of the postal service

and the strong arm of the law,

and a half hour later a very
warm and highly surprised pet

pony bearing a much frightened

boy dashed through the big

gate of the Major's country
place.

A week afterwards as the

Major was passing through his

store, two men entered. Yes,

one of them was the postmaster

at Squirrel's Corners and the

other was Squire Robbins. The
Major recognized them both at

a glance. The thought also

went through his mind, "The
Squire isn't a federal officer,

but—well, I wonder what he is

doing here with Postmaster

Dodds ? They've never been

here before."

But it would take more than

a country post-master and a

justice of the peace to alarm

the Major. " Glad to see you,

gentlemen—glad to see you,"

he said, grasping each of them
genially by the hand, '

' splendid

Autumn weather we have been

having."
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" I got one of them Kodak
books your boy left," said the

Squire, "and Dodds and I

have been talking it over."

"Yes, good joke," inter-

rupted the Major.
'

' Dodds got one of the books
too, and down to the town
board meeting," continued Mr.

Robbins, ignoring the inter-

ruption, " we was talkin' the

matter over with Sheriff Sher-

man, who was there too, and
we"

** Yes, you see the boy—

"

again interrupted the Major.

The Squire placidly contin-

ued :
*' We was talkin' the

matter over with the Sheriff,

and we made up our minds
that seein' you was a neighbor

we would come in and talk it

over with you before takin' any
action ".

"Very kind of you, very

kind," said the Major—"you
see my boy—

"

"Yes, the Sheriff and Dodds
here was of the opinion that

you ought to be better posted

about "—
" Well, my boy, sir

—
"again

the Major tried to interrupt.

" Better posted about this

Kodak business than we are.

Dodds and I had thought them
Brownies ought to be good
enough for our boys, but you
see Sheriff Sherman's girl,

Sarah, is goin' away to board-

ing school and he thinks she

ought to have a real simon pure

Kodak, so before decidin' we
wanted to talk personally with

you about it."

" Yes," said the Major, " as

I started to say, my boy has

had so much pleasure first out

of his Brownie, and more re-

cently out of his Kodak, that I

thought it a good plan to let

all the boys and girls in the

neighborhood know about it.

You see photography is so

simple now—" but you, Mr.
Dealer, know the rest that the

Major said and how he made
three sales.

MoR^L :

The Major, among others,

has found the distribution of

the " Kodak on the Farm"
to be profitable advertising,

but seriously Uncle Sam says

that unstamped mailable mat-
ter must not be placed in rural

free delivery boxes.

KODAK
PORTRAIT
ATTACHMENTS

Have other uses

than portrait

making. The
crocuses, the

hyacinths— all the

flowers of spring

and sun^mer offer

delightful subjects

for the KodaK
that is fitted with a

Portrait

Attachment.
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Our Monthly in an ordinary 6^ envelope and

Su5!6estion ^^ therefore very convenient for

mailing.

It might be argued that peo- Our suggestion for your ad-

ple buy their cameras first and vertising on page 8 is along the
their tanks afterward, but on same line, and we believe that

the theory that they will be you will do well to make a time-

more apt to buy the Kodaks if ly campaign of tank advertising,

theyy?rj-/ understand something using this or similar copy, and
of tank convenience, and cer- then back it all up with a good
tainty, we are starting our heavy window display. We will have
advertising for the season with a tank window display sugges-
some good strong tank talk, tion ready for you in April.

To back this up, we have print- Use the booklets, the news-
ed another edition of our book- papers and your windows to

let **Tank Development," back up our magazine cam-
which we will be pleased to paign. 'Twill help both your
furnish, with your imprhit^ up- Kodak business and your sales

on request. This booklet goes of tanks.

THE
OPTIMIST'S TURN.

There was never a brighter oul=

looR in the Photographic business

than there is right now—March, 1909.

Floods of inquiries from the advertis=

ing, good goods,—new goods, and fron^

every quarter reports of better busi=

ness.

Good bye, Mr. Pessimiist.

Glad to meet you, Mr. Optimist, its

your turn now.
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Richard Roe ^odahs
1 a/^- '^"^

Dru^

SIMPLE, BUT STRONG.
A Good tested chemical ^vindo^v talk w^ill

^^ help you in the competition for the sun-
dries trade. In the above w^indow^, the back-
ground is red crepe with ^vhite trimmings; floor

Avhite crepe. The circle is made of cartons
glued to a circular card-board. The border is of

Velox manuals.
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For Roll Film, For Film
Packs, For Glass Plates:

BETTER RESULTS

By Tank
Development

The Experience is in the Tank.

Eastman Plate Tanks, Kodak Film Tanks,

and Premo Film Pack Tanks always in

stock. Ask for booklet y
*' Tank Developments

Everything for the Amateur.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Cut No. 120,
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NINETEEN NINE.
SOMETHING ABOUT THE GOOD GOODS

AND GOOD PROSPECTS.

January may begin the cal-

endar year, but April, the

month of new catalogues, be-

gins the photographic year

—

and it looks good.
They, the financial writers

in the newspapers and maga-
zines, tell us that things are

looking up. We are assured

that the railroads are carrying

more freight and that the tariff

is going to be fixed just right.

That's all very encouraging
and we really believe it—but

what is more to the point, so

far as you and we are con-

cerned, is that we knozv that

the photographic business has

been going ahead rapidly since

last November. The business

map isn't as spotty as it was.

All over the country and all

along the line it looks right.

And it is going to continue

to look right because we have
the new goods that will sell

and are letting people know it.

It isn't ,an easy matter to im-

prove what is already so good
a line as the Kodak line, but

we are improving it neverthe-

less, and our selling helps are

bound to back up every dealer

who makes the most of them.

KODAK BALL BETAKING
SHUTTER.

Perhaps the hardest goods
in the whole line to improve
were the Nos. 3, 3A and 4
Folding Pocket Kodaks, but

in the new Kodak Ball Bearing
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Shutter there's a marked ad-

vance even in the efficiency of

these cameras. This shutter

embodies a new princi})le in

shutter construction, operating

with remarkable smoothness
and precision. The leaves are

made in five segments, mount-
ed entirely on ball bearings,

and open and close in the form

of a star, admitting a much
larger amount of light in the

same space of time than any
other between the lens type of

shutter. The smooth, friction-

less action of this shutter makes
it possible to work it with a

bulb of half the ordinary size.

It has, also, variable indi-

cated speeds of ^^ and
-f,y

seconds, and operates for bulb

or time exposures.

Is automatic in action, work-
ing with bulb or finger release,

and has iris diaphragm grad-

uated from 4 to 128. Is also

fitted with indicator for regis-

tering each exposure as made.
Withal, this shutter is a hand-

some one, adding materially to

the appearance of the camera.

It is both a practical advantage
and a talking advantage.

DOUBLE, LE,NS
BROWNIES.

The No. 3 Folding Brownies
will now be supplied with either

the single lens (as heretofore

at $9.00) or with an excellent

R. R. lens at $11.00. There
ought to be a splendid sale of

this camera with the double
lenses, for it makes a mighty
effective instrument at an ex-

ceedingly moderate price. The
shutter is the same in either

case except that with the dou-
ble lens we furnish the pneu-

matic release, and in the double
lens cameras the shutter is also

adjusted to a somewhat higher
speed than in those having a

single lens.

ANASTIGMAT LENSES.

The tremendous increase in

the use of anastigmat lenses

makes this a most important
branch of the business and it

is one to which we are paying
much attention. To cover the

field effectively and at the same
time not complicate matters by
listing too large a variety has

been our aim and we believe

that our 1909 line is as nearly

perfect as it could be made.
We are listing two lenses that

you know—the B. & L. Zeiss

Tessar Series II B./! 6.3 and
the Cooke Series III A. /. 6.5.

We are continuing to list both
of these lenses because they
have made good. They are

known as absolutely right

.

You know them, we know
them and the public knows
them. We are listing also a

new lens that neither you nor

the public are as yet acquainted
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The Kodak that has a Graflex Shutter.

with but both of you will be

—

the Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat
/" 6 3. It sells for 30 to 40
per cent, less than other anas-

tigmats but it has quality

enough so that we were not

afraid to put the word
" Kodak " on it and that

means a lot. There are a

great many people who want
anastigmats but who neverthe-

less look rather long and hard
at their pocket books before

passing out the price for a

really good one. They can

have it in a Zeiss Kodak
anastigmat. It will do the

work. Test it for yourself.

Put it up against any other lens

of similar speed and you won't
be afraid to recommend it to

your most cherished customers.

As good as they are, however,
you can't expect to sell them
unless you have them to show
to your customers.

A NE.W KODAK.
There's only one absolutely

new Kodak this year, but that

one is going to be a winner. It

has "quality" written all over

it— The I A Speed Kodak.
It's the first camera to make
speed work so simple and easy

that our phrase, "photography
with the bother left out," can
be applied to it. This is no re-

flection on the 4A Speed
Kodak, for that camera makes
a 414^ X 6^^ picture and is con-

sequently somewhat bulky,
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though much smaller than other

cameras of similar capabilities.

But the 4A appeals mostly to

those who want something- for

serious work. The lA will do
the serious, if by that is meant
important work, all right, but
at the same time it has that

small size that appeals to those

who go into Kodakery for the

fun of the pictures, and for that

only.

The I A Speed Kodak makes
a picture 2^x414^ inches,

measures 2^4^x4^x9^ inches,

weighs but 3 pounds, has a

GRAFLEX Focal Plane Shut-
ter that will work in ^ o^qd of a

second and retails, fitted with

a Zeiss Kodak Anastigmat lens

speedy. 6.3, at $60. How can
a man with an automobile get

away from a proposition like

that ? Going to an automobile
race without a iA Speed Kodak
will soon be Hke going to a cir-

cus without a bag of peanuts.

This is getting to bean athletic,

out-door nation. Every field

day, base ball game, tennis

tournament, foot ball game,
yacht or horse race offers op-

portunities

—

diXxd prese?its temp-

tatio7is for speed work, and as

soon as people find out that

they can do it with Kodak-ease
and that the camera costs, com-
plete, but$6o.oo, there is going
to be a tremendous increase in

interest in this class of work.
Incidentally the lA Speed
Kodak is perfectly adapted to

time exposures and to slow in-

stantaneous pictures indoors,

and it is therefore by no means
a one purpose camera. The iA
Speed Kodak is not an experi-

ment ; it is a careful combina-
tion of two successes, the Kodak

cartridge film system and the

GRAFLEX Focal Plane Shut-
ter.

The much more bulky and
expensive 4A Speed Kodak is

selling steadily, and will con-

tinue to sell to people who
want the large pictures. It's

a good camera, and it is worth
your while to push it, but you
can sell more of the lA Speed
Kodaks, for the same reason
that you can sell more lA
Folding Pockets than you can
4A Foldings. There are more
people who want the smaller

camera, and there are more
people who are willing to

spend the smaller price. But
you can't sell it so very often

unless you stock it—show it.

It will be ready May 15th,

and just as soon as we have
a full supply will be widely

advertised.

3A FOLDING BROWNIE
Here is an addition to the

Brownie line that is going to

give a most remarkable boost

to the amateur business. The
combination of a 3^ x 5^
folding cartridge film camera
with a $10.00 price is sure to

be popular. And to just help

it along still more we furnish

this camera with a double lens

at $12.00. It uses the regular

3A Kodak film, has the reliable

F. P. K Automatic Shutter

with pneumatic release, and as

shown by the illustration, is a

compact and attractive camera.

The construction, covering,

etc., is the same as the other

Folding Brownies. No, it is

not going to hurt the sale of

the 3A Kodak. Perhaps it

would have in some instances
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The New Member of the Brownie Family.

had the 3A not been improv-
ing, but the Kodak Ball Bear-

ing Shutter is the touch that

will keep that pride of the

Kodak family in its place

at the front of the procession.

Then, too, the Kodak has its

aluminum body, full leather

finish and superior construc-

tion to attract and convince
every customer that can pos-

sibly afford to pay the $20
price. The 3A Brownie may
seem like a good deal for the

money—but so is the 3

A

Kodak.

MINOR NEW GOODS.
The new lenses, new Kodaks

and new Brownies are what

interest you most, but there

are other new goods in the

1909 catalogue that are worth
your attention. Brownie Post

Cards (2^x4^) in Velox,

Solio and Blue Print paper are

going to be good sellers to the

children, and the new Atlantic

Card Mounts, Snap Shot and
Library Albums help to round
out and complete the already

attractive sundry line.

ALMOST NE.W.

Two important items are in

the 1909 catalogue that were
not in the 1908 catalogue,

which though not absolutely

new to you are new to the bulk

of your customers, and in them
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both is good business—the No.

3 Brownie and the Compound
Shutter.

The No. 3 Brownie was a

phenomenal seller from the

moment of its introduction last

November. It made a great

Christmas record and has kept
it up. It's a camera that will

sell not only to the children,

but to the thousands who
enjoy photography, but can

hardly afTord the higher priced

cameras.

B. & L. Compuund.

The Compound Shutter is

not only a good thing of

itself, but will help the anastig-

mat lens business because of

its high speed features. Next
to a focal plane shutter we
consider the Compound the

most effective and satisfactory

shutter for rapid work, at the

same time it is automatic for

bulb and time work—a striking

convenience.

A COMPLE.TE LINE.

Good as it was a year ago

—

our line is even better to-day.

For both professional and ama-
teur the year has seen the in-

troduction of new and impor-
tant goods—goods that will

help.

We believe in advertising,

we believe in our trade policy,

but, above all, we believe that

our position in the trade de-

pends upon our making better

goods than the other fellow

a7id snaking them first.

Vox many years our belief in

this policy has kept our goods
and our business at the front.

There has been no time when
the superiority of our products
has been more marked than
the present, no time in which
we have distanced our compet-
itors more rapidly than during
the past year.

YOUR ADVANTAGE.
You have no competitor

handling goods made by other

manufacturers whose line can

touch yours in films or plate or

paper or chemicals or film

cameras or plate cameras, in

goods for the amateur or goods
for the professional, provided
you carry a fairly representa-

tive stock of the goods which
we, with our various divisions,

have to ofTer you. That's one
advantage.

You have no competitors
handling goods made by
another manufacturer whose
line is half as well known as

your line. There is no com-
peting film camera half as well

known as a Kodak, no com-
peting film camera half as well

known even as the Brownie ;

—

there's no competing plate

camera half as well known as

the Premo ; there's no conjpet-

ing Speed Camera half as well

known as the Graflex. Has
the Graflex any competitor,

anyway? There's no compet-
ing paper that's half as well
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known as Velox. And so we
might go on with the list

through fihns and papers and
plates. And that's another

advantage.

And we are making all of

these better known every

minute. (Did you see that

four-color full-page Ad. in

the March Ladies' Home Joicr-

7ial ? It cost $6,000.00 and
there will be another in June).
Our 1909 Campaign will be the

strongest and biggest and best

that we have yet made ; a cam-
paign not merely to show the

superiority of our products but

the broader campaign that cre-

ates new customers by increasing

the interest in photography.
The benefit that you get from
these advantages of better

goods and better known goods
depends upon two things

—

your stock of the goods and
your advertising of the fact that

you have the goods.

THE CATALOGUES.
Sample Kodak Catalogues

are now being mailed to all

dealers, and shipments in quan-
tity will begin immediately, the

most remote points being cared
for first. All dealers will, we
expect, have received their first

allotment by the end of the

first week in May.

Investigate

Standard

Thern^ic

ROYAL
PURE WHITE

A New Nepera With New
Qualities.

There's not a weak spot in

Royal Pure White Nepera.
There are to-day many users

of Royal Nepera (India Tint)
whose business is growing
phenomenally, yet there is a

certain and insistent demand
for a paper with all the good
qualities of Royal Nepera in

combination with a pure white,

instead of an India Tint stock.

As one photographer put it :

"If Royal was only on white
stock it would have all of them
stopped."

Royal may now be had on a
white stock. And after most
thorough experiments with this

paper, we are satisfied that its

introduction means the MOST
MARKED ADVANCE that

has ever come in a developing-
out paper for professional use.

Chemically, it is everything
that can be desired. Its de-
grees of gradation and con-
trast are pitched in just the
right key to suit the average
professional negative. Further-
more, its latitude is such as to

provide for perfect prints from
negatives that are considerably
above or below the average
degree of contrast.

As black and white, it is

beautiful in texture and gra-

dation. When Sepia toned
by re-development it possesses
a richness of color not to be
found in any other developing
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paper. It has the breadth and
softness that are so much ad-

mired in the India Tint Royal,

but with an added sparkle that

the pure white stock gives to

the high lights.

And Royal Nepera LIES
FLAT. It's just the right

weight for delivering on thin

mounts or in folders. It's a

paper that will please the

photographers by reason of its

easy working qualities and its

chemical and physical perfec-

tion. It will please the public,

because in either black and
white or Sepia tone, the results

are most attractive.

An added advantage from
the photographer's standpoint

is that Royal Nepera is prac-

tically a double weight paper

at a single weight price. Royal

Nepera Pure White has been
most thoroughly tried out. In-

deed, though in one way a new
product, it is not an experiment,

because it is simply the coat-

ing of our well-tried and
thoroughly reliable Royal emul-

sion on a pure white instead of

on an India tint stock. It

will be immediately and vigor-

ously exploited. It is going to

be a success, and a big one. Be
prepared for the demand that

is sure to come.
The original India Tint

Royal Nepera is, of course,- to

be continued, and you should,

therefore, on all future orders,

specify "Pure White" or
" India Tint, " as the case may
be. In all cases, however,

where the color is not specified,

we shall furnish India Tint.

The Eastman School of Professional

Photography for your professional custo-

mers, the Kodak Correspondence College

for your amateur customers and our

Educational Department for the benefit

of your own developing and printing

department. All are at your service.
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TIMELY
RELMINDELR.

The growing post-card busi-

ness at. summer resorts, even

at the small ones, is a matter

of importance to very many
dealers and so at this time we
call attention to the Stanley

Post Card Plates. These are

made to meet the demand for

a quick developing and quick

fixing plate at an extremely

low price. The post card man
has to do his work on short

notice and at a low price—The
Stanley Post Card Plate will

help him.

THE price;

'i-Yz X 2^ per doz., % .25.

3X X \)i per doz., .45.

4x5 per doz
,

.65.

(Not furnished larger than 4x5).
Discounts to the Trade.

Shipments from Rochester,

New York or Chicago, 50 and
20^.

Do., from San Francisco,

50 and 5^.

No retail selling restrictions.

STANDARD
THERMIC PLATE.
The Standard Thermic is a

new plate of wide latitude,

good in any latitude. Both
physically and chemically it is

harder than the other brands

of Standard plates. Physically,

the emulsion is harder—will

stand a higher temperature

without frilling—chemically, it

gives more contrast. It has

the speed nevertheless, and
will be found to be a very

tractable plate to handle, a

strong point in its favor being

the fact that it requires abso-

lutely no special manipulation
or modification of developer,

but is handled in the same
manner as other Standard
plates.

The Standard Thermic is

especially recommended for

use in the South or wherever
perfect control of the tempera-
ture of solutions is difficult to

obtain. It's a good plate any-

where, but its qualities will be
best appreciated in those locali-

ties where a tough emulsion is

required to withstand high
temperature.

Standard Thermic plates

may be ordered from Roches-
ter or from our New York,
Chicago or San Francisco

branches. List price, discount

to the trade and minimum re-

tail selling price are the same
as the Standard Extra and
Imperial.

UP AND DOWN.
The price on Combination

Carrying Case to hold 3A
Folding Pocket Kodak, with

combination back, six double

plate holders and six rolls of

film has been reduced from

$5.00 to $4.00, and the price

of Combination Carrying Case

to hold No. 4 Folding Pocket

Kodak, Adapter, four plate

holders and six rolls of film has

been increased from $3.50 to

$4.00. No changes in dis-

counts.

ORDER 3A
BROWNIES NOW-
AND MAKE SURE.
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POST C

RESPONDENCE HERE

y x/-o-t.o»/

V K I. O X ^

« PLACE
I

u STAMP L

• HERE ••

; I. O.X

NAME AND ADDRESS HERE

Your Adveitisetnrnt Here.

St^ MAJUU^ OAJL^O^ "futAjU. % 'AjUn^

OLxUl.aJ\Xt UUL*. A^.
1^a.'n'\jty.

I'^acation Story.

1909
ADVER=
TISING

POST CARD.
In June of last year

we announced an
Advertising Post
Card which we had
produced at the sug-

gestion of certain

dealers, but along
with the announce-
ment stated that the

expense was such
that we should be
obliged to ask the

dealers to divide the

expense. The plan

was so nearly univer-

sally satisfactory that

we are starting in

the same plan again

but are starting it two
months earlier.

The illustrations

above are really self

explanatory. The
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sensitized side of the card has

just a suggestion of advertising

on it in the picture of the girl

with a Kodak. The mailing

side, which will be looked at

last, but surely looked at,

carries a suggestion that is

likely to meet with favor along

about June time. On the full

size card it is, of course, much
easier to read than in the

reproduction above.

We are prepared to furnish

these cards in lots of one
thousand or more, printed as

above, but with dealer's name
and address in same hand as the

text and occupying same space

as " Richard Roe & Co., looi

Tripod Ave.," at $10.00 per

thousand net. This price does

not apply on lots of less than

one thousand, but does apply

on fractional lots where the

total is for more than one
thousand, as for instance 1250,

2700, etc. On lots of less than

one thousand, there will be an

extra charge of one dollar. No
order entered for less than 400
cards ($5.00 net). As these

cards cost us very much more
than we are getting for them,

we cannot furnish them in any
different form than stipulated

above. We cannot furnish

them without the advertising

at any price nor with any
changes in the advertising

(except insertion of fac-simile

hand writing of dealer's name
and address as explained above)
at the price quoted. No
changes of any description can

be made on the picture side

—

changes on the address side,

even where an extra charge is

made, are to be subject to our

approval—the point being, that

as this is a Kodak advertising

card that will be in quite general

use, we must control it.

We have arranged for turn-

ing out these Kodak Advertis-

ing Post Cards in very large

quantities, but being unable to

anticipate the demand with cer-

tainty, can only agree to take

care of orders on the '

' first

come, first served " plan. If,

and we hardly consider this

probable, we have more orders

than we can handle with reason-

able promptness, we will confer

with the dealer rather than take

any chance of filling his order

after it is too late for him to

use the cards to good advan-

tage.

With a good mailing list of

the right kind of people as a

foundation, there's no question

about the effectiveness of this

Post Card Advertising Plan.

It is different. It is novel, yet

absolutely dignified. It will

make business—How many,
please ?

The Zeiss

Kodak

Anastigmat

Lenses

mean big business.

Study the Special

Equipment Field.
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AND AGAIN-
MORE MONEY
FOF^ YOU.

This Rochester Optical Di-

vision are a very aggressive
" lot." They are always look-

ing for more business— and
they are getting it, too. Like
the Kodak, the first three

months of this year show a big

increase in Premo business over
the corresponding period of last

year and this hustling division

have laid out a selling plan for

this year which is going to keep
Premos moving every minute.

Aside from Kodaks, Premos
are by far the most extensively

advertised cameras in the coun-
try. Premo advertising this

year is to be on a larger scale

than ever before, and the ad-

vertising in our judgment is the

kind that really sells goods.
You'll hear more of this later

on.

Then there are the new
Premos for 1909. Over a half

dozen splendid models, which
are sure to create a big demand
among Premo Film Pack users.

Most of these models are now
being strongly advertised in

the April magazines. Large
space will be used on all of

them in the May magazines
and all the succeeding months.
You probably have received

by this time the new Premo
catalogue and time to get in

line. Every Kodak dealer

should have samples at least

of all new Premos for it's pretty

certain that the new customers
who come in to your store, are

sent there by either Kodak or

Premo advertising.

Here are the new Premos.

Ai-'
•

PRE.MO JUNIORS.
Three new Premo Juniors

have been added to complete
the good work which the orig-

inal 2}^ X 2,ji model started

last year. They are all day-
light loading box style film

pack cameras—just the thing

for the young people and those

who want the inexpensive,

simple cameras.

The No. lA, for 2j4 x ^}(
pictures, is going to be a spe-

cially good seller.

List Price—No. i, for 2^ x

3^ pictures, $2.00.

No. I A, for 2}^ X 414^ pic-

tures, $3.00.

No. 3, for 31^ X 4 14: pictures,

$4.00.

No. 4, for 4x5 pictures,

$5. CO.

40^ discount to you. May
be sold at 10^ off list.

POCKET PRE.MO C,
*

As you know, the 3A size is

one of the most popular among
amateurs. Many who like the

Premo idea of using either films

or plates with a ground glass

for focusing have wished for

such an instrument in this size,

but the price of the S}{ x 5^^
Filmplate Premo has been a bit
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Especial emphasis is to be

laid on the Premoettes in the

advertising.

too much for tliem. The new
Pocket C at $15 00. or $i3-50

as you are privileged to sell it,

is a splendid proposition for

such customers. Be sure to

stock one of these.

List $15.00. 40^ discount

to you.

PRE.MOETTES.
These diminutive cameras

have had a remarkable sale

and in putting them out in the

2^ X4^ size there is no ques-

tion but that the success of the

2}( X 2>}i size will be dupli-

cated.

Premoette No. lA with Pre-

moette Automatic Shutter and
Meniscus Lens lists at $6.00.

Premoette No. lA Special

with Single Valve Automatic
Shutter and R. R. Lens,

$10.00.

FILMPLATE. PREMO.
5 X 7.

Many people like 5x7 pic-

tures but have considered the

cameras heretofore offered for

this size, too bulky for general

amateur work. The Filmplate

Premo, 5x7, removes all such

objections. It's almost as light

and compact as the Premo
Film cameras, takes films or

plates as desired and has the

ground glass focusing feature.

Is also equipped with rising

and sliding front and swing

bed. Thousands of these cam-
eras are going to be sold this

year. And remember, there's

a handsome profit on 5 x 7 film

packs.

List price, $35.00. Mini-

mum retail selling price,

$31.50. Discount, 40^^.

EMPIRE STATE No. 2
VIEW CAMERA,

For your professional trade

here's a new view camera that

is sure to prove mighty attrac-

tive. It has been made to fur-

nish the photographer with a

camera so complete as to leave

nothing to be desired, just
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show it to any photographer
and see what he thinks of it.

It incorporates the idea of men
who have made their living in

commercial work. Complete
description in the new cata-

logue.

Made in these sizes:

5x7, $23.00. 6% X 8>^,

$25 GO. 8 X 10, $28.00.

40^ discount. Sell them at

your own price.

BOSS TO BOY-
HEIART TO HELART

•• Make the sale? " asked
the boss.

" No. but she promised to

buy a 3A before going on her

summer vacation ?
"

"She did, eh? And you
let her get away on a half de-

cision like that ? Now see here,

you tell Die that you will buy a

Kodak next vacation

The boy complies in the

usual terms.

"Fine! Fine! Just like a

real stand-of? !

"

Says the boss, " But my dear

young man, to get the full

pleasure out of your vacation,

and to be able to bring back
that pleasure at any time after,

you want your Kodak right now
—to-day. The Kodak is sure,

Kodak supplies are sure ; and
you will be sure with them so

long as you follow the simple

directions. But with the sim-
plest of directions to follow, you
still may noifee/ sure at first

—

and a mistake on some pet sub-
ject never to come along again
might mean a lot to you. Of
course, plenty of Kodakers
make fine pictures from the
start, but these same people
feel more confident after prac-

tice."

" This feeling of certainty is

not the main point, though.
One of the greatest pleasures

of the Kodaker is in his con-
stant increase in skill, the same
as in any other recreation really

worth while. You will group
and light your subjects differ-

ently with practice, and enjoy
your results more and more.
Yes, and then you will look
back to your first arrange-
ments with amusement."

'

' You are right about the 3

A

Folding Pocket Kodak for va-

cation use ; small and light to

carry, fitted with a lens fast

enough and good enough for

all-around, every-day needs,

and making pictures just the

right size—post card shape and
size. The proof of the pud-
ding is in the pictures it takes

—never mind my figures of

speech, but just look at these

pictures. Nothing like being

able to send back such cards

of your own making on vaca-

tion, and having a folder record

of the whole thing afterwards."
*' Yes, the price is right.

Nothing but an output of thous-

ands enables such a price to be

made on such an instrument.

Isn't it a beauty? Certainly,

I'll show you how to load it."

"Now feel free to come in

at any time and ask about any-
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thing you don't quite under-

stand ; that's what we're here

for—to help you in any way
we can. And wilh that outfit

you are sure of a new pleasure

in life. Good day and good

luck !

"

" Eh, son?"

A DIFFEP^ENCE.
Some manufacturers of photo-

graphic goods advertise their

booklets as gratis at their half

dozen or more 'Branch
Offices", giving the addresses

of these offices in their adver-

tisements. We advertise our

booklets as "free at the

dealers ".

4 B. E,. TEN.
When we began making the

N. C. Film the thickness over

the old film was slightly, ever

so slightly, increased. On
most cartridges this made no

difference but since the intro-

duction of N. C. it has been a

hard matter to properly spool

the 4 B. E 12 exposures cart-

ridges. The fianges were hard-

ly wide enough to carry the

film andpapersatisfactorily,yet

we could not make them wider

because if we did they wouldn't

fit the cameras for which they

were made. It has therefore

been decided to withdraw the

No. 4 B. E. 12 exposures and
furnish in their stead No. 4 B.

E. 10 exposures. These 4 B. E.

10 exposure cartridges will also

be No. 4 Panoram 4 exp.

Price, 75 cents. Delivery of

the new size will begin during

the present month.

The 3A Folding

Brownies—

the lA Speed

KodaKs—

the Zeiss KodaK

Anastigmal

Lenses—

the KodaK

Ball Bearing

Shutters,

to say nothing

of the little

new things

and the Big

Advertising are

going to maKe

nineteen nine

a record

Amateur Year.

Are you ready?
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The Picture that Interested a Town.

SAME, IDE,A.

We have written quite at

length on one or two occasions

of the scheme of having news
pictures^pictures of the hap-

penings in your town as a daily

feature in the window. It has

been done most effectively, it

has been done also rather well,

but still lacking the cumulative

effect of the daily plan where
some very important local

event has been photographed
and the results displayed
promptly in the window. A
recent case along that line was
where a rather spectacular fire

broke out across the road from

a Kodak dealer's and long

before the firemen got through
with their work there were
several good pictures in the

dealer's outside show case that

told the story.

What such simple little

things can do for business is

shown by the letter from W.
H. Gardiner, Daytona, Fla.

,

and the accompanying photo-

graph of the dog and the rat

trap. It will be noticed that

the picture shows the store

window. Mr. Gardiner says :

"After making these pictures

yesterday morning, we sold

every No. 3 and No. 2 A
Brownie also No. 3 and No. 2

Bulls-Eye in stock. It was
certainly an ad for us."

Come, or

Send the

Man.

Our Educational

Department is

at your service.

No charge for

anything.
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HITTING THE
AVERAGE.

If the No. I Brownie only had a
finder, if the 3A Kodak only took
pictures 3>8 x 5^ instead of 3X x
$^2, if Solio paper only printed
black and white, if Velox paper
only printed out, if a certain plate

or paper in the hands of one man
were only "harder" and in the
hands of another were only "soft-

er," it would be just right—and
there you are.

We are reminded by the sug^
gestions for alterations in goods
that do come now and then of the
story, true story by the way, of the
old mackerel fisherman. Hard as
is the work of these followers of

the sea, they often have many
hours of leisure between watches,
when the mackerel are not school-
ing. This particular old Salt had
a hobby, the whittling out, from
large pieces of soft pine, of toy
boats. The start of every cruise

found him with a nice new chunk
of pine some three feet long, and
the finish of nearly every cruise

found him with a new miniature
sloop or schooner that he tried out
in the little bay back of his cottage
during his days ashore. For many
years he had been annoyed by the
gratuitous advice of his fellow salts

on what the lines of his little boats
should be, and found too that even
unwittingly he often worked in

such suggestions and often, in his

opinion anyway, to the detriment
of speed or seaworthiness. At last

he hit upon a happy expedient.
A long voyage was ahead and he

had in mind a certain model that

he wanted to try out, so when his

dunnage went aboard the "Flying
Katie" there were with it two
beautiful pieces of the choicest pine
that he could find in the shipyard.
Work was soon commenced on one
of these blocks, and it quickly
began to assume the form of a
smart fisherman of racy type. Of
course his fellow salts immediately
evinced a paternal interest.

"She looks good to me," said
Bill Teaser, as he puffed at his

short, black pipe, "but if I was in

your place, Tom, I'd give 'er a wee
bit more dead rise."

Patiently Tom laid down his

model and began cutting the as
yet untouched block—rapidly thin-

ning the wood at the sides until

that part of the block looked like

the other, but was cut somewhat
finer. "Is that your idee, Bill?"
he asked. Bill assented, whereat
Tom again took up the original
block and began work, but without'
making any change in the dead-
rise. As he labored, along came
young Jim, the new man, who had
served the year before as paid
hand on a yacht at Bar Harbor.
"Pretty smooth looking model ye
got there, Uncle Tom," said Jim,
"but that bow is way behind the
times. You want to make it fuller,

and flatten it underneath so she'll

get a long sailin' line when she
heels to the wind." Tom sighed,
and, picking up his other block,
carried out the suggestion to young
Jim's satisfaction. Then he re-

turned to his original model.
And so it went on. Harry Hakes

wanted her to have more free-

board, and John Johnson, an im-
portation, suggested, "I tank you
make heem faster mit a longer run
by the aft." When it came to the
rigging, Sam Small insisted on
more hoist to the mainsail and a
shorter boom, while Joe Smith
stood out for a decided rake aft to
the spars. Every suggestion was
followed to the letter—in model
number two.
The cruise being finished, the

mackerel marketed and the pro-
ceeds divided. Uncle Tom invited
his nautical advisers to a yacht
race on the inlet back of his cot
tage. A steady breeze was blow-
ing that ruffled the surface, and
now and then a miniature white
cap flashed in the morning sun.
Two beautifully finished model
yachts rested on the beach ready
for the trial, and on the stern of
one was painted "My- Idee," and
on the other "Uridees." A coin
was flipped for choice of position,
and the Uridees won. Her spon-
sors, of course, picked the wind-
ward berth, and Tom told them to
trim sail and adjust the rudder
according to their notions. This
was accomplished after much argu-
ment ; Tom, meantime, was ready
and waiting.
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At last the word "cast off" was
given by Bill Teaser, and the two
craft touched the water just as a
lavoring puff came across the inlet

;

tlie Uridees from her windward
position felt it first and shot to the

front with a flash that brought hope
to the hearts of her backers—then
she began to waltz—to chase her
tail like a 3-months-old puppy

—

she laid down to every puff of

wind, and when she straightened
up again she spitefully slapped the

wavelets with her flat overhanging
bow. Then she disgracefully came
ashore, stern first. Meantime, My-
Idee laid over until her tiny rail

was just awash, and settling down
to business tripped merrily across
the bay, and did it so quickly that

Tom Junior, who had started in

pursuit in his dinghy, was barely
in time to rescue her from a disas-

trous wreck upon a forbidding
boulder that reared to a height of

no less than eighteen inches above
the surface of the seething sea.

All of which tale is here related,

not only to prove that two heads
are not always better than one,
which proverb has already been
successfully disputed, however, by
the other proverb that "too many
cooks spoil the broth," but to also

illustrate the fact that while each
individual may have most excellent
ideas they can't always be success-
fully spliced on to other people's
ideas. We want to illustrate the
fact that the only thing any manu-
facturer can do is to hit the iug
AVERAGE. It is impossible for him
to cater to every idea that is wanted
by every consumer. If he did his

catalogue would be as big as a
Webster unabridged, and the deal-

er's store would perforce be the

size of a train shed.
Note —The advertisinji; department says

"here too." It's cheaper to furnish yon,
Mr. Dealer, with 500 handsome booklets,
which may be part of a million run, than
to g:et up for you the 500 "cheap" but
special circulars that you want. Like the
manufacturing; department, we are obliged
to hit the average.

ROYAL
PURE WHITE

NEPERA.

The Developing Paper that

Forgets to Curl.
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A Strong but Simple Window
Display that tells the story of the

simplicity of Tank Development.
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Take a

KODAK
with you!

ANYBODY CAN KODAK
NO FUSS, NO BOTHER, NO DARK
ROOM FOR ANY PART OF THE WORK.

KODAKS $5 to $110
BROWNIE CAMERAS, $1.00 to $12.00.

Let us help you double the pleasure of the
out-door days.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Double Col. cut No. 233, Single Col. cut No. 232.
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THE CAMPAIGN.
In the course of a conversa-

tion on advertising topics an
advertising man, representing

one of the biggest and strong-

est magazines in the field, said

to us the other day :
' 'There'

s

no doubt about the prestige

that the big and well advertised

magazine that itself carries lots

of advertising, adds to the

strength of an advertiser's

proposition. But there is one
thing that we advertising men
must admit, and that is that

Kodak is bigger than any of

us. Your goods are better

known than any magazine in

the country."

We were pleased to hear

him say it, otherwise we
wouldn't be human, and we
also modestly admit that he
was right. And this reminds
us of another recent happen-
ing. Not long ago we received

a letter from a woman in South
Carolina making inquiry as to

the responsibility of a certain

Rochester concern. Having
had several similar inquiries re-

garding that same concern, we
wrote to the woman asking if

our name had been given to

her as a reference. This was
her reply : "Your name was

not given me as a reference,

but as you advertise in the

best magazines, I thought that

I could rely on you to write

me the truth."

Mr. Dealer, do you want
anything better than to have
your possible customers ap-

proach you in a frame of mind
that means they have confi-

dence not only in you but in

the goods you handle? Can
you afford to let pass an oppor-
tunity to connect your name
with the goods in which people

have confidence because they

have known them intimately

through their favorite maga-
zines for a quarter of a century ?

And don't be confused by
attempts at convincing you
that will be made by splurge

advertisers—the people who go
in once or twice in two or three

publications and then send you
copies of their advertisements

to show what they are doing.

It's the every month in the

year, year in and out adver-

tising that really counts—that's

the kind we are doing for you.
Several magazines for May are

carrying three full pages of

Eastman advertising for you—
one page Kodak, one page
Premo, half page Graflex and
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half page Century. Our adver-

tising in the Ladies' Home
Journal alone probably costs

more money than all of the

advertising of all of the com-
peting camera companies in

this country combined, and be-

sides we are using practically

all of the other big mediums.
Besides the hundreds of full

pages inside, our spring and
summer list of Back Cover
Pages in Colors includes the

following :

Collier's (2),
Cosmopolitan,
Country Life,

Life,

Ladies' Home Journal,

McClure's,

Outing,

Saturday Evening Post (2),

Success,

Woman's HomeCompanion,
Youth's Companion,
Review of Reviews,

Leslie's Weekly.
In addition to these there

are several other back covers

in one color only, and the re-

cent full page insert in the

Ladies' Home Journal in four

colors.

Tie yourself to that campaign
in every way : Stock the

goods ; advertise them in your

local newspapers (we furnish

cuts gratis) ; advertise them in

the street cars (we furnish

signs gratis); advertise them
in your show windows (we
furnish signs and pictures
gratis) ; advertise them through
the mails (we furnish booklets

and circulars gratis).

ABOUT BOOKLETS.
Catalogues are now being

shipped and very soon after

this Circular is received every
active dealer will have his

initial supply. About June
first we shall ship every active

dealer a supply of signs for

counter and window display.

Other advertising matter is sent

on request only.

In about another month our
Brownie Booklets and our Sum-
mer Booklets (32 page, con-

densed catalogue, 3^ x 5^
inches) will be ready. These,
remember, are furnished on
REQUEST ONLY and to gain

time it will be well for you to

put in an advance order to be

filled "when ready." In this

connection it should be remem-
bered that the Brownie and
"Summer" booklets are for

mailing list use—that we ex-

pect the regular Kodak Cata-

logues to be reserved by you
for requests only.

THOSE POST CARDS.
We are having a tremendous

run on the advertising post

cards announced last month.
We have already had orders

for more than our entire distri-

bution last year, and the best

of it is that people who had
last year's card are ordering

the new ones. They evidently

paid.

NEWSPAPER CUTS
We shall have a new sheet

of newspaper cuts in a few

weeks, but meanwhile there are

a lot of good cuts in the old

sheet that most of you haven't

used yet. They will help.

ALL GOOD.
All honest, straightforward

advertising does good. Some
of you can use one kind better
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than another. Your location,

your class of trade, your local

conditions as to newspapers
and street cars, your show
windows—all these have a bear-

ing on how you should go at it.

Some of you can use one or

two methods—some can use

all methods. None, in view of

the attractiveness of the Kodak
line and the Kodak advertising,

can afford to "wait for trade

to come."
Everywhere the Kodak habit

is growing. Make the most
of it.

ARISTO SECONDS.
We can furnish a limited

quantity of Aristo Platino Sec-

onds, cabinet size only, at the

following prices.

Per gross, - - $1.40
Per pkg. of 100, - I. GO

Discount to the trade, 25^.

THE BEST DO.
When the amateur asks you :

"Do you really believe that

tank development gives the best

results?" just tell him the facts

about the professional photog-
raphers. Tell him that most
of the best photographers now
use tank development for their

daily work. Point out the fact

that the professional with all

his skill, which the amateur
has not, and with his well

appointed dark room, which
the amateur has not, still finds

it to his advantage to use the
Tank instead of the old dark
room methods, because he gets
better results.

Then ask the question : If

the tank is worth while for the

professional, with his exper-
ience and facilities, is there any
question about it for you, who,
begging your pardon, have
neither?

Such argument seems to us

to be unanswerable.

NEW PACKAGES.
There have been a number

of requests for Nepera Develop-
ing Powders in smaller than
one pound packages. It is

also likely that the sale of a

smaller' package will help in-

troduction and thereby lead to

an increase in the sale of the

pound package. We have
therefore prepared to furnish

Nepera Developing Powders in

quarter pound packages at 50
cents. Each package contains

sufficient powder to make 16

ounces of concentrated solu-

tion—the equivalent of Velox
Liquid Developer. Discount
to the trade, case lots 24 pack-
ages 40^. Less than case lots

We have too, a new way of

putting up Potassium Bromide.
It's convenient because one
powder dissolved in one ounce
of water makes a 10^ solution.

Therefore we call them East-
man's 10^ Bromide Powders.
There are four powders (each
sufficient for one oz. 10^ solu-

tion) in each 5 cent package
and there are 12 of these 5 cent
packages (48 powders) in each
carton. They are "tested
chemicals " of course, are very
convenient for the amateur
trade and the discount is 40^.

Fcoyal Nepera—pure
white.
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KODAK
Doubles the Charm of the

Out-of-Doors Days.

All the iXew Kodah Goods,

SKillfu! Developing and
Printing.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVE.

NO. 712. FOUR COLORS.

Take a
KODAK

with you
We have them—includinj? the
new 1009 g:oods. Films devel-

oped promptly and carefully.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVENUE.

NO. 767. FOUR COLORS.

THEY ALL REMEMBERED THU

KODAK
Don't forget to take one with you—
and when you return remember too that

we develop and print promptly and with

painstaking care.

Everything for the yimateur.

RICHARD ROE 6 CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVENUE

NO. 778. FOUR COLORS.
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The 3- Brownie
new daylightloading Fold-
ing film Camera from
the Kodak factory for

3% X 5% Pictures, at $10
Do., with Double Rapid Lens, $12

ALL THE. NHW KODAK GOODS

RICHARD ROE <S CO., 1001 Tripod Ave.

NO. 666. RED AND BLACK.

1909
CAR CARDS.

For a starter, we have four

new street car signs, and thanks

to our last Kodak advertising

competition, we have some-
thing unusually attractive.

Three of these signs (Nos. 712,

767, 778,) are in four colors.

There's not too much reading

matter, and what there is is

right to the point. It interests

people in the Kodak habit, and
lets people know that the dealer

whose name the card bears is

a wide-awake merchant in

Kodak goods.

We have been keeping tabs

very closely on street car work
during the past three or four

years, and find that this form
of advertising has in nearly

every case proved profitable

to the dealer who has used it. ,

Of course it needs attention.

New copy now and then is

imperative. Christmas cards

that are allowed to run until

June won't prove profitable
;

pictures of a summer girl, on

a card appealing to the public

to take along Kodaks on the

summer vacation, won't prove
profitable in January. But
timely use of our cards does
pay, and the cards we announce
are timely. They will help the

dealer take advantage of the

tremendous magazine publicity

we are again giving the Kodak
line.

CONDITIONS.
It is obvious that no two

dealers in the same town would
care to use the same cards. In

filling orders for street car

cards, we shall, therefore, give
the preference to the first dealer

who applies from each city, but

will not furnish him more than

one kind of card until we are

satisfied that the other dealers

in his town are not interested.

When there is only one dealer

in a city who uses the cards he
can run through our entire line

and when it is exhausted we
will get him up new cards if he
wants them.

These cards are of the stand-

ard street car size, 11 x 21
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inches, and are to be furnished

for street car use only. They
are too expensive and too per-

ishable for fence tacking or

similar purposes.

In ordering, please tell how
many cards you need and indi-

cate by number the style of

card wanted.

We particularly request that

you order only as many as you
require. They are too expen-

sive to waste.

MAKE YOUFc LINE,
COMPLETE.

** Gentlemen :

—

Please send us a catalogue of

Premo supplies. I have a

Premo camera, but the local

dealer carries only Kodak sup-

plies.

Yours truly,"

This is an actual letter re-

ceived by the Rochester Op-
tical Division recently, and
they report that such letters

come in every now and then

from the smaller towns.

And there's no doubt that

the dealer or dealers in such
town are losing considerable

easy business, for there are

thousands and thousands of

Premo Film cameras at work
all over the country, there are

thousands of Premo Film Pack
Adapters using up Film Packs
in plate cameras and the people
behind these cameras are spend-
ing their money for film packs
with somebody.
Then you know that next to

Kodaks, Premos are the most
extensively advertised cameras
in. the country ; that people are

buying Premo plate and film

cameras every day, and if they

can't get them in town, they

send to the R. O. Division

direct. But we don' t want any
direct business. We want to

sell through our dealers

—

through you.

Don't lose your share of this

business. Be prepared to fur-

nish Premo camera owners with

Film Packs and other supplies

and let people know that you
are so prepared . Be ready for

the fellow who has been at-

tracted by a Premo advertise-

ment and let him know that

you've got the camera or can

get it for him.

If you're in a small town you
needn't carry a big stock.

Just a few film packs, a few

adapters and two or three of

the most popular Premos.

No sir, it won't interfere in

the least with your Kodak
business ; on the contrary 'twill

help it, for if your stock of

goods is broad 'twill help create

and maintain interest, but the

point is, you want all the pos-

sible photographic business,

and to get it you can't afford

to overlook the goods made
by our different divisions.

There's a paragraph in our
last month's circular which we
believe will stand repetition, as

it bears directly on this point.

"You have no competitors

handling goods made by
another manufacturer whose
line is half as well known as

your line. There is no com-
peting film camera half as well

known as a Kodak, no com-
peting film camera half as well

known even as the Brownie
;

there's no competing plate

camera half as well known as
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the Premo ; there's no compet-

ing Speed Camera half as well

known as the Graflex. Has
the Graflex any competitor,

anyway? There's no compet-

ing paper that's half as well

known as Velox. And so we
might go on with the list

through films and papers and

plates. And that's another

advantage.
ifi^5{::4j :^ * ^ :^ ^1^

The benefit that you get

from these advantages of better

goods and better known goods
depends upon two things

—

your stock of the goods and

your advertising of the fact

that you have the goods."

Let the whole town know
that you can furnish every

thing that's worth while in the

photographic line. Add the

Premo and Film Pack profits

to your Kodak profits.

TO AVOID DELAY.
In ordering parts for repairs

be sure to give the exact name
of the camera for which they

are wanted, and as a further

precaution give the model num-
ber and the serial number of

the camera as well.

Whenever an opportunity

for improvement presents itself

we make the most of it, and
thus it frequendy happens that

in different lots of the same
style of camera some slight

modification has been made
that will alter more or less

some portions of the instru-

ment, so in view of this the

following of the above precau-

tion will insure your receiving

the proper fittings.

IN BARRELS.
Already we have had a de-

mand for the Zeiss-Kodak
Anastigmat lenses in barrels.

And we are ready to supply

them.
This Zeiss-Kodak Anastig-

mat proposition is one that you
will find means increased high

grade lens business for jou.

We are going to make a noise

about it, and you want to make
a noise about it. There are

many new good things in the

Kodak line just now and this

new lens surely has the merit to

make it a seller. ' Twould go

even at the price of other high

grade anastigmats. At the low

price we have made on it, it

means that a lot of your cus-

tomers can be induced to enter

the anastigmat class.

PRICE, LIST.
Zeiss=KodaK Anastigmat Lenses iii Barrels.

COVERS AT /. 6.3

No.
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THREE'S NO CROWD
WHEN THE THIRD'S A

KODAK
Anybody Can Kodak. No Fuss. No Bother.

No Dark Room.

KODAKS,
BROWNIES (they work like Kodaks),

$5.00 to $100.00
$1.00 to $12.00

Come in and see the new^ things from Kodak City.

RICHARD ROE & CO
Double Column Cut No. 278, Single Col. No. 285,
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NEW CHEMICALS.
The craft is showing its ap-

preciation of our campaign in

favor of tested chemicals. The
pure goods are selling

—

selling so freely that we have
prepared to extend the line to

other chemicals, that the

photographer, professional or

amateur, may always be able

to procure products that he
can depend upon.

Of themselves, chemicals are

merely a minor factor in our
business. In their effect upon
the sensitive goods with which
they are used they are a tre-

mendous factor. Hence our
interest in using every effort

to put the chemicals that are

right into the hands of the

people who use our papers and
plates and films.

We have already accom-
plished much in raising the

standard, especially with our
sulphite and carbonate of soda.

The new goods will help still

further. In particular, we call

attention to the necessity of

pure sulphide and pure ferri-

cyanide in the re-development
process. They are absolutely

essential to the success of the

process. The one sure way

of putting them into the hands
of yourcustomers is to sell the

goods bearing the Eastman
"tested chemicals" label.

PRICES
Acid Acetic (25^), >^ lb.

Bottle, . . . . I .14
Do., I lb. Bottle, . . . .18
Do., 5 lb. Bottle, . . . .60
Acid Citric (Powdered), i oz.

Bottle 10

Do., y2 lb. Bottle, . . .50
Do., I lb. Bottle, . . . .90
Acid Oxalic, i oz. Bottle, . .10

Do., Yi lb. Bottle, . . .20

Do., I lb. Bottle 30
Ammonium Sulphocyanate,

I oz., 10

Do., Yz lb., 45
Borax, i lb., 15
Hydrochinone, i oz. Bottle, .20

Do., Yz lb. Bottle, . . 1. 00
Do., I lb. Bottle, . . . 1.80
Magnesium Powder, i oz.

Bottle 25
Do., % lb. Can, . . .1.50
Do., I lb. Can, . . . 2.75
Paramidophenol {Hydro-

chlorate), I oz., . . .40

Do., ^ lb., .... 2.75
Do., I lb., . . . . 5.00
Potassium Bromide, i oz., . .10

Do. , 8 oz. 30
Do., I lb •

. .50
Potassium Carbonate, i lb., .25
Potassium Ferricyanide, i

oz., 10
Do., K lb., 40
Do., I lb., 75
Potassium Iodide, 1 oz. Bot-

tle, 30
Do., % lb. 1.00
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I3.00
.25

Do., I lb., .

Potassium Oxalate, i lb.,

Potassium Permanganate
oz., 10

Potassium Metabisulphite, i

oz. Bottle, . . . .15
Do., I lb. Bottle, . . .1.00
Pyro, I oz. Bottle, . . .25
Do., y^ lb. Bottle, . . 1.30
Do., I lb. Bottle, . . . 2.50
Sodium Acetate, i oz., . .10
Do., Yi lb., 20
Do., I lb., 35
Sodium Sulphide, i oz. Bot-

tle, . . . ... 10
Do., Yz lb. Bottle, . . .25

Do., I lb. Bottle, . . . .40
Discount to the tirade, j^Y^o-

Gold Chloride, C. P., 15
Grains, . . . 45c net

Do., Doz. Bottles, . $4.50 net
Silver Nitrate, I oz., .

)^^^^^^^,Do., Y lb.

Do., I lb.,
prices

ri:d and black.
And again, better. Kodak

was the first transparent film
;

Kodak was the first daylight

loading film ; Kodak was the

first orthochromatic film ; Ko-
dak was the first non-curling

film. All along Kodak has
been the most dependable film.

Whatever can be done from
time to time to improve Kodak
film, mechanically or chemically,
is done—regardless of the cost.

The newest improvement is the

use of a double-faced paper in

the cartridges—black on one
side, red on the other. For
years we have been experiment-
ing to overcome the defects

which always will appear in

black paper, defects which un-
desirably affect the keeping
quality of the film itself. By
closest attention to detail, by
untiring effort, we improved it

materially, but still it lacked
the perfection we are always
looking for in Kodak prod-

ucts. You see we are not
easily satisfied. The problem
has now been solved in the
new Kodak cartridges by the
use of a paper that is red on
the side which comes in con-
tact with the film. The new
paper has far less effect on the
keeping quality of the film and
absolutely does away with num-
ber markings.
The tests have been thorough.

They have literally extended
over years, and the new prod-
uct is" placed on the market
with the fullest confidence of

increased reliability. It puts
Kodak film another long stride

ahead of its imitators.

Kodak Film has all along
been best in speed, latitude,

orthochromatic quality, non-
curling feature and depend-
ability. In the parlance of

Marathon enthusiasts it has
again "lapped the field."

NON=ABRASION
M—Q DE.VELOPER.

Here's a new developer for

Velox and Azo in popular
form—three for a quarter.

There is a good field for a

non-abrasion developer in pow-
der form put up in tubes. We
have made the package attrac-

tive and the "Eastman tested

chemicals" quality is there.

No bromide is required. It's

all the amateur asks in the way
of convenience, and it will help

business because it will help

them get good results.

Price per carton containing

3 tubes, $ .25
(Each tube will develop 40 4 x 5

prints).

Discount to the trade, . . 33>^^
Do., case lots, 24 pkgs., . 40^
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Those dealers who

have not yet taken advan-

tage of the Post Card Plan

announced in the April

Trade Circular must get

their orders in promptly

or they will be too late

to realize the benefits.
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THE AUTOTIME,
SCALE.

A thorough test of the merits

of the Autotime Scale has con-

vinced us that it ought to be a

part of the Kodak system of

picture making. Its simplicity

appeals at once to the amateur
who is uncertain as to what
stop and what shutter speed to

use, and it has been demon-
strated that it helps the novice

solve many a problem that to

him is a knotty one. We take

pleasure, therefore, in an-

nouncing that we have pur-

chased the Autotime Scale

business and patents, and all

orders for the goods should

hereafter be directed to us, or

to our branches, where they

will be carried in stock.

Whatever helps to make pic-

ture making simpler for the

beginner and helps him get

better results, is a help to the

whole business. ' Twas for that

reason that we purchased the

Autotime Scale business, and
for that same reason the dealer

should push the sale of this

ingenious simplifier. But inci-

dentally, Mr. Dealer, there's a

very handsome present profit

for you in Autotime Scales.

DOUBLE, WEIGHT
BLUE PRINTS.
The postal card habit is hav-

ing its influence in creating a

demand among amateurs for

double weight papers all along

the line. Of course it's a good
habit to foster because it means
increased sales— not merely

the advance in price for the

difference in weight but the

additional size required for

mat effects. Instead of selling

3/^x5/4 paper single weight
for use with 3A negatives you
sell 5x7 double weight . Even
for people who use Velox or

platinum ordinarily there's

good vacation business in blue

print paper, for with it people
can send home easy-to-make
pictures from the negatives that

they develop or have developed
as they go along. And East-

man's Ferro Prussiate is not

the ordinary foundry variety

of blue print paper. It has

the real photographic quality

—

detail, gradation, delicacy.

THE PRICE OF DOUBLE
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SUB=CALIBER.
BF^OADSIDES.

Uncle Sam's big fighting

machines are equipped with

twelve and thirteen-inch gurs
that can throw a destructive,

death- dealing broadside of ter-

rific force. But when your
Uncle Sam sends his young
men out for ordinary target

practice he doesn't burn the

powder necessary to use these

big fellows to their full capacity.

No, no, that costs too much.
So he uses an ingenious sub-

caliber arrangement, whereby
the men get used to sighting

and firing the big guns, but

the shell that speeds is only a

little one.

All of which is merely illus-

trative of the "advertising

broadsides" announced to the

trade by certain Kodak imita-

tors. The circulars they send
out to the trade are large and
handsomely printed—but the

circulars are merely the marine
band playing on deck to call

attention to the sub- caliber gun
fire. They know that it will

otherwise fail to catch your
ear—and really it's your ear

and not the public ear that they

are after.

They announce the list of

the guns they are using in

their broadside—there are five

of 'em altogether, and some
are real big ones—but they
don't tell you that there are a

lot of months when they miss-

fire, nor do they tell you that

their's is a sub-caliber fire

whenever they use the thirteen-

inch guns. The timely tune
that their marine band is play-

ing to the trade evidently

refers to their June "broad-
side," and the Ladies' Home
Journal heads their list. We
are glad they called attention

to it, for nobody who happens
to hunt for their quarter size

shell can get away from the

full size, full color, armor
piercing Kodak Projectile on
the back cover.

It's really the old story of

advertising at the dealer in-

stead oifor the dealer, and it's

a subject that far-seeing pub-
lishers are much concerned
about. ' Impressed by what
real advertisers have done for

their dealers, it's getting to be
a common dodge among manu-
facturers to make a one or two
time blank cartridge fire

—

sometimes full caliber—for the

sake of effect on the trade.

Dealers are induced to stock

up, and then—the gun fire

stops. This hurts the publish-

er, for such advertising is lack-

ing in real selling effect, and in

the long run hurts the whole
magazine advertising proposi-

tion. Real advertising must
have both force and continuity,

and must have good goods to

back it up. It must be honest
and up-to-date. Real Ad-
vertising Does Something
More Than Put Goods on
THE Dealers' Shelves ; It

Takes Them Off Again.
What have they—the Kodak

imitators—ever done for the

dealer anyway ? Advertising

broadsides?—Tut-tut, don't be
deceived just because the band
is playing a military air. It's

only pop guns you hear.

SCHOOL OUT-
BROWNIE TIME.
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NO BROKEN
PACKAGE,S.

Under our terms of sale,

papers are not to be sold in

broken packages. The reason
for this ruling is obvious.
Broken packages mean thumb-
marked paper, abraded paper,
fogged paper, and paper with
diminished keeping qualities.

For the good of our consumer
customers, for the reputation
of our goods and therefore for
the good of the dealer we con-
sider a strict enforcement of

the clause in our terms of sale

which refers to broken pack-
ages to be as imperative as any
other.

Some dealers have appar-
ently considered this matter
lightly. We do not take it

that they have purposely
ordered the large packages
premeditating the breaking of

same for the sake of an in-

creased profit, but have simply
broken them, on the spur of

the moment, on the demand of

an insistent customer. Even
this, however, we consider to

be poor policy in the long run
and is an infringement of the
terms of sale which we shall

not overlook.

PFcILMO SUMMELR
BOOK.

The Rochester Optical'
Division will be ready in a few
days to supply you with their

handsome little abbreviated

catalogue for 1909 This is

made especially for mailing
purposes. Its size, 3^4^ x 5^,
will easily fit into the ordinary
commercial envelope, and it is

a very effective piece of litera-

ture indeed, for your mailing
lists.

The booklet has a handsome
four-color process cover from
an original Premo negative and
contains, in concise form, a very
clear description of every
Premo camera. It will help

out wonderfully on the distri-

bution of the large Premo cata-

logues, which you are expected
to furnish on request only.

These little booklets will be
sent out by request only.

Get your order in for them
early, so as to be sure and se-

cure some before they are all

gone. As far as possible, we
ask you to order these in con-

nection with Kodak and
Brownie Books, so that ship-

ments can be made all together.

TOO BUSY TO COME?

Then send the man to our Educa-

tional Department. ' T^vill helpyour

del^eloping and printing profits.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC.
FILMS.

From the Quarterly of
THE National Fire Pro-
tection Association.

The following tests were
made in order to make some
estimate of the hazard of cellu-

loid films packed in boxes :

TEST No. I. Made in a

small metal oven open at the

bottom, with gas flame under-

neath. Two films were placed

in upper part of oven resting

on a metal rack. On this same
rack was a small piece of pine

wood and thermometer which
came about to the same level.

These two films were packed
in the usual way, surrounded
by paper and put in a card-

board box. Outside dimen-
sions of box were ^ x j}( x
i%" . The film proper was
about 2^" wide and 30" long.

It was tightly rolled and had a

loose backing of black paper.

The oven was heated by a

Bunsen burner placed under-

neath. Rise in temperature

was as follows : temperature at

start 80 degrees, one minute,

125 ; two minutes, 168 ; three

minutes, 206 ; four minutes,

235 ; five minutes, 258 ; six

minutes, 272 ; seven minutes,

288 ; eight minutes, 308 ; and
nine minutes, 330. At this

time, considerable smoke was
being evolved and thermometer
was removed, smoke continued

and appeared to come mostly
from the piece of pine wood.
Later, one of the film boxes
began to char. At the end of

twenty-seven minutes no flame

had appeared and while the

wood was considerably charred,

the film boxes were only

slightly so. A handful of ex-

celsior was introduced under
the films and soon caught fire

from the Bunsen flame. This

set fire to the two boxes of

films as well as to pieces of pine

wood and both were allowed to

burn until consumed. The
boxes of films did not burn
with particular fierceness and
acted in no way different from

what would have been expected
had there been no celluloid

present.

TEST No. 2. Film was
taken out of box and unrolled,

then loosely rolled up again.

This was placed in oven in a

similar manner as in previous

test . Rise in temperature was
as follows : one minute, 170
degrees ; two minutes, 278 ;

three minutes, 358 ; four min-

utes, 400. At the end of four

minutes the thermometer was
withdrawn. At about six min-

utes the film began to smoke.
This continued without blaze

until test was stopped at the

end of ten minutes. Upon in-

vestigation, the celluloid was
found to be destroyed and the

whole mass was soft and punky,
being quite thoroughly car-

bonized.

TEST No. 3. Film was
removed from spool, rolled up
moderately tight and held with

a piece of wire. It was heated

in a similar manner as in pre-

vious test except that the film

was placed directly over the

piece of sheet iron, against

which the Bunsen burner

played. In less than a minute
it began to smoke and con-

tinued to evolve fumes. An
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open flame was then applied

and it took fire, burning at the

end like a torch. It did not
burn with any particular fierce-

ness and after a few minutes it

was removed from the flame
and was found to be carbonized
as in previous test.

CONCLUSIONS. From
these tests it would appear
that celluloid films packed in

the ordinary manner in paste-

board boxes are not particu-

larly hazardous. They do not
ignite at unusually low temper-
atures and do not burn fiercely

when on fire. In fact, burning
qualities appear to be compar-
able with those of soft pine
wood.

There is no reason to fear

that sprinklers will not properly
control a fire in such goods.
There is a possibility, how-

ever, that if a large quantity
was on fire, enough gas might
be generated to cause trouble.

Gorham Dana, Majiager,
The Underwriters' Bureau of

New England.

NEW CUTS.
In a very few days we shall

mail a copy of our new cut
sheet. It not only shows all of

the Kodaks in half-tone, and
stipple and line, but it has
many good designs for use in

newspaper advertising. There
is a score of new ones, and
some of the most popular of

the old ones are repeated. We
shall be glad to furnish cuts
without charge to any Kodak
dealer to the full extent of his

requirements. Order by num-
ber, please.

Scouting for Shadowgraphs
Catching glints of sunshine

sprinkled through the glen,
Roping Nature's treasures—brand-

ing them, and then
Shooting into substance shadows

as they change,
With my witching Kodak ; when I

find the range
Oh, witchery of Kodakry !

Of Labor, Love and Laugh
;

In rain and shine all these com-
bine

To catch the shadowgraph.

Courting Mother Nature, every
little while

Catching glints of gladness in her
every smile

;

Groups of happy children in their

joy and glee,

Shouting all in chorus "Won't you
kodak me?

"

Oh. Kodakry! your witchery
Makes groucherinos laugh

;

And Pessimist turns Optimist,
With smiles for shadowgraph.

Yours in clouds or sunshine,

J. W. CRAWFORD,
" Capt. Jack."

The
Lens of

Quality

for

CamLeras of

Quality===

Zeiss-Kodak

Anastigmat

f.-6.3
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PF^E^MO WINDOW
AND STREET
CAFc SIGNS.

In a day or two, you will

receive, in connection with a

shipment of Kodak window-

signs, several Premo signs

which will make excellent dis-

play matter in connection with

the Kodak signs.

Premo street car signs will

be ready for shipment, on re-

quest, in a few days, and you
will very shortly receive matter

from the Rochester Optical

Division illustrating these signs.

All this matter will enable

you, in a measure, to follow

our suggestion of last month

—

to let the whole town know
that you carry everything that's

worth while in the photographic

line.

ON SUSPICION.
The smallest dealer in the

smallest store on a back street

in the smallest town can' t afford

to be without the new 3A Fold-

ing Brownie with double lens

—

list price $12.00.

They sell on suspicion—on
sight—from a catalogue—but
they will sell ten times as fast

on examination.

They will bring your Brownie
trade up to using 3^ x 5}^
films and that means a bigger

income from film, from paper,

from mounts, from chemicals,

from developing and from
printing.

The 3A Brownie, properly

handled, won't bring people

down from Kodaks — it will

bring them up from the smaller

Brownies. The advantages of

the 3A Kodak are obvious

—

smaller size, aluminum con-

struction, better finish, the

Kodak Ball Bearing Shutter,

the rising and sliding front, all

these features together with the

less tangible but nevertheless

all important fact that it is a
•

' real Kodak ' * will easily en-

able the 3A Kodak to hold its

own with those who can afford

to pay the $8 00 difference in

price between it and the 3A
Brownie.

But ! There is a lot of people

who have Brownies but want
larger pictures. The 3A gives

them much for their money.
With the single lens at ten or

the double lens at twelve dol-

lars, you can * attract them if

you will show the goods.

Stock them early or you are

likely to miss the profits on
this new good thing from the

Kodak city for this season.

The orders are already coming
fast. When more people know
they will come still faster.

You'll maKe

more money in

the long run

by selling

EASTMAN
TESTED

CHEMICALS.
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DID THE
BUSINESS.

Of course he won out.

The man with the rea/ goods
that are advertised has his

competitor with the un-adver-

tised just-as-good-cut-price

product hopelessly handi-

capped. His is the advantage

and he can quickly make the

most of it if he just lets people

know that he has the rea/

goods that they have become
more or less acquainted with

through the magazines. We
recently received a letter from

a dealer in a western city of

50,000 people telling his ex-

perience. No price cutting

was necessary. He had the

real goods and he simply let

the people know it. This is

how it happened :

"When I moved to my present
location a year ago, I moved next
door to the dealer, who at that

time had a very fair stock of

cameras, paper and film. I im-
mediately filled my window nearest

to him with Kodaks, displaying as

many as fifty at times, also filled

the window with hundreds of empty
film boxes and other supplies

—

tanks, carrying cases, etc. ; in fact,

I crowded everything in the Kodak
line into the window and have con-
tinued to do so to let them know
that I was here."

"It did the business. A few
days ago the dealer took his

sign down from in front of his store

and his stock now consists of about
four shop-worn cameras, and I see
no paper or films in his stock."

" I thought it might be of interest

to you to know this. I do not
know of any goods for sale in

this city at present."

By the way. Have you
stock enough for a good win-

dow display ?

SIGNS,
BOOKLETS.

Our 1909 assortment of

signs, the best, by the way,
that we have ever had, will be
shipped within ten days. Each
dealer will receive a supply
that will go far toward making
up many an attractive window
display, and will help at all

times on the store walls.

Booklets : Our 1909 Ko-
dak summer booklet (a minia-

ture catalogue, 32 pp. 3}^ x

5^) is in press, and orders for

same should be put in at once.

It is just right for mailing to

selected lists.

The 1909 edition of the
Book of the Brownies is also

on the press, and will be ready
for delivery very shortly. Va-
cation days are right at hand,
and the Brownie Books can
therefore be used to good ad-
vantage among the school boys
and girls. How many, please ?

Remember that these book-
lets are sent o?t request only.

We will not send any to those
who do not ask for them.

Perhaps our

Street Car Cards

are just what you

need to round

out your Adver=

tising Campaign.

See May
Trade Circular.
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STOCK THE—

No. 3A

Folding Brownie

The new Camera that tops the

Brownie Class.

It offers the popular Post Card

size pictures at a price that will

tempt the thousands of Brownie

owners who are, and are to be.

SINGLE LENS, $10.00

DOUBLE LENS, $12.00
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KODAK PICTURES
Are Worth While.

Anybody can Kodak — simple, easy, no

dark-room for any part of the work.

KODAKS.
BROWNIES.

$5.00 to $105.00
1.00 to 9.00

ALL THE NEW THINGS FROM KODAK CITY.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Double Column Cut, No. 245. Single Column Cut, No. 244.
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A NEW PLATINUM.
Eastman's etching black.

Distinctive.

Distinctive—that's the word
that best describes the new
platinum paper, Eastman's
Etching Black. No, it's not

in imitation of any other paper,

it is decidedly away from the

ordinary cold blue-black plati-

num that you are acquainted
with. The platinum gradation

is there, the richness of plati-

num blacks is there, but there's

a pleasing warmth that you do
not find in other black and
white platinums. It's a paper
that the best photographer in

your town is going to adopt

—

and after him, others.

The manipulation of the

Eastman E. B. Platinum is a

perfectly simple cold develop-

ment process and it will not,

therefore, be in any way handi-

capped by complications. This
paper will first be publicly

shown at the National Conven-
tion of the P. A of A this

month, and is sure to attract

the favorable attention of the

best workers. It is going to

be advertised demonstrated,

pushed There are two sur-

faces
— "smooth'' and "rough"

and the weight of the paper is

practically the same as that of

Angelo Sepia Platinum. Prices

and discounts same as Angelo.
Stock it.

DEVELOPER FOK
EASTMAN'S E. B.

PLATINUM PAPE.R
Eastman's E B. Developer
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Making the Exposure.

tiori is very simple—place the
paper on the negative, press

the foot lever, release and re-

move exposed sheet. With
negatives of average density it

is easily possible to make
twenty exposures per minute,
as both hands are free to

handle the paper. The box is

lined with sheet steel, white
enameled, and provided with
sockets for six incandescent
electric lamps, one for a ruby
lamp when adjusting the paper,

and the others to provide the
exposing light. The machine
is specially economical of cur-

rent, as all lights, except the
ruby, are automatically extin-

guished at the completion of

each exposure, and automatic-
ally relighted at the instant the
paper comes in contact with
the negative. Any one of the
five lights may be turned off at

will, when exposing negatives

of uneven density. An extra

Releasing Pressure to Remove
Exposed Sheet.

switch is provided for control-

ling the four corner lights for

border printing. Two grooves
underneath the negative sup-
porting glass are provided for

inserting sheets of ground glass,

or vignettes, when printing

7\ea) View, Showing Light Box.
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THE CENTURY AUTOMATIC PRINTING MACHINE.

from imperfect negatives or in

making vignetted prints. A
sliding panel in the front of the

machine renders the grooves
easy of access and the necessary

changes of diffusing or vignet-

ting screens can be made in-

stantly. The contact pad is

fitted with felt, and the contact

roller automatically adjusts the

pad to any thickness of nega-

tive or paper. Direct or alter-

nating current of iio or 220
volts may be used, but in order-

ing it will be necessary to state

voltage desired. If you are

not sure, ask your local elec-

trician as to voltage in use in

your building. The machine
as furnished is equipped with

two side tables, affording a top

surface of 14 x 38 inches ; the

red electric bulb and 8-foot

connecting cable.

The Century Automatic
Printing Machine, in the eight

by ten size, will accommodate
negatives 8x10 and under, and
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requires a floor space of but

fourteen inches square. The
machine is finished in black

mission style, and is a decidedly

handsome equipment. The
price is twenty- five dollars.

Discount to the trade 2^fo.

NEW HAWK=EY£:S.
The 1909 Hawk-Eye line is

most attractive, and the three

new models just ready for in-

troduction are certain to prove
exceptional sellers.

The No. 3 Folding Hawk-
Eye, Model 6, is designed for

those who desire an outfit for

a wider range of work than can
be successfully accomplished
with the Model No. 5. This
new model is equipped with the

highest grade R. R. lens and
our new Ball Bearing Shutter,

the many splendid talking and
selling points of which were set

forth in the April Trade Cir-

cular. In addition this model
is equipped with rack and
pinion and rising and falling

front. The list price is eighteen
dollars.

To still further stimulate

Hawk-Eye sales, the leading
magazines for July will contain

half page advertisements of the

new No. 3A Folding Havvk-
Eyes, Models 3 and 4.

These instruments are more
compact than the 3A models i

and 2 and embody a number
of improvements in construc-

tion. The 3A, model 3, Single

Valve Shutter lists at $20.00.
The 3A, model 4, B. & L,

or Kodak Auto Shutter lists at

$25.00. (See cut.)

The attractiveness of quality

and price coupled with the

generous magazine publicity

will help to increase your mid-
summer and fall business very
materially—provided you have
the goods in stock to meet the

sure demand.
Blair Camera Division.

PFcEMO STRE^ET
CAR SIGNS.

On the next page, we illus-

trate some new Premo Street

Car Signs.

All are in three colors, make
very effective display and are

based upon the Premo adver-

tising which is being carried in

the magazines. They will do
much to focus this advertising

on your store in your town.
Please order by number.

Get your
Brownie trade

to taking

larger pictures.

3A BROWNIES
$10 and $12.
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round Glass Focusing and
Every Film Convenience

In the

PocketPremoC
Takes Films or Plates with equal

facility, and slips into any pocket

RICHARD ROE 4 COMPANY, 1234 Premo Street

No. 724.

OR, F^oi" .A. CcMnej?e^' You'll want one yourself
for just such occasions
many a time this summer

Let us show you *
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IN THE, BIND.

There's ample evidence that

the man who isn't afraid to

push the hijj^h- grade goods and
who doesn't go into a panic

when it is intimated to him
that his competitor down the

street is understlHng him, is

the one who is making the

money. And there's no branch

of the business where quality

is so imperative or so sure to

bring good returns in the long

run as in the matter of develop-

ing and printing. We have
repeatedly seen the man who
was charging a high price for

such work win out over the

man who was cutting the price.

It can be done every time if

quality goes with the high

price.

The man in the small town,

who has no competition, may
riot quickly see the loss that

comes from inferior work on
which he saves a few cents in

material and labor. The loss

will come, insidiously perhaps,

but nevertheless surely, and
it will affect not only his de-

veloping and printing business,

but his camera and film and
plate and sundry business as

well.

The first step in making a

right start is the selection of the

right paper. And there is a

paper that will give the snap
that the amateur wants in his

prints, without a loss of quality

—Velvet Velox. Don't make
the mistake of going onto Azo
for the sake of the difference in

cost. For use with the average
amateur negative Velvet Velox
is unapproached by any paper
on the market—Regular for

flat negatives and Special for

the contrasty ones.

Yes, the use of Velox means
more money for us, but it's

because it means more money in

the long run rather than more
immediate profit that we urge
its use. We think that we are

farsighted enough to advise

you to use the cheapest pro-

duct, even if it was blue print

paper, if, in the end, we
thought that it would make for

a general increase in the photo-

graphic business—but it would
not. It isn't lower prices that

are needed, it's better work.
It's for this that we have the

Educational Department for

dealers, the correspondence
school for amateurs, and spend
thousands upon thousands of

dollars every year in improving
our products.

Azo is a good paper, better

than any other paper of its

price on the market, but it

isn't as good as Velox, and it

is in use with the average
amateur negative, that the

Velox superiority is most man-
ifest. It has that combination
of brilliancy and quality that

are so highly desirable.

Too stringent economy in

your developing and printing

is a mistake. Employ compe-
tent help ; use the best mate-
rials ; then charge enough to

insure a profit. 'Twill pay in

the end.

Many dealers are
doubling their

anasti^mat lens
business this year.

You can.
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Once Again
Missouri is Shown

CONVENTION BULLETIN

P. A. OF MISSOURI. 1909

Pictures on Eastman Papers, . 24 Prizes

On Carbon, . . . . 2 "

On a D. O. Paper (Not E. K. Co.) _1_ "

Total Prizes, 27

NOTE : Of the 24 pictures on Eastman papers that won prizes ten

were on Aristo, six on Angelo, and eight were on developing papers

Eastman Papers Lead

in Every Class

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER. N. Y.
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Take a Kodak
With you

KODAKS, S5.00 to SI 11.50

BROWNIES (Made by Kodak Workmen), 1.00 to 12.00

Let US show you how easy it is to

make pictures the Kodak w^ay.

WE DO DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND ENLARGING.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Double Column Cut No. 337. Single Column Cut No 336.
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ONE-FIFTY
PEB^ CABINET GROSS

NEPERA
On and after August 15th

the price of Nepera paper will

be One dollar and a half per

gross, cabinet size, with other

sizes in proportion.

The Nepera business has

grown steadily for two years.

Every month shows an in-

creased number of Nepera con-

sumers and an increased con-

sumption of Nepera paper.

With the growing volume of

the business and with our new
developing-out paper building,

having a coating capacity of a

million square feet of paper per

day, we can afford to make this

reduction. Nepera sales have
been increasing rapidly at the

Two dollar price against other

papers a ta similar list, but which
have, in reality, been sold at

ten to twenty per cent, dis-

count. At the new price it is

going to move even more
rapidly.

Notonly will the new list be of

tremendous advantage in meet-

ing cut price competition, but

Nepera is now going to be a

serious competitor of Azo
paper. There are many pho-
tographers who would not leave

dollar Azo for Two dollar Ne-
pera, who will leave it for dol-

lar and a half Nepera. Remem-
ber too, while considering the

price question, that the Royal
Pure White and Royal India

Tint are practically double
weight papers at the single

weight list and that there's

nothing on the D. O. P. market
to touch them in either price or

quality.

No, there is not to be a cor-

responding reduction in the

price of Velox. Velox is used

almost exclusively by amateurs.

The many grades and surfaces

in which it is supplied make it

a complicated business to

handle. The amateur pur-

chases in comparatively small

lots, making it necessary for

both the dealer and ourselves

to have a larger margin of

profit than on the professional

business.

On another page we publish

the new Nepera price list in full.

The discount to the trade
remains as heretofore, 25;^.

The reduction in price is all of

it on us. Your percentage of
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profit remains as before, your
net profit, with the new business

drawn by the attractiveness of

dollar and a half Nepera will

increase and increase quickly

if you make the most of the

opportunity.

The entire photographic
trade will be informed of the

reduction immediately through
the columns of the August
(Convention) number of Stu-

dio Light. Nevertheless, tell

your customers.

CREDIT
MEMORANDUM.

On August 15th take a de-

tailed inventory of the Nepera
paper that you have in stock

and send to us and we will for-

ward a credit memorandum
covering the net difference be-

tween the old and new prices.

Help your

customers to

better results

by furnishing

the best

chemicals

money
can buy

:

Eastman's are

TESTED

THE ELASTMAN
GRAVITY
PRINTER.

There has been an insistent

demand for a simple, inexpen-
sive and rapid printer for de-
veloping out papers that could
be quickly installed and used
with any light.

The Eastman Gravity Printer
meets this demand in a most
satisfactory manner, as it is ex-
ceedingly simple in construc-
tion and operation, and can be
used with daylight or any form
of artificial illumination. Uni-
formity of exposure is one of

the strongest points, as the
duration of exposure is so
regulated as to make variation

in a given speed practically

impossible.

Fig. I.

As shown in illustrations i

and 2, the Eastman Gravity
Printer consists of a cabinet, in

one side of which is an adjust-

able opening for regulating the
exposure, and a simple clock-

work mechanism for lowering
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Fig. 2.

I

and raising a carrier, containing

an ordinary five by seven print-

ing frame, past the opening.

The exposure opening is

fitted with an adjustable metal

slide with graduated stops,

affording exposure apertures

from 7 inches to % of an inch,

and, with a printing frame and

negative of average weight,

will afford an approximate ex-

posure of one second per inch

of opening. For instance, if

the exposure is 7 inches, the

exposure will be approximately

7 seconds. See illustrations 3
and 4. Illustration 4 shows
method of adjusting exposure

aperture.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

When the weight actuating

the clock-work mechanism
swings free, it will descend and
thus raise the printing frame

carrier just past the exposure

aperture. The printer is in-

stalled with the exposure
aperture squarely facing the

exposing light, and with the

light so adjusted as to come
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about the center of the aperture
when fully open, and at a dis-

tance of about 7 inches from the
opening, to afford even illumi-

nation. Illustration 5 shows
the printer in use with two
incandescent gas lamps.
When desired, the exposing

light may be boxed in by means
of strips of asbestos or metal
inserted in the grooves in the
outer casing, on each side of

the exposure aperture.

When ready to print, the
loaded printing frame is in-

serted in the carrier, as shown
in illustration 2, with the nega-
tive facing the exposure aper-
ture

; when released its own
weight will carry it down past
the exposing light, as shown in

illustration No. 6, the exposure
continuing until the carrier has
reached the bottom of the shaft.

See illustration No. 4.

The carrier returns instantly

when the exposed frame is re-

moved, and while one expos-
ure is being made, another
printing frame may be loaded
ready for insertion in the
carrier.

Fig. 6.

The many advantages of the
Eastman Gravity Printer are
apparent at a glance, and its

ease of installation, and low
price, ten dollars, will particu-
larly commend it to the profes-

sional using developing papers.
Discount to the trade 33^^.

$1.50 NEPERA
Means Business.
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NOW $1.00.

Our purchase of the Auto-
time Scale business was an-

nounced in the June number of

the Trade Circular. We did

not at that time announce the

reduction in price from $1.50
to $1.00 because we did not

then have the business well

systematized and were not

anxious to push it until we had
affairs in working order.
However, we began billing at

the $1.00 price from the day
we took the business over
(another ' * trust method '

' ) and
now we want every dealer to

know it. The Autotime
Scale was a success at the old

price. At an even dollar and
with our facilities for keeping
it up to date with the various

new shutters, there promises to

be a big business in this new
photography simplifier. The
discount remains as before at

40^.
For convenience in ordering

and to prevent misunderstand-
ings the following: table has

been prepared. Always order

by •• Style number." It is not

necessary for you to name the

shutter. In reality, the same
shutter is used under different

names on different makes of

cameras, and to avoid confusion

you should therefore order
" Style so and so " as per the

chart.

AUTOTIME SCALE.
CHART.

Style A
For use with Kodak Ball Bearing

Shutter. 2>^ x 4}4 and 2y( ^ A%'

Style AA
For use with Kodak Ball Bearing

Shutter. 3^4 x 5>2 and 4x5.

Style B
For use with F. P. K. Automatic.

No. I Single Valve, jKo) Auto-
matic or No. I B. & L. Single Valve
Automatic Shutters. 2j4x 4^4 and

Style BB
For use with F. P. K. Automatic,

No. 2 Single Valve, [j^Sj Auto-
matic or No. 2 B & L. Single Valve
Automatic Shutters. 3^ x 5>^ and
4x5.

Style C
For use with Kodak Automatic

Shutter. 3X x 4^.

Style CC
For use with Kodak Automatic

Shutter. 3X x 5j4 and 4x5.

Style D
For use with B. & L. Automatic

and Century Automatic Shutters.

3'4 x4^-

Style DD
For use with B. & L. Automatic

and Century Automatic Shutters.

3X X 5>^ and 4x5.

Style DDD
For use with B. & L. Automatic

Shutter. 4% x 6>^.

Style E.

For use with Wollensak Auto-
matic Shutter. 3X X sK and 4 X 5.

Style F
For use with Wollensak Autex

and Regno Shutters. 3^ x 5}^
and 4x5.

Eastman's

Etching Black

Platinum—

The paper for the best

of *eni.
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NEW NEPERA LIST,

NEPERA is not furnished in dozens in sizes smaller than 5 x 7, or in

rolls shorter than ten yards, unless as listed below.
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THE BROWNIE FAMILY.

Baby is the subject, and finds the posing fun.

Harry is the expert with Brownie No. i.

Susie is the artist of Brownie No. 2
;

She says "there's really nothing, the little box can't do"!

Jane is at the shutter of Brownie No. 3 ;

Johnnie chose a Folding one, as all of you may see.

Mary likes her pictures in the "postal" size,

Thomas loves the "stereo"—note its eager eyes.

With our "Special Artists" always on the spot.

We're sure of knowing who is who, as well as what is what.

The prints we put in albums, each one neatly dated

—

The Brownie Family History is "fully illustrated."

— Tudor Jenks,

Some advertisers like rhymes. If you do, here's a good one. Tlie

cut is No, 290, and is yours for the asking.
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School Opens
September 8

Take advantage of

our offer of Free In-

structions and Free

Materials in the East-

man Educational De-

partment.

'Twill help increase

your profits.
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SODAS
IN 25 LB. CANS.
The demand for ''Tested

Chemicals " is growing. Many
big consumers are now asking

for our Sulphite and Carbonate

of Soda in larger packages and

we have therefore prepared to

meet the demand. The same
care is used in testing and put-

ting up these large tins as in

the care of the bottled goods
and you need have no hesi-

tancy in recommending them as

right.

PRICE,.

Eastman's Carbonate of Soda,
per can of 25 lbs., . . . |3-5o

Eastman's Sulphite of Soda,
per can of 25 lbs., . . . 5.50

Discount to the trade, 33^^-

ALL KINDS OF
PEOPLE,.

There have been a lot of en-

couraging features in the

Kodak trade all along the line

in the first six months of 1909.

Beginning at the top with anas-

tigmat lenses and 3A Kodaks,
there has been a phenomenal
increase in business, and this

growth in sale of high-priced

products has extended clear

down the line to the sundries.

We confess that we ourselves

were somewhat doubtful of a

big sale on albums listing at

from $2.25 to $5 00 each, but

they, the Library Albums, are

going—many dealers having

put in repeat orders, as a re-

sult of quick sales. To those

of you who have sold albums
at twelve cents each, five dol-

lars seems a big price, but the

facts are that all kinds of peo-

ple are interested in photog-

raphy these days, and some of

them have all kinds of money.
The Library Albums are high

priced, but the value is there

and can be seen, and being

high priced they yield you a

bigger profit than the cheap

ones. To the Kodak enthus-

iast with a set of well made
prints from choice negatives

they make a strong appeal.

The Library Albums are fur-

nished with either a rich brown
suede padded cover with brown
leaves and gold edges, or with

gray suede padded cover and

gray leaves with silver edges.

Order by No.

No. II. 50 gray leaves, 5>^ x

7^, Landscape, each, - $2.25

No. 12. 50 brown leaves, 5 >^

X 7^, Landscape, each, - 2.25

No. 13 50 gray leaves, 7 x

10, Landscape, each, - 3.00

No. 14 50 brown leaves, 7 x

10, Landscape, each, - 3.00

No. 15. 50 gray leaves, 11 x

14, Landscape, each, - 5.00

No. 16. 50 brown leaves, 11

X 14, Landscape, each, - 5 00

No. 17. Gray leaves, 11 x 14,

for 200 Post-cards, - - ^.00

No. 18. Brown leaves, 11 x

14, for 200 Post-cards, - 5.00

Discount to the trade, 40 per

cent.

VACATION IN THE
EDUCATIONAL
DEPARTMENT.
Vacations are short in our

Educational Department. But

August is such a busy month
with those who develop and
print for amateurs that we have

decided to close the school

from August ist to September
7th.

It will be ready, however, on
September 8th to help you in
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the work of turning out better

negatives and better prints at

less cost. Our Educational

Department is worth while.

There are many places where
its effects have been felt, where
it has improved not only the

developing and printing end of

the business, but because it has

improved this part of the bus-

iness ; has increased the sale of

Kodaks and films. Why not

let it help you?
Remember, there's no charge

for anything. Our time and
materials and facilities are at

your service. We expect to

get our pay by increasing your
business.

School opens September 8th.

Make a memo on your desk

calendar.

Last month we told you
about the new Eastman E. B.

Platinum paper and how it was

to have its first public showing
at the National Convention.

It had the showing and has

made a hit among the top

notchers. As yet, it has had
practically no other advertising,

but the advertising is going to

start at once and you will hear

from it.

As an illustration of how
they like it : It so happened
that late in June we sent small

trial packages to a few prom-
inent photographers. They
tried it ; they liked it, in several

cases so well that even though
it was the eleventh hour they

changed part or all of the con-

vention pictures they were pre-

paring and put them on E. B.

Platinum. Don't wait for the

demand. Stock the paper and
the developer and personally

put it up to the leading men in

every town in your territory.

Our demonstrators and our
advertising will back you.

Eastman's E. B. Platinum is

the printing medium that's

"different", that a lot of good
photographers are looking for

right now.

OF
THE PROOF
THE PUDDING,

Did you ever hear of a dealer

advertising a Kodak as an

camera? No, but you have
often heard of a dealer who
advertised an camera as a

"Kodak." And likewise you
have heard of dealers who
advertise films as *' Kodak
films." All of which is a tacit

acknowledgment of the super-

iority of Kodak goods, and is

an endeavor on the part of the

imitators to take advantage of

the high esteem in which
Kodak goods are held by the

public.

It's the proof of the pudding.

Kodak goods are the goods in

demand, both because they are

the real goods and because they

are the goods that have had,

are having and will continue to

have real advertising. This,

Mr. Kodak Dealer, is your
advantage. Let people know
that you sell the genuine Kodak
goods.

Push Postals.
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TheAmateurHit
of the Season

No. 3A FOLDING

BROWNIES
$10.00 and $12.00

We are now, for the first

time since their introduction,

able to fill orders fiar these

goods AT SIGHT.

Order Now and Help Your

Summer's Profit.
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KODA

There's twice the fun for
those who Kodak.

Let us instruct you in the easy, all-by-daylight way of Picture Making.

KODAKS, $5.00 to $in.50. BROWNIES, $1.00 to $12.00.

RICHARD ROE & GO.

Double Column Cut No. 222.
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DUTY FREE.
The returning American

tourist with his little bundle of

films in trunk or suit-case has,

as a rule, had no difficulty

with Uncle Sam's customs in-

spectors when home-coming.
But where he has mailed or

expressed home his films for

development, or has similarly

sent home his negatives, he
has not only frequently been
obliged to pay duty, but often,

not being familiar with custom
house rules and regulations,

has been put to a great deal of

bother.

The new tariff law provides

that film of American manu-
facture can come back to this

country duty free. Under the

"Free List" heading. Schedule
N, paragraph 500, occurs the

following: "Photographic dry
plates or films of American
manufacture (except moving
picture films) , exposed abroad,

whether developed or not."

It will thus be seen that your
customers can, if they desire,

mail their films back to you
for development duty free, pro-

vided the films are of American
manufacture. You should ad-

vise them, therefore, to take

their films from here, but that

if they do run out while across

the seas they should be sure

to purchase Kodak films, as

they can send them home duty

free, while if they purchase

film of foreign manufacture

they will be obliged to pay
duty. The only exception to

this is in Canada where even

the Kodak films are dutiable,

because they are of Canadian
and not U. S. manufacture.

However, Canadian trips are

comparatively short and your
customers can make certain of

avoiding custom house troubles

even if they mail their films for

development, by simply taking

a full supply with them. Make
the most of it.

SEPARATE
ORDERS.

Dealers are particularly re-

quested to bear in mind that

Century and Folmer & Schwing
and Blair goods are not carried

in stock at the Eastman Kodak
Co. offices in Rochester. Or-

ders for these goods should be

sent to the divisions where
they are manufactured and not

to the Kodak office. Mixing
orders for Century, F. & S. or

Blair goods with a Kodak order
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sent to Rochester is sure to

make delay and likely to cause

mistakes. This does not mean
that we are not glad to include

goods from the other divisions

with Kodak shipments, but

only that your order should go
to the division from which the

goods are to come. If you
want them included with a

shipment from the Kodak
ofifices they will be delivered

for such shipment if you so

instruct.

JUDGES FOR THE
KODAK

ADVERTISING
CONTEST.

We are pleased to be able to

announce as the judges for the

1909 Kodak Advertising Con-
test : Mr. Frank R. Barrows,

ex-President of the Photogra-

phers' Association of America,

Mr. Rudolf Eickemeyer, of

Davis & Eickemeyer, New
York, Mr. Henry D. Wilson,

of "Cosmopolitan", Mr. C.

C. Vernam, of "Ainslee's",

"Popular" and "Smith's",
and Mr. W. R. Hine, Vice-

President and General Manager
of Frank Seaman, Incorpor-

ated. Mr. Barrows' recent and
strenuous work in behalf of his

brother photographers makes
him too well known to need
any introduction. Probably no
photographer in the country

has had as wide an experience

as Mr. Eickemeyer in judging

pictures and it is an interesting

fact in connection with his

appointment to the jury that it

was he who made the series

of Kodak Girl pictures that

attracted such wide attention

in 1 901 and 1902.

Mr. Wilson has for many
years presided over the adver-
tising department of Cosmo-
politan. Mr. Vernam has
charge of the advertising of the

Street & Smith publications,

and Mr. Hine is manager of

one of the largest advertising

agencies in the country. It

will thus be seen that both the

art and the practical sides will

be well looked after and that

there is every assurance of the

best pictures winning.

There's still time (but none
to spare) for entries, as the

contest closes October first.

The $2,000 in prize money is

well worth going after. In

the professional class, $500.00
goes as first prize, $|oo.oo for

second, $250.00 as third,

$150.00 as fourth and $100.00
as fifth. Even that last prize

is worth having—and there still

is time.

In the amateur class the

prizes total $600.00, with

$300.00 as the first prize.

Among your customers are

some who have the ability to

do the right kind of work.

Tell them about the contest

—

there still is time.

Tell 'em to print

from those best

negatives on

Velox with

Brownie En=

larging Cameras,
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IM Eastman Brotnagraph

Although not yet ready for

the market, advance work is

now being done for this new
device which promises to fully

open a new field of photo-
graphic work and
make new busi-

ness all along the

line.

The Eastman
Bromagraph is a

thoroughly prac-

tical and exceed-
ingly simple de- I

vice for quick /a^:-- '

s ini He photo-

graphic repro-
duction, either
enlarged or re-

duced, of letters,

documents, maps
struments, written or printed,

that demand duplicates for the

purpose of record, as reference

or safeguard.

The photographic copies can

be produced at the rate of one
copy per minute, on a paper

that twenty-five years' use has

demonstrated as absolutely per-

manent, and the entire opera-

tion is so simple that the work-
ing of the machine can safely

be entrusted to a stenographer
or office boy.

Fig. 2. Light proof hood removed—showing position
of developing and fixing trays.

or anv m- As shown in the above illus-

tration the machine is exceed-
ingly compact, and occupies

practically no more space than
an ordinary typewriter. The
Eastman Bromagraph is worked
by the light of an ordinary win-

dow, and requires no dark room
for any part of the work, the

entire operation of producing
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the photographic print (except
the final washing) being carried

on within the machine.
The sensitized paper is fur-

nished in rolls, and so pro-

tected that it may be loaded
into the machine in full day-
light.

The Eastman Bromagraph
will reproduce, in black and
white, documents or maps of

any color or colors and will

faithfully show all interlinea-

tions, or the marking of any
cancelling, record, or time
stamps impressed upon or

across the face of the document
reproduced, no matter what
color of mk has bee?i used.

Fig. 3.—Bromag;raph closed when
not in use.

The Eastman Bromagraph is

supplied complete, including

lens, shutter and reversing
prism, and is also equipped
with an easel or copy board

(not shown in the above illus-

trations) for the quick and
accurate focusing of the matter

to be copied.

The Eastman Bromagraph is

made in two sizes : The No. i

affording a reproduction 5x8
inches in size (with adapters

for reproductions 4 x 5 or 5 x 6

inches), and is designed for

reproducing letters and all

documents, allowing a reduc-

tion to this size without detri-

ment to legibility. The No. 2

affords reproductions 11^ x
14 inches (with adapters for

reproductions 7 x 11)^ and
10 X 11^ inches), and is

designed tor use in reproduc-
ing court records, maps, etc.

THE. PRICE..
Eastman Bromagraph No. i,

for reproductions 5x8
inches, etc., complete, in-

cluding Zeiss-Kodak lens,

Bausch & Lomb Auto,
shutter, reversing prism
and copy board, . . $200.00

Eastman Bromagraph No. 2,

for reproductions 11^ x
14 inclies, etc., complete,
including Zeiss-Kodak
lens, Bausch & Lomb
Auto, shutter, reversing
prism and copy board, . 350.00

Discount to the trade, 30^.

Eastman Bromagraph
Paper, Roll 250 or 500
feet by 5 inches, per run-
ning foot, 01^

Eastman Bromagraph
Paper, Roll 250 or 500
feet by 11^ inches, per
running foot, .... .04

Discount to the trade, \o%.

Eastman Bromagraph De-
veloper Powders, No. i,

for 5 inch paper, ... .18

Ditto, No. 2, for ii>^ inch

paper, 45

Discount to the trade, 33^^-
Eastman's Bromagraph
Acid Hypo No. i, . . .10

Ditto, No. 2, .20

Discount to the trade, 33^^.

BY INFERENCE,.
Just say that you sell

''kodaks."
Don't advertise :

" We sell

Eastman Kodaks." When
you put it that way your
advertisement carries the un-

true inference that there are
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other Kodaks. There are not.

Of course we realize that by-

coupling the two words you
are trying to get the full adver-

tising value of both, but there

are other and better ways of

accomplishing the same end.

Ring into your ads such phrases

as : If it isn't an Eastman ; it

isn't a Kodak.
We sell only the genuine

Eastman goods.
* * Kodak " is a registered

and common law trade-mark

and cannot be rightfully applied

except to goods manufactured
by the Eastman Kodak Co.

If your competition is trying

to palm off inferior substitutes

under the Kodak name, issue

a warning. Call attention to

the fact that Kodaks all have
the Eastman Kodak Co.'s name
thereon—then add "we have
them." Kodak films are easy

of identification: "Look for

N. C. on the box ; look for

Kodak on the spool end."
Advertise that you sell

"Kodaks and other Eastman
goods." Work the name
Eastman into your advertising

as often as you like—Advertise

"Eastman Films" but not, if

you please, Eastman Kodaks.
There is no Kodak, but the

Eastman Kodak. Do not

therefore imply to the contrary

by saying "Eastman Kodak."
It gives to the uninformed the

wrong impression— which is

just what your competitor who
handles the imitation goods
will rejoice in.

Prepare between seasons for the

coming business. Eastman Ed-

ucational Department now open.

1910 CALENDARS.
The summer developing and

printing may still be keeping
you busy, but Christmas trade
is ahead and not so far ahead
that plans should not be made
for it nou\ There's business

in Calendars. We sold some
for 1908, a lot more for 1909
and there seems to be no good
reason why 1910 should not
show a decided increase on
this novelty for every dealer

and at a good profit. The
illustration shows what the 19 10

Calendar is like, except that it

fails to reproduce the French
grey colors of the border lines

and the green and red and
gold of the calendar proper.

There's nothing more appro-
priate as an inexpensive
Christmas token than one of

these dainty calendars and
mounted on it a print that is of

mutual interest to the one
giving and the one receiving.

The prices given below are

published only to the trade.

You can sell them at any figure

that seems advisable.

THE
SEASON'S CALENDAR.

For Horizontal Photos.
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«

Enliirjjo ftxMn vour

\ticjfion tKMjativfb

Inslructions hroo.

Richard Roe.
Kodaks .,^

AN AUTUMN WINDOW.
npHE border is made up of

* 'Bromide
-*" Enlarging Avith a Kodak" booklets.

The cards on the Brow^nie Enlarging Cam=
eras give the price. The rest of the picture

is self-explanatory.
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LET YOUR

KODAK
TELL THE STORY.

KODAKS,
Brow^nie Cameras,

$5.00 to $111.50

$1.00 to $12.00

Everything for the Amateur,

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Double Column Cut No. 339. Single Column Cut No. 338.
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Mr opportunity
People are loosening up.

There's new Kodak trade

all along the line, and the man
who isn't getting it must look

out that he doesn' t turn Oppor-
tunity into a knocker, for Mr.

O. is hammering hard at the

door of every Kodak dealer

right now. Don't let him get

sore knuckles, he may try

some other door.

There's new Kodak trade

and of the highest grade sort.

Not only is Johnny Farmer
putting his Brownie under the

buggy seat when he drives his

best girl to the lake or river

resort on Sunday afternoon, but

there's new big business in the

highest class trade. Anastig-

mat lenses have had nearly

double the sale this year that

they had last, and that means
also a big increase in the high
price shutter trade. Are you
getting your share?

Somebody said, when the

3A Brownie was put on the

market :
** Farewell to the 3A

Kodak." The 3A Brownie
has been a good seller, there

have been enough of them
marketed to make a good sea-

son's business in some camera
factories, but the increase in

the sale of 3A Kodaks nearly

equals the total sales of 3

A

Brownies. Are you getting

your share ?

We have been developing
the rural trade — but that

doesn't necessarily mean cheap
trade. In many cases it may
mean cheap trade now, but as

the new field is developed a

high priced trade later on.

The satisfaction that the cheap-
er Brownies give makes people
ambitious for something better,

and, having the money, these

country people will soon be
candidates for high grade
cameras and anastigmat equip-

ments, just as the city folks are

now. Are you ready ?

Here's the trouble. If a

man comes into your store you
are going to sell him what you
have if it's a possible thing.

You are afraid to talk a cata-

logue sale—you might lose

him and so you let him go
away with a fifteen or twenty
dollar equipment when you
might just as well have sold

him a fifty or sixty dollar out-

fit if you had had the goods.

Unlike the burglar, you need
have no fear of being caught
with the goods on. That's the

way you should be caught.
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Get in line for the increasing

high grade business by having
the goods to show. Ynu don't

need to stock the full line.

We and our traveling men are

ready to help you with advice

based on our experience. It's

not to our advantage to over-

load you. Our interests lie in

helping you to make the busi-

ness profitable, because that

means that we will have your
enthusiastic co-oj^eration in

making it still more profitable.

Let us help you bring your
business up the line. If yours

is mostly a Brownie trade, let's

make it more of a Kodak trade.

If it's already a Kodak trade,

let's make more of the Kodaks
go out with anastigmat equip-

ments.

We are here to help you,

our men will call and help you.

Let's talk it over.

DISCONTINUED.
As by far the greater part of

our sales indicate that the

photographers strongly prefer

the heavier weight, we have
discontinued the manufacture
of the Medium Weight, Ivory

White, American Platinum
Paper.

Fit Your Kodak with a

Zeiss'Kodak
ANASTIGMAT/6.3
TheLens^Qi/a/ffj/Jdr
{heCamera ofOj/aZ/'ly

ADVERTISING
FOR YOU.

Yes, we admit that we are

always preaching the necessity

of better finishing for the ama-
teur. It's one ot our hobbies.

But you will admit that when
we offer you or your represent-

atives free instruction and free

materials in our Educational
Department we are taking our
own medicine. We are spend-
ing good money to bring about
the end that we believe in.

There has been marked im-

provement in the last five

years along the line of better

and more careful work because
it has been demonstrated that

it pays to make good work.
The man who turns out good
work can get a good price for

it no matter how much cheap
competition he may have.

Our educational work and
the object lessons afforded by
certain finishers who always do
turn out good work has had an
influence and a strong one in

the right direction. We think

it's now time to help you by
suggestion to the consumer.
There's one best paper for use

on the amateur negative, and
that's Velox. Furthermore,
the man who uses Velox in-

stead of Azo (or some other

cheap paper) for his work, not

only uses the best paper but
it's a moral certainty that he
takes more care with his work,
employs better help and better

chemicals—does better devel-

oping as well as better printing

than does the man who uses

cheap paper. Therefore, in its

advertising of Velox the
Nepera Division has broadened
its story. It not only tells the
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amateur about the advantages

of Velox for his own use, but

also tells him of the advantages

he gets by sending his finishing

work to the man who uses

Velox.

This pushing by us of the

high grade product will help

your profits on the amateur
paper trade, will help you to

build up and maintain a high
grade developing and printing

business at a profit ; will help

your entire amateur business

because the future of that

business depends on the quality

of the picture that the amateur
gets

—

not on what he has to

pay for the pictures.

In another column we show
one of the Velox advertise-

ments we are using in the big

general mediums. There will

be others twice the size of this

and others that are smaller.

Collier's, Saturday Evening
Post, Harper's, Leslie's, Life,

Scientific American, Cosmo-
politan, McClure's, Every-
body's and Munsey's will be
used. It's a fact and we pro-

pose to make it an understood
fact with all amateurs that :

'* The best developers and
finishers of mnateiir work use

Velox exclusively because it is

the only paper that ivorks

properly luith negatives made
under the harsh conditions of
lighting that the amateur
almost invariably encouyiters^

Take advantage of our edu-
cational department, and tank
development and Velox ; turn

out the highest class stuff,

thereby increasing both the
profits of your developing and
printing departments and your
entire photographic business.

Your best negatives

deserve, and your

poorer negatives
need:—

VELOX
Velox is the only paper that

is made with sole reference

to the requirements of the

amateur. The best develop-

ers and finishers of amateur
work use Velox exclusively

because it is the only paper
that works properly with neg-

atives made under the harsh
conditions of lighting that the

amateur almost invariably

encounters.

Don't permit anybody to insult

your negatives with an inferior

substitute.

Ifyour developer and finisher

doesn't use Velox, write us ;

we will tellyou ofone who does.

NEPERA DIVISION,
Eastman Kodak Co.
ROCHESTER. N. Y.
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THE COMPLETE,
SET.

The Autotime Scale so suc-

cessfully helps the beginner in

the use of his stops and his

shutter speeds that it's worth
the while of every one who is

interested in increasing amateur
photography, to help along its

sale.

To assist the dealer in keep-
ing his stock right, and to help
him bring these scales to the
attention of his customers, we
have arranged to put them up
in complete sets, these sets,

with their mounting, making at

the same time an attractive

display card, as shown by the

illustration on page 5.

Each card holds one scale of

each style that is made, eleven

in all, and is packed in a neat

box, together with a set of

direction sheets. When you
have made a sale the scale can
be easily removed from the

card and put in place on the

camera shutter, the same
screws which hold the old time
and diaphragm scales in place,

being used to put on the new
autotime scales. When a

scale has been removed from
the card another may be order-

ed singly to replace it, for we
.shall continue them in the

single boxes as before, and no
doubt many dealers will carry

several of the ready sellers in

reserve in addition to those on
the display card.

That the amateur may not

be misled, we ask that ca7'e be

take7i to always give out the

right direction sheet. The in-

structions vary for different

shutters, and this matter should

be carefully looked after.

Price of the complete set of

eleven Autotime Scales,
mounted on card, $11.00.
Discount to the trade, 40 per
cent. There's good money for

you and satisfaction for your
customers.

Make your line complete.

A NEW POST CARD.
Royal Pure White Nepera

Post Cards are the latest pro-
duct for this tremendously im-
portant branch of the photo-
graphic business. Correct in

quality, in weight of stock and
in surface, Royal Pure White,
"the card that forgets to curl."
is sure to find favor. The
price is right, even for big con-
sumers, only a trifle above that
of the very cheapest cards,

and the quality is the kind that

means elimination of waste.

THE PRICE..

Nepera Post Cards, Royal
Pure White, per gross, - I1.50

Do., per pkg, of 500, - - 4.00
Not furnished in less than gross

packages.
Discount to the trade, 25 per

cent.

BETWEEN
TIMES

After the sunrimer

and before the

winter rush, take

advantage of our

Educational
Department.
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•.M-^:0'u

AUTOTIME
SHUTTER SCALES

Style AA

Style DOO Style E

9
Style F

MANUFACTURED BY

EASTMAN KODAK CO., Rochester, N. Y.
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A CAUSE, OF
DIILAY.

Hawk- Eye cameras are not

repaired in the Kodak factory,

nor are Century, or Premo,
or Graflex cameras. All of

these factories are at a con-

siderable distance from the

Eastman Kodak Co. main
office and factory. Therefore,

in sending in such cameras for

repairs, you should always
send them to the factory where
they are made, addressing- your
package and letter to the Blair

Cam era Division, Century
Camera Division, Rochester
Optical Division, or Folmer &
Schwing Division, as the case

may be.

Such handling of the matter

will be more convenient for us,

but the main point is that it

will save a lot of time for you.
Suppose, for instance, you
send a Hawk-Eye camera to us

and it lands in the main office

receiving department, while

your letter about it, likely con-
taining references to other

matters, may have been ad-

dressed either to the Blair

Division or to the main office.

In either case our receiving

clerks do not know for some
time, or until the letter reaches

them, .why the camera has

come in, or what to do with it.

For quick attention send the

camera and letter to the divis-

ion where it belongs. We will

try to do our part promptly.

Portrait Attachments,

Calendars,

Flash Goods,

Albums,

Enlarging Cameras.

ALL ARE SEASONABLE, NOW.

How about your stock ?
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AFcTURA,

Important Addition to the
Eastman Products.

We have purchased the

Artura Photo Paper Co. , of

Columbus, Ohio.

This purchase was made be-

cause we look upon Artura as

the product that best meets
the requirements of the pro-

fessional photographer in a

development paper. The best

in every branch of photography
for every one of our customers,

that is the keynote of our

policy. So far as is possible

we, of course, endeavor to

originate the new good things

and improve the old ones with-

in our own works. When,
however, someone else has

perfected a product to such a

degree that we feel that our
customers, whether consumers
or dealers, should have its

benefits, we try to be broad-

minded enough to recognize

the facts and act upon them.
Artura is a case in point. It

will continue to have the same
excellent supervision in manu-
facture, that of Mr. M. A.

Yauck, but with the added
benefits of our manufacturing

and distributing facilities. The
new conditions promise, there-

fore, to be not only a distinct

advantage to you, but equally

advantageous to Artura con-

sumers everywhere.

But to maintain these advan-
tages for you and the custo-

mers and ourselves, it is essen-

tial that in meeting the new
conditions there shall be no
interruption in deliveries to the

present Artura consumers.

The facts are these : At the

present time the Artura factory

is being run to its utmost ca-

pacity to take care of existing

business. True, we have our
new and splendidly equipped
factory with plenty of room in

it for Artura to grow, but be-

fore we can broaden out the

business, additional raw paper
must be secured and certain

new apparatus, where Artura
methods and our own are un-

like, must be provided before

we can commence the manufac-
ture ofArtura at Kodak Park. If

there are no unforeseen delays,

we expect to be able to begin
the manufacture of Artura here

soon after the first of the year,

but until that time any change
in distribution methods seems
to be not only unwise but man-
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ifestly unfair to the present

Artura consumers. The very
fact that our purchase of the

Artura Company has come
right on the eve of the opening
up of the heaviest -business of

the year—the Christmas sea-

son, makes any change doubly
impossible. There are several

hundred dealers on our list

who stand ready to stock

Artura. If we should accept

their orders, it would mean
that the Artura Company
would be swamped with busi-

ness and that Artura consu-

mers would be unable to get

paper at the very time of year

when the loss to them would be
most serious. The square deal

for Artura customers as well

as a sound policy for the future,

demands, therefore, that they

bee^iven the first consideration.

You can be no more anxious

then we are to reap the benefit

of the growing trade in this

product. We want you to

handle it at the earliest possible

moment and co-operate with us

in popularizing it everywhere,

yet we are absolutely certain

that to make any attempt
at changing the distribution

methods now, especially just at

the opening of the holiday

trade, would mean chaos.

For the sake of fairness and
for the good of future business,

therefore, we ask that you wait

patiently for the Artura trade

that is sure to come. Your
interests and ours are identical

in this as in other trade matters

and you can rest assured that

we shall use every effort in

hastening the preparation for

the day when we can say :

*
' Give us your Artura orders.

'

'

JUST TIME.
Calendars are unlike most

other goods in our line because
they must be closed out before

a certain date, else they are

useless. Time persistently re-

fuses to comply with the poet's

request and turn backward in

its flight. Therefore our sup-

ply of the Season's Calendars
will be limited and will prob-
ably be entirely closed out by
November 15th. You still

have time, but not too much
time in which to put in a stock
of this profitable novelty for

the holiday trade.

Here's the price list again :

THE.
SEASON'S CALE,NDAR.

For Horizontal Photos.
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listed the most popular of the

Kodaks and Brownies, and is

just the thing for mail distribu-

tion among the people who can

be interested in a camera for

Christmas—and there is a lot

of them.

We have also remaining a

few thousand Brownie Booklets

which we will supply while they

last and, incidentally, every

dealer should have on hand a

few Kodak catalogues. The
catalogues we particularly re-

quest that you only give out to

those who ask for them, either

in person or by mail (they are

too expensive to send out on
'Mists") yet every dealer

should have at least a small sup-

ply and right now is the time

to put in the order. Rural

dealers should also have on
hand a few copies of " Kodak
on the Farm " to take care of

possible inquiries and, perhaps,

use where they are pretty sure

to do good. Our stock of these,

however, is somewhat limited,

and so we must ask that you
use care in ordering.

Other booklets that some of

you who should, have not

called for, are: "Velox Man-
uals," ''By Flash Light," (ex-

tremely timely right, now,)
"Bromide Enlarging with a

Kodak," and "With a Kodak
in the Land of the Navajo."
Right now, before Christmas

business gets started is a good
time for you to go over this

matter of advertising material

and prepare your campaign.
- Our line of cuts for news-

paper advertising is also at your
service. If you have mislaid

our '

' Cut Sheet,
'

' which shows
the assortment, let us know,

and a duplicate will be mailed
you.
About December first we

shall send to all dealers an
assortment of new and up-to-

date signs for store use, and
we are also preparing some new
designs in street car advertising,

and have on hand a few old ones
that will be equally good mjour
locality if they have not already

been used there.

Remember, please, that of all

the foregoing booklets, signs

and cuts, none will be sent you
U7iless y.ou ask for thefti^ with

the single exception of signs

for store display, which will be
sent to all dealers.

Back of all this co-operation

that we are proposing to give

as a help in your local advertis-

ing, there will be the usual,

yes, morethan the usual amount
of hard hammering for new
business through the maga-
zines. Again, there are a num-
ber of those strong back covers

in full colors and full inside

pages all along the line in the

December magazines — pages
that mean more Kodak buyers.

We may spend a few thousand
dollars a year through this

Trade Circular in trying to

get Kodak goods on your
shelves-— but we spend as

many hundreds of thousands
in our advertising to help

you get them of? your
shelves and into the hands
of the consumer. All deal-

ers benefit some from our
magazine work, but those

dealers benefit most who
back up our general pub-
licity by consistent and per-

sistent local advertising.
We pay all the expense of
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the general and are willing

to share expense of the local

advertising to the extent of

furnishing the cuts, the car

signs and the booklets.

It has been a growing year
in amateur photography.
There's not a phase of it that

has not shown an increasing

interest by increased business.

December can be made another
record breaker for every
dealer who joins us in creating

a greater Kodak publicity.

ALL HIGH GRADE,

THE LIBRARY ALBUM
FOR GOOD PRINTS BY
GOOD PEOPLE OF
GOOD TASTE.

The tendency on the part of

the Kodaking public to buy the

good stuff has been most no-

ticeable in the remarkable sale

of Anastigmat lenses, but this

tendency goes all along down
the line. From the lens that

catches the ray of light that

makes the picture through
every stage of the work to the

mount or album, people are us-

ing better materials.

This has been especially no-

ticeable in the albums. People
who have spent good money
for a camera and lens and ma-
terials and for their vacation

journey and have a good lot

of prints are willing to pay a

good price for a book to put
them in. Something worthy
of a place on the library table

is what they are looking for

and you can supply it in the

Library Album, to their satis-

faction, and your profit. This
album is "handsome" but more
than that, it is chaste and refined

—free from gaudiness—just the

sort of an article that the best

people will appreciate. It is

furnished with a rich brown
suede padded cover with brown
leaves and gold edges, or with

gray suede padded cover and
gray leaves with silver edges.

Order by No.

11 50 gray leaves, 5)4 x 734;',

Landscape, - - - I2.25
12 50 brown leaves, 5>^ X 7X.
Landscape, - - - 2.25

13 50 gray leaves, 7 x 10,

Landscape. - - - 3.00

14 50 brown leaves, 7 x 10,

Landscape, - - - 3.C0

15 50 gray leaves, 11 x 14,

Landscape, - - - 5.00
16 50 brown leaves, 11 x 14,

Landscape, - - - 5.00

17 Gray leaves, 11 x 14, for

200 Post cards, - - - 5.00
18 Brown leaves, 11 x 14,

for 200 Post cards, - - 5 00

Discount to the trade 40^.

Fit your Kodak

vv^ith a

Zeiss-

Kodak
ANASTIGMAT

/6.3

The Lens of Quality for

the Camera of Quality
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Their Vacation Story—as told by her

KODAK
An attractive illustration that will be used in colors on our winter booklet, on many

magazine covers, and on store and street car signs.
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DEVELOPMENT IN
COMMERCIAL

WORK.
C. H. CLAUDY IN THE BULLE-

TIN OF PHOTOGRAPHY.

Down cellar, in the dark,

where it's damp, in the midst

of packing boxes, sawdust, old

hypo and general mess, is the

dark room. In the dark room
are two long wooden boxes, in

one of which is water and in

the other hypo of uncertain age

and doubtful strength. A ruby

electric bulb is covered with

stained post paper and hangs

over a ten-cent chinaware bowl

in which is a wine-colored
liquid.

Arrives a boy of sixteen with

an armful oi orders. These
are the hapless, luckless films

that confiding customers have
left. The boy digs at each a

moment with a penknife, strips

film from paper, and one after

the other puts all the films

in the tank of water.

This done, the last film in is

grabbed out again and see-

sawed back and forth through

the wine-colored liquid. In

less than two minutes—often

in less than one—it is coal black

on one side and fairly dark

on the other. "Guess it's

cooked," remarks the young
man, and "souse," in it goes

in the hypo of uncertain age
and doubtful strength, with no
rinsing. No. 2 is similarly

treated. This roll, perhaps,

was a little under- exposed. To
even matters up it is developed
a little longer. "She won't
blacken, but that's not my
fault," remarks the young
workman (?), and "souse"

this, too, goes into the un-

certain hypo. Its highlights

are a little denser than the first

film. Come an over-exposed

roll and stays in development
about thirty seconds. "Gee !"

says young hopeful. "Gee !"

You certainly are in a hurry 'n

som' I !" This film gets as

little development as possible,

because it turned black so

quickly !

Upstairs, where all is shining

glass and mahogany cases, nice-

ly dressed and accommodating
clerks wait on customers.

"Blank's is such a nice place,"

says one lady to another.

"They are always so obliging.

You never have to wait and
they seem to be willing to take

any trouble for you. So cheap,

too ! Films developed free if

you order a dollar's worth of

prints, and only ten cents a

dozen to develop them if you
don' t. But I wish I could have

better luck with my camera

—

I never get more than four or

five good ones, but I'm always

hoping !"

Pretty picture, isn't it?

Overdrawn? Not a bit of it?

I know half a dozen such places,

and I bet you know of one or

two yourself. Sometimes I

wish I ran a photo supply store,

if only for the fun of putting all

these cranky notions of mine
into execution. They tell me
I wouldn't last long, but I'd

chance it. And the first thing

I'd do would be to rip out

those tanks and fire the boy
and clean up the cellar and
have a sign painted telling

every one what I was doing.

Then I' d fix up a * 'dark' ' room
that was so full of windows it
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looked like a conservatory, and
I'd spend all the money I could

find on tanks and Id have
people flock into my place just

to see me develop their films.

Vou never invite a man down
to see his films developed—you
can't afford to let him see the

mess you are in downstairs or

the disgraceful conditions under
which your men work ! You
spend your days preaching

photographic cleanliness and
ease, and the advantages of

tanks, and your workmen spend
their time in dirt and filth

"developing" (heaven save the

mark) your customers' films in

a concentrated lye of a de-

veloper. 'Course you can't

afford to give it away !

I'd pay for my tanks and
my room and my equipment in

a couple of months, with just

the extra films I saved with

tank development. Nine out

of ten orders read "develop
the roll and make one, two,

three or four prints from each

good negative." If you get

four from a roll, you make,
perhaps, a dozen prints. If

you got a dozen you'd make
three dozen prints, and your
customer would be so tickled

she'd buy more film right away,
instead of being discouraged

and leaving the matter until

her enthusiasm came back
again !

You'd make friends and so

would I, taking customers into

your "dark" room that was as

light as day could make it, and
letting him or her see your
workmen, themselves clean,

working in a slopless room over

a couple of sinks, manipulating

a lot of tanks. I'll sell tanks,

too, by the dozen, instead of

the one or two, and my
customers would develop their

own films. They would save
me that—in itself not a profit-

making job—and they would
still bring them to me to print

—or, they would buy the sup-

plies of me, give me my own
profit and double it in a month,
since the man who does his

own work does more than

when you do it—he spends his

money to better advantage,
and you get the same profit

without the work! It's a

short-sighted policy that won't
convert a customer of finishing

work into one for tanks and
supplies when opportunity

arises, and it's a dandy scheme,
this demonstration room, to do
just that !

The proposition is so dead
open-and-shut I can't imagine
why some of you wise ones

haven't caught on faster. It

costs money to change. But
it gives you better work

—

which means better satisfied

customers—more work, which
means more profit—helps you
sell tanks, still more profit— is

a splendid thing to advertise,

which means more customers
—and pays for itself in a short

time !

Worth while thinking about,

isn't it?

Enter that

Christmas order

now—and make
sure of the goods.
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If it isn't an Eastman, it isn't a Kodak.

Put "KODAK'^
on that Christinas List.

There's nothing, unless it be the after-delight in

the pictures themselves, that more universally appeals

to young and old than picture taking. And it's inex-

pensive now, for Kodak has made it so. There are

Kodaks and Brownies for all people and purposes

—

but none more popular than the simple and compact:

FOLDING POCKET
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Midwinter Publicity

PEARY LETTERS THAT TE,LL OF
KODAK DE,PENDABILITY.

It takes pretty good nerve

for an advertiser to bang away
with full pages in more than a

score of high priced magazines
at the "of! season."

But we are banging.

We simply couldn't resist

the advertising opportunity

offered by Commander Peary's

forceful commentar)^ on the

successful use of our goods
under the adverse conditions

that prevail on such a cam-
paign—or rather series of cam-
paigns, in fighting for Farthest

North.

On page 3 we reproduce in

reduced size the full page ad-

vertisement that we are run-

ning in all the leading magazines
but one, for January. That
one is Hampton's, the maga-
zine in which Peary is telling

the story of his plucky fight

with the polar ice pack, with

hunger and with cold, a story

which, by the way, is costing

that publication a dollar and

twenty cents a word, or 20 per

cent, more than the famous
Roosevelt articles are said to

cost Scribner's. In Hamp-
ton's we are using four pages,

and are reproducing in a double
page spread, not only Com-
mander Peary's 1909 Kodak
letter, but alongside of it Lieu-

tenant Peary's 1892 Kodak
letter. Peary achieved his suc-

cess in reaching the Pole not

only by courage and persis-

tence, but by experience, and
by attention to the minutest

details of his equipment. Like-

wise, his photographic outfit

was based on his experience in

previous expeditions, and to

his selection of Kodak goods
he attributes a large measure
of his photographic success.

If the word "Kodak" could

appear in the illustrated press

and in the magazines on every

picture that is made with

Kodak goods, the lesson it

would teach would be the im-
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portance of the Eastman pro-

ducts in the recording of the

world's history. There have
been great happenings on this

old sphere in the twenty-one

years since "Kodak" was born.

It has photographed, in war
and adventure, all parts of all

sides of the earth, and now,
thanks to Peary, it has photo-

graphed the top 'o the world.

Kodak, before it was of age,

having reached the top o' the

world, what may we not expect

of it now that it has reached its

majority. Where next? The
South Pole perhaps, and surely

from the seat of the aeroplanist

it is to get for us who prefer to

keep our feet on Mother Earth,

a new view of things.

But to leave the fanciful.

The fact that fully ninety per

cent, of the successful pictures

taken in war and adventure
under the most adverse condi-

tions—whether they be caused

by polar ice or tropic sun,

arctic blizzard or torrid tor-

rents, are Kodak pictures.

For such work, Kodak goods
are to-day the acknowledged
essentials. There can be but

one deduction: If Kodak
goods are essential under ad-

verse conditions, they are pre-

ferable for every day use.

And from your standpoint,

the beauty of it all is that we
are not keeping still about it.

WHEN WE GUESS.
Conditions change from time

to time, and we have therefore

recently revised the instructions

to our order department as to

the shipments of Velox, Ne-
pera and Azo, in those cases

where full and definite instruc-

tions are not received by us.

The only alternative of such a

system would be to hold the

orders for further instructions,

but experience has taught us

that in a very large majority of

cases, our customers are better

satisfied to have us ship the

goods—using our own judg-

ment as to the surface and
degree of contrast.

The following is our method
of handling such orders :

Velox, Nepera, Azo

—

Post Cards ELxcepted.

If an order for Velox fails to

specify surface, we ship Velvet,

contrast as provided below.

If an order for Velox fails to

specify contrast, we should

supply Special, if the size is

Cabinet or larger or a roll
;

Regular, if the order calls for

smaller sizes. The average

small negative is best adapted

to Regular Velox.

If an order for Azo fails to

specify surface, we ship Grade
*'D," contrast as below.

If an order for Azo fails to

specify contrast, we supply

Hard, which is most in demand.

POST CARDS
If the surface of Azo Post

Cards is not specified, we sup-

ply Grade ''D."

If the contrast of Azo Post

Cards is not mentioned, we
send Hard.

If the surface of Velox Post

Cards is not mentioned, we
send Velvet.

If the contrast of Velox Post

Cards is not mentioned, we
send Special.

If Nepera order fails to spec-

ify surface, we send Velvet.
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KODAK
at the

North Pole
"Being satisfied since my first expedition in 1891

that the Eastman cameras and films were best suited

for this class of work, I have used both exclusively in

all of my Arctic expeditions since, and it is to this

that I attribute the fact that I have brought back a

series of photographs which in quantity and quality

probably exceed any other series of photographs

obtained from the Arctic regions."

•W5>X^\̂&.^

Wherever adverse conditions demand abso-

lute dependability in photographic equipment-
there the Kodak goods are chosen. The photo-

graphic success of Commander Peary's
expedition is fully demonstrated by the pictures

—all of them from Kodak films, illustrating his

thrilling, historic narrative no\v running in

HAMPTON'S MAGAZINE.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
rf?i?/?f".'^ir^S'''' ROCHESTER, N. Y.. The Kodak City.
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^ correspondent says:

"If your dealers could deliver

such negatives and Velox prints

and Bromides as you do, it would

bear more fruit than all your other

advertising combined."

This may be a hard knock

at the efficiency of our adver-

tising department—but it's a

boost for our Educational

Department. Let us help

you do better work. There's

no charge.
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DO YOU?
We give below a letter from

one of our dealers telling how
successful he has been in get-

ting business as a result of a

follow-up on the names we have

given him of prospective pur-

chasers that we have secured

through our magazine or farm

paper advertising.

We are of course directing

this talk to dealers in the vil-

lages and smaller cities. The
man in New York or Chicago

doesn't often ask us for a cata-

logue, because he can't go out

to his noon-day luncheon with-

out seeing a Kodak sign, and

his wife finds Kodak goods on

sale in some one of the stores

where she regularly trades.

But rurally, we try to connect

the man with a leaning toward

photography with the dealer

who has the goods.

You've all had notice from

us at one time or another that

so and so had asked for a

Kodak catalogue. Do you fol-

low these up ?

Tried once and found it was

only a boy ? But perhaps that

boy earned a dollar picking

apples and because you didn't

follow him up bought his

Brownie of your competitor, or

worse yet, spent the money
going to a show. Besides,

he's going to be a man soon

and earn good wages and buy
a 3A Kodak with perhaps an

anastigmat lens. Those in-

quiries for printed matter that

we get cost a lot of money.
We don't want to work on
them ourselves, because we are

too far away and because we
don't want to do a retail busi-

ness. But every evening's

mail carries out a bunch of

postal cards to all parts of the

country telling dealers of the

inquiries we have had. Do
you follow them up when you
get one?
No—proportionately to what

we spend you don't get many.

If you are in a big city, you
don' t get any because there are

so many of you it isn't a practi-

cal scheme. And another rea-

son that you don't get many is

because for several years you

have had a Kodak sign on

your store front and it is there-

fore ten to one that when John
Doe reads our advertisement,
'

' Catalogue free at the dealers

or by mail," he calls at your

store for it and perhaps doesn' t

even ask. Simply takes it of!

the counter and puts it in his

pocket.

But when you do get a noti-

fication, do you follow it up?
The subjoined letter would in-

dicate that it pays :

Grants Pass, Oregon,
Nov. 6, 1909.

Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.

Gentlemen :

Beg to report that we have rec-

ently sold Geo. A. Meissner, Kerby,
a Brownie, as a result of our fol-

low-up letters, whose name you
sent us April 2, 1909 ; also Miss
E. D. Thompson, Kerby, Oregon,
a 3A Folding Pocket Kodak and
outfit, name sent by you October

29. 1909 ; also F. M. Horn, Kerby,
Oregon, a No. 3A Folding Brownie
and outfit, name sent by you August
27, 1909.
We wish at this time to thank

you for these names and wish to

assure you that it is no fault of ours
if the inquirer gets away from the

Kodak family, once we get track

of their having made inquiry. We
may have made other sales from
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persons coming in the store and
buying after we had written them,
the clerk not having taken their
names, and these we get sooner or
later by their sending in for film or
paper. Stanton Rowell.

RIGHT NOW.
The Christmas signs have

been shipped— a full assort-

ment to every Kodak dealer.

By the time you receive this

Trade Circular the Christmas
booklets will have been shipped
to every dealer who asked for

them, except in those cases

where the order came in late.

We are taking prompt care

of orders for electrotypes and
special booklets.

Right now, it's of special im-

portance if there is anything
you want from our advertising
department that you write

direct to' that department or at

least that you put your request
in a special letter that there
may be no delay in its reaching
that department. Special let-

ters on special subjects always
save time, but just now this is

particularly important. We
want to serve you well and
promptly that you may get
results from the heavy Christ-

mas advertising that we are
doing. Those back covers on
Collier's, Saturday Evening
Post, Cosmopolitan, Country
Life, Life, Youth's Companion,
Garden Magazine, Outlook,
American Boy and Review of

Reviews, together with the full

pages and more on the inside

of all the other magazines of

first impolrtance, mean Kodak
Christmas business for those
who join us in the campaign.

In most of our Christmas

advertising we have put the
loud pedal on Folding Pocket
Kodaks. The wise dealer will

do the same and stock the goods.
We have single and double

column cuts, suitable for news-
paper use, of all the Kodaks
and Brownies. Yours for the
asking.

PREMOS FOR
CHRISTMAS.

You have already received
from the Rochester Optical
Division descriptive matter of

what is being done to push
Premos for the holiday business.

Given goods of merit, like

the Premos, backed by the
strong, extensive advertising

which is appearing in the
Christmas magazines, and the
result is bound to be an in-

creasing demand for such
goods. Then there are the
Christmas Booklets, newspaper
cuts, car signs and so forth,

which will enable you to focus

all this advertising on your
store.

If you have not already
ordered some of this matter,

do so at once. We will gladly

send it free of charge.

These are the Premos which
are specially advertised and
recommended for Christmas
buyers :

Premo Juniors, $2.00 to

$5.00 ; Premoettes, $5.00 to

$10.00 ; Film Premos No. i,

$10.00 to $20.00 ; Pocket
Premo C, $12.00 and $15.00

;

Filmplate Premos, $24.00 to

$35.00. You should have them
for your Christmas customers.

ZEISS-KODAK
ANASTIGMAT, / 6.3.
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A

LITHOGRAPHED DISPLAY RACK NOW PACKED IN EVERY
BOX OF 100 EASTMAN M. Q. TUBES.
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There's nothing too good for

your children, and nothing that

will give them more good, whole-

some fun than a

Brownie
You'll be surprised, if you are not already

familiar with the latest in Kodak photography, at

how simple it all is and what a good camera you can
buy for very little money. There are Brownies at

;gi.oo to $12.00, and every one capable of making
good pictures, even in inexperienced hands.

Put Brownie on that Christmas list.

RICHARD ROE & CO
Cut No. 272.
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ARTURA TO YOU
FROM ROCHESTER, NEW YORK,
CHICAGO AND SAN FRANCISCO.

TERMS.

We are making Artura at

Kodak Park.

We shall be prepared to fill

orders from Rochester, and
from our New York and Chi-

cago branches on January 15th,

and from the San Francisco

branch on January 20th.

The January issue of Studio

Light, which will be mailed in

a few days, will announce to

the photographers that Artura
can be obtained through "East-
man dealers," beginning about
January 20th.

Had the purchase of the

Artura business come about at

an off season, a transfer from
Columbus to Rochester and a

consequent filling of all the de-

mands of the trade would have
been much easier than at the

Christmas season. It is per-

fectly evident, however, that for

the "square deal," and for the

best interests in the long run of

the dealers and ourselves, the

first man to be looked after

was the photographer. Christ-

mas trade was right at hand at

the time we made the purchase
and it was, therefore, of first

importance that the consurraer

should be taken care of. We
feel that it is the good fortune

of all concerned that there have
been no serious obstacles to the

transfer, and that we are able

to make the above announce-
ment thus early. This could

not have been done but for two
facts. First, we have had the

hearty co-operation of the men
who formed the Artura Photo
Paper Co., and second, we had
room for the Artura business

in our splendid developing-out-

paper building. There were
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some differences in methods of

manufacture which meant, to a

certain extent, new apparatus.

All has now been provided for.

The terms of sale of Artura

Paper will be as follows :

LIST PRICE.

The list will remain as before,

with none but very minor

changes from the present list.

DISCOUNT.
The discount to the trade

will be 25 per cent. This ap-

plies to Artura Post Cards, as

well as the other paper.

RETAIL
RESTRICTIONS.

The retailer is to sell at list

price only, except that he 7nay,

if he desires, allow a discount

not to exceed 15 per cent, on
bona fide orders for $25.00
worth or more (list) of Artura
paper to be shipped at one
time.

CASH DISCOUNT,
A cash discount of 3 per

cent, may be allowed by dealers

to purchasers, provided the

account is settled not later

than the 15th of the month fol-

lowing purchase.

DATING.
For the protection of both

dealers and photographers, we
shall apply to Artura Paper the
* 'expiration date' ' system which
has proved so satisfactory with

our other papers.

If there are any troubles in

filling orders, due to the trans-

fer, we believe they will all be
smoothed out very quickly. It

is somewhat difficult in so large

a business to anticipate just

what the new trade may demand
as to grades and sizes, but so

far as may humanly be possible,

we have provided for every
emergency, and we expect
from the very start to give you
satisfactory service.

E^XPLOITING ARTURA.
Nothing has been done since

we purchased the Artura Com-
pany in the way of additional

effort in increasing the Artura
business, because whatever
made the business bigger would
have made the moving problem
greater, and delayed our furn-

ishing the paper from Roch-
ester and through our branches.

Now, however, we are ready.

More than that, we are full of

enthusiasm.

All of our paper men will

demonstrate Artura, which, in

addition to the old Artura
force, will mean tremendous
support to your business. Ar-

tura will be given a most im-

portant place in the program of

the Eastman School of Profes-

sional Photography ; it will be

given prominence in Studio

Lights and widely advertised

in all of the mediums which
reach the professional photog-
rapher.

Help us provide a thorough
distribution that will be appre-

ciated by the professional pho-
tographers, by letting us have
your orders Now, for shipment
on the dates that the goods are

to be ready at our various

points of supply, remembering
that Iris is the grade most in

demand.
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1910 TERMS.
Except for the addition of

Artiira Paper there are none
but very minor changes in our

Terms of Sale for 1910. The
terms as existing in 1909 have
proved highly satisfactory to

the trade and as a protection

against the evils of substitution

are coming to be recognized by
the public as distinctly in the

interests of the consumer. It

is a great satisfaction to us to

know that they are so generally

accepted by the trade and by
the public as being of benefit to

all of our customers.

IN FILMS.

I've traveled 'round and 'round the
world

—

In films;

Up hill, down dale, I've oft been
hurled

—

In films;

I've seen the king of every land;
I've watched an army take its stand
When fighting with a hostile band-

In films.

I've seen the finest dramas played

—

In films;

I've watched the process of each
trade

—

In films;

I've witnessed crowds in lively

chase.
Pursue some rascal in disgrace;
My laughter equaled that swift

pace

—

In films.

A wondrous world, in sooth, I see
In films;

Where far-off scenes are brought
to me

—

In films;

When Jefif and Johnson have their
fight

I wouldn't go, e'en though I might;
I'll pay a nickel for the sight

—

In films.— Cleveland Plain-Dealer.

OFF THE MARKE^T
Of course we have to keep on

getting out new goods. Other-
wise interest in photography
would wane, and profits would
peter out for you and for us.

But we can't keep on getting

out new stuff without now and
then withdrawing some of the

old. Your shelves wouldn't
be long enough to hold it all.

We therefore announce the

withdrawal of three papers :

Kloro, Albuma, and W. D.
Platinum. Good as they are,

other papers that you handle,

have so far taken the place of

these goods that it seems use-

less for you to stock or for us

to make these goods longer.

The discontinuance goes into

effect immediately.

A $150 BROWNIE.
Several dealers have written

us in response to the article in

our December issue about the

advisability of following up in-

quiries that have been referred

to them. Here are the results

shown from Missouri :

" Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.

Gentlemen

:

We are just in receipt of your
December Trade Circular and note
what you say about following up
inquiries that have been referred to
us, and wish to say that we think,
in fact we know, that it will pay
any dealer to follow up these in-

quiries as the smallest boy or girl

is a possible purchaser, for we have
sold several Brownies to small
boys recently and they are all en-
thusiastic about them, and more
than one of them has told us of his
intentions to buy a "nice big
Kodak" as soon as he could.

It was early last spring that we
took up the matter of buying a
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Kodak with one of the inquirers
referred to us, and after the second
letter we were favored with a call,

and the sale of a Kodak Box Out-
fit was the result of the call.

Not long afterwards he told us
that he had disposed of his Brownie
and now wanted a regular Kodak,
and we had the pleasure of fitting

him up with a No. 3A Kodak with
Auto Shutter, Tank Developer and
a nice bunch of supplies.

He made pictures in his neigh-
borhood and bought a nice lot of

paper, film and supplies right

along, his purchases in six months
amounting to about $150.00.

Yours truly,

W. C. Mitchell & Son."

Do YOU follow 'em up?

HOW AND WHY.
Our Educational Department

will teach you how to develop
your amateur negatives,

whether Roll Film,. Film Pack
or Plates.

When and how to intensify

a negative.

When and how to reduce a

negative.

How to spot a negative.

How to block out a bad sky
and print in another.

How to print Velox, so your
results in Amateur Finishing

will equal our own.
How to know when you are

right.

When to use Regular and
when Special Velox, and why.

How to make your prints

dry flat and stay flat.

How to clean your prints so

they may be delivered with the

right finish.

How to get best results when
using Nepera Solution and
Velox Liquid Developer,

whether purchased ready pre-

pared or made up by yourself.

How to make Redeveloped
prints that are right and are
uniform in color.

How to spot your prints.

How to trim and mount.
How to make Bromide prints

equal to our own work, whether
black or redeveloped.

In addition to teaching you
how and why our way is the
right way, you have the oppor-
tunity to see our methods and
ask any questions you wish.

We furnish all material and
instructions free.

If you wish to know whether
you need any of the foregoing
instruction, write the Educa-
tional Department for a method
whereby you may convince
yourself whether your work is

up to the standard or not.

The

Safest

Self=burning

Flash is an

Eastman

Flash Sheet

Absolutely

best for all

aiTiateur purposes,
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ANOTHER
WINDOW.

Here's a clever Film Carton-

house made up for the Christ-

mas window by I. Brooke of

Brooklyn. With somebody
else substituted for Santa Claus
it would be good at any time.

The picture and Mr. Brooke's
description make it all very

clear :

* >!< ^ The house is made
up entirely of film boxes, ex-

cept for the roof, which is made
out of a large mount. The
words "Kodak Home" are

made transparent with red

tissue paper and an electric

light in back of the house il-

luminates them beautifully.

Santa Claus is holding a Pocket
Kodak under one arm and a

film in the sack under his other

arm. He is leaving the cottage

with them.

FLASH SHEETS

THE, UN=PHOTO=
GlkAPHED.

Once more.
Once more your Kodak busi-

ness has gone ahead substan-

tially. More cameras, more
films, more papers have been
sold. Improved goods, better

developing and printing, per-

sistent advertising and a fuller

appreciation on the part of the

public as to how Kodakery
touches every side of life have
made more business.

But after all, you didn't get
all the business you should
have had. Some people actu-

ally went on their vacations

without a camera ; hunters
bagged deer with no Kodak to

tell the tale ; big fish were
caught unrecorded ; motorists

toured minus a Kodak
;
people

even traveled from here to

Europe and back and depended
on colored picture postals

—

worse than all that, babies, in

some instances, went the whole
year through unphoto-
graphed ! ! Comparing our
sales with the census statistics,

we find that there are children

in this country who have no
Brownies ! ! !

It's up to you and to us,

Messers. Dealers, to set matters

right. These things ought not

to be and we must get together

to set 'em right. Of course, it

would be unfortunate in one
way if between our efforts, yours
and ours, every man, woman
and child in this country had a

Kodak, because it might hurt

this year's camera business

—

but how the film would go !

and papers and tanks and
chemicals ! And the develop-
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ing and printing departments
would need enlarging ! !

So let's don't worry about
getting everybody to Kodak-
ing. The more of 'em we get

started, the better for them and
for you and for us. The field

is a big one yet, and consider-

ing the Kodak simplicity and
certainty, it really is strange

how anybody has escaped our
combined efforts up to now.
But 1909 was encouraging. It

proved again that amateur
photography is no fad but that

pictures have become a part of

the life of many of us—we
almost said most of us—and
can be made a part of the life

'and habits of all of us—except-

ing only, perhaps, the *' sub-

merged tenth." Ninety per

cent, of the families of this

country are possible ultimate

customers for at least a

Brownie. The question right

now is : How many can we get

this year?

The line is getting better

every minute. Little improve-
ments and big improvements in

cameras and films and papers

are constant. The $2.00

Brownie of to-day is a better

and a more practical all around
camera than the $25.00 Kodak
of twenty years ago. Com-
pare, if you like, the present

No. 3 Folding Pocket Kodak
with the same camera at the

same price of ten years ago.

We are now giving twice as

much for the money in the

camera and spending—no, in-

vesting—three times as much
in the advertising.

It's January. Look to your
stock and needs. Investigate

your developing and printing

and let us know if our Educa-
tional Department can be of

help to you. Make the most
from month to month of our

signs and booklets and our free

cut service. Photography is

growing. The Kodak business

is growing. If you did not

show a substantial increase in

1909, you are not getting your
share of the new business.

Let's all get after those mis-

taken people who have not yet

Kodaked, — meantime, taking

exceptional care of those who
do Kodak.
Now for 1910.

FLASH SHEETS
ARE

SURER, SAFER
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Your Advantage

Whatever is best in photogra=

phy is yours to sell:

IN CAMERAS. KodaR. Graflex, Century.

PreiTio.

IN FILMS. Eastman N. C- Cartridge and
Film PacR.

IN PLATE.S. Seed, Standard, Stanley.

IN PAPHRS. Aristo, Artura and Angelo
for the professional. Velox and Solio for

the amateur.

IN CHEMICALS. Eastman Tested,

IN SUNDRIES. A full line that has bacR
of it the experience of the n^en who Rnow
the trade requiren^ents.

IN EVE.RYTHING. The line that is

ADVERTISED — DEMONSTRATED.

An Obvious Advantage
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Little pictures of— and by little folks

are easy to make with a

BROWNIE CAMERA
VERY SIMPLE — NO DARK-ROOM NECESSARY.

Eight Different Styles, $1.00 to $12.00.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Double Column Cut No. 150.
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THE No. 2A FOLDING

POCKET BROWNIE
Pictures 2>^ x 434 inches. Price, $7.00.
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IMPROVING THE
BROWNIE LINE
There's no argument about

the popularity of the 2^4 x 41^
picture. The lA Folding
Pocket Kodak has for a long
time been a live one, the lA
Special is making a good rec-

ord and the 2A Brownie has
been and is a phenomenal seller.

Built right, price right and size

right, there should be good
business in the No. 2A Folding
Pocket Brownie for 2^ x 4^
pictures—price $7.00.

This camera closely resem-
bles in appearance that good
seller the No. 2 Folding Pocket
Brownie. It loads for six or

twelve exposures (lA Kodak
Film) has a single achromatic
lens and our Pocket Automatic
Star Opening Shutter, auto-

matic focusing lock, reversible

finder and tripod sockets for

both vertical and horizontal

exposures. It's truly a pocket
camera, slipping readily into

the ordinary side coat pocket.

It's positive and simple in

action, not a " trappy " feature

in it and withal is a handsome
little camera. The covering is,

of course, imitation leather but
it's a good imitation and with

the red leather bellows, the

brass shutter and full nickel

fittings, this new Brownie shows
good value and has it. 'Twill

make good pictures and will

wear well.

And it will sell well. Some
of you should order a dozen,
many of you. should order in

half dozen lots and the smallest

of you should at least stock it.

It's going to be a live seller and

help to make 19 10 the best of

all the good years. ^
The goods are ready NQW.

Let us have your ord^ers., J^»v^
THE PRICE

No, 2A Folding Pocket
Brownie .... I7.00

"

ACarrying case for do. . .90
Cart, for do

(sanfeas lAF. P. K)
fr Bwi Film Cart, for do
(same as lA F. P. K.

)

Regulaiiuiiseotmts^ apply, v

DATING PAPERS
U

Our system of stamping
papers with an '* expiration

date," beyond which they will

not be replaced *
' for fault in

manufacture," has worked so

well for all concerned on the

products to which it has been
applied that in future we shall

extend this system to include:

Aristo Platino, Aristo Self Ton-
ing, Commercial Aristo Platino,

Aristo Junior, Aristo Gold,
Aristo Carbon Sepia, Collodio I

Carbon, Azo, JCresko ^'^^ ^^- ^ ^
Mr Q. Bromide Papers.

We make this announcement
with full confidence that it will

meet with the approval of both
dealer and consumer custo-

mers, for the satisfactory manner
in which the dating system has

worked with our other goods is

a sufficient indication that it

will be of value also on the

above mentioned goods.

Flash Sheets

For February

Business.
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1^4 PER CENT.
PLUS.

*er\cent. or no per cent., it

is \o t\e invariable advantage

of the dealer to push our

brands ol plates^ It pays him
first of air to p-iish our plates,

because we are loyal to him.

When he esta(5lishes a customer

in Seed, Standard or Stanley

plates he knows that we are

going to stand by him—not

cut the corner by selling direct

and at a price that will leave

him out of it. Our plates offer

the fullest variety. They have

the quality—they meet the

price—/they satisfy the con-

sumer.'

And again :

Each regular E. K. dealer

who was handling our goods
prior to Jan. ist, 1909, will

early in 191 1 (it will take a

few weeks after the close of the

year to complete the figuring)

receive a special credit of 2>^^
on his combined net total pur-

chases of Seed, Standard East-

man and Stanley plates for

1 9 10, provided his total net

purchases of said plates for

1 9 10 equal or exceed his total

net purchases of same for 1909.

Push the goods that are

made by the people who sell

through the dealer—an«^ inci-

dentally earn the extra 2}2^i>.

ARTURA IN
ROLLS.

In all lists of Artura paper

and Artura Backing paper to

be published in the future, we
shall include both 20 inch and
40 inch rolls, discontinuing the

25 inch rolls. Of course we

shall continue to furnish 25 Inch/U^^O^
rJ^ov .^iny other rollo for that

matter that may bo deoircd)^

but the list will show the 20
and 40 inch only, and as these

sizes really cut up to the best

advantage for the consumer
they will unquestionably be the

most in demand.

LIST. 1

IMS: \^
Grade A in Rolls.

\

10 foot 20 inch, - - - -

10 *' 40 "
. . - .

10 yard 20 *'
. . . .

10 '• 40 •' ....
Grades B, C, D and E.

10 foot 20 inch, ....
10 *' 40 " - - . .

10 yard 20 " ....
10 '* 40 " ....

CHLORIDE,.
Non>Curling and Carbon Green.
(Extra Heavy) (Rough Matte and

Extra Heavy)

10 foot 20 inch, - - - -
I 1.90

10 " 40 " ... - 3,80
- - - - 5.60
- - - - 11.20

I 1.90

380
5-00
10.00

2.25

4-50

5.85
11.70

10 yard 20 " ...
10 ** 40 •' - - -

Non=Curling and Carbon Green.
(Matte)(Regular Weight)

10 foot 20 inch,

10 " 40 **

10 yard 20 "

10 " 40 "

CARBON

10 foot 20 inch,

ID " 40 "

10 yard 20 "

10 '• 40
"

BLACK
Single
Weight y
lr.25
2.50

3-35 '^

6.70

I1.65
330
4.35
8.70

Double
Weight

$1.65

330. •

4.35 '
8.70 /

BACKING PAPER:
10 foot 20 inch, - - - -

J^ .75

10 '• 40 " "
.

" " ^-5^
10 yard 20 " .... i.go

10 " 40 " .... 3.80

Discount to the trade, 25^.

V
nv

Stock the

new Brownie.
V\v^

^
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SCONTINUED.
Otl»r grades of Azo have

grown^© in popularity and
have so faktaken the plade of

Commercian^o that iif^ have
decided to discontinue that

brand. This goes into effect

at once, and will, we hope, be

appreciated as anotl^er effort

on our part lb do away with

unnecessary/ multiplication of

brands oi paper that the "dealer

must cai:^ in order to ha^e a

repres^tative stock. Pl^se
remember when we offer yyu
uQw/ones that this makes thn

brands of paper discontinuec

so far this year.

Make the Most

of a Short

Month

By getting the

latest wrinKles for

your developing

and printing de=

partment, from

Educational De

partn^ent.

THERE'S NO
CHARGE

ANOTHE^R PRIZE
CONTEST.

When we were using paint-

ings and drawings for our ad-

vertising work, we had pictures

from the very best artists in

the country, among them being
such people as Frederic Rem-
ington, A. B. Frost, Charles

Allan Gilbert, Jessie Wilcox
Smith, Edward Penfield, T. K.
Hanna, Alonzo Kimball and
Rose Cecil O'Neill. Now that

we are using photographs, we
propose, too, to have the very
best work obtainable and that's

why we offer $500 for a single

negative.

A number of photographers
have made good money out of

us in these contests. But there

is more than the mere prize list

to be considered. In addition

to the $2000 in prize money,
we buy a considerable number
of pictures every year—some
from prize winners and some
from others who were not so

fortunate, and we are always
looking for more. But we are

not the only ones. Thousands
of advertisers, the country over,

are after illustrations for their

magazine work, catalogues and
booklets. They want live,

virile stuf? and the man who
makes it can get his own price.

Our contests supply us with

ten prize pictures, we buy in

the course of a year twice as

many more, in addition to which
we frequently make pictures for

ourselves when there is some
special point to be covered that

none of the prize or purchased
pictures fit into properly.

There's a big field, for the

man with ideas, in advertising
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illustration, and there's no bet-

ter way in which to get a start

than to enter the Kodak
Advertising Contest for 19 lo.

Encourage the better workers
among your customers to take
an interest. To help this along,

we will supply, with your im-
print, the necessary circulars

embodying the following

:

TERMS.
1. Each picture is to contain a

figure or figures and is to be suit-

able for use as an illustration in

advertising the Kodak or the Kodak
system of amateur photography.

2. Each print in Class "A"
must be from a negative 5 x 7 or
larger. Each print in Class "B"
must be from a negative 4 x 5 or

3X X sK or larger.

3. Prints only are to be sent for

competition—not negatives.

4. Prints must be mounted but
not framed. (Mounts should show
about one inch margin.

)

5. No competitor will be
awarded more than one prize.

(This does not prevent a competitor
from entering as many pictures as
he may desire.)

6. Due and reasonable care will

be taken of all non-winning prints
and, barring loss or accident, they
will be returned to their owners at

our expense, but we assume no
responsibility of loss or damage.

7. The negatives from which all

prize winning prints are made are
to become the property of the
Eastman Kodak Co., and are to be
received by it in good order before
payment of prize money is made.

8. Contestants who are awarded
prizes must also furnish to us the
written consent of the subject (in

the case of a minor, the written
consent of a parent or guardian) to
the use of the picture in such man-
ner as we may see fit in our adver-
tising as per the following forms :

For value received, I hereby consent

that the pictures taken of me by

ad vertising or publication in any manner.

—
, proofs of which

are hereto attached, or any reproduction
of the same, may be used by the Eastman
Kodak Company or any of its associate
companies for the purpose of illustration,

I hereby affirm that I am the
^f.^^/j-,,,,

of , and for value
received, I hereby consent that the pictures

himtaken of by

proofs of which are hereto attached, or
any reproduction of the same, may be used
by the Eastman Kodak Company or any of
its associate companies for the purpose of
illustration, advertising or publication in
any manner.

Note.—Blank forms will be furnished
on application.

9. All entries should be ad-
dressed to

Eastman Kodak Co.,
Advg. Dept. Rochester, N. Y.

10. In sending pictures, mark
the package plainly, "Kodak Ad-
vertising-Contest," and in the
lower left-hand corner, write your
own name and address. Then
write us a letter as follows :

/ atn sending you to-day by ^/''^'-s'-^.

charges prepaid, prints.
Please enter in your Kodak Advertising
Competition. Class .

Yours truly.

Name,

Address,

11. The name and address of
the competitor must be legibly
written on a paper and enclosed in

a sealed envelope in the same
package in which the prints are
forwarded. There is to be no
writing on prints or mounts.

12. We will promptly acknowl-
edge the receipt of pictures, and
when awards are made, will send
each competitor a list of prize win-
ners.

13. Only recognized profes-
sional photographers conducting a
studio will be allowed to compete
in Class "A." Class "B" is

open to all photographers not in

above classification.

14. This contest will close
October ist, 1910.

THE. PRIZES.
Class A.

Professional Photographers Only.
Negatives 5 x 7 or larger.

First Prize, - - - I500.00
Second *' - - - 400.00
Third " - - - 250.00
Fourth " - - - 150.00
Fifth " - - 100.00
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Class B.

Amateurs Only.
Negatives 4 x 5 or 3^ x 5"^ or larger.

First Prize, - - - $3cx).oo

Second '* - - - 150.00

Third " - - - 75.00
Fourth " - - - 50.00

Fifth ' - - - 25.00

SUGGESTIONS.

First of all, it should be remem-
bered that these prizes are not
offered for the sake of obtaining
sample prints or negatives made
with our goods. Merely pretty

pictures, merely artistic pictures

will not be considered. The pic-

tures must in some way connect
up with the Kodak idea—must
show the pleasure that is to be
derived from picture taking, or the
simplicity of the Kodak system or

suggest the excellence of Kodak
goods. Must in short help to sell

Kodak goods, by illuslration of

some one of the many points in

their favor.

The jury will be instructed to

award the prize to those contest-

ants whose pictures, all things con-

sidered, are best adapted to use in

Kodak (or Brownie Camera) adver-
tising.

As reproductions of the pictures

will often be in small sizes, too
much detail should not be intro-

duced.
Pictures for reproduction should

be snappy—vigorous, for they lose

much by the half-tone process.

Where apparatus is introduced,

it must be up-to date. If you
haven't the goods, you can borrow.

It is highly probable that we
shall want to secure some nega-
tives aside from the prize winners.

In such cases, special arrangements
will be made.

If you are interested, let us send
you a copy of the Souvenir of 1909
contest which gives an idea of the

kinds of pictures that we consider
valuable from an advertising stand-

point.

THE JUDGES.

The jury of award will consist of

photographers and of advertising

men who are fully competent to

pass upon the work submitted. Full

attention will be paid therefore to

the artistic and technical merit of

the work as well as to its strength
from an advertising standpoint.
Announcement of the names of the

judges will be made later.

Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.

n

THUMBS DOWN!
Simon says :

*

' Thumbs
Down," Simon says: "Thumbs
Up"—Thumbs Down !!

Weknew they'd do it. The
imitators couldn't keep their

thumbs\up. They have already

burst into print with "just as

good as Artura.
'

' All of which

means that lacking initiative

(and the goods) they have, as

usual, made their "just as

good " artpouncement. Some
have said It in so many words
exactly as we have quoted it

—

others have? said it by inference

and inuendo.

All of which means that

Artura is if—the paper that

the people Want and that the

imitators would like to make
the people believe that they

have successfu\ly imitated.

You know a^d we know it's

only the same* old "just as

good as," with \ new tail to it.

Whenever hard work and ex-

perience and enterprise and
brains and a liberal investment

of money turn out some pro-

duct that's of benefit to the

whole world, the "just as good
as" tacks on behind like the

tail end of a circus procession.

First comes the band and then

the gaily caparisoned riders,

after which elephants and cam-

els and gilded cages drawn by
plumed horses, and clowns

and chariots and ponies and
the steam calliope and the
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an-eating lion and the carni-

val of nations, rough riders,

Indians and Bedouins and Cos-

sacks, and then at the tail end
of the procession a bedraggled

steed driven by an imitation

clown drawing a rickety wagon,
on top of which is an inverted

V sign made of drilling—in-

side this traveling tent is a

large boy pounding a busted

bass drum, and painted on the

outside is a gau^y sign : "Dis-

solution Sale.'

The crowd m\iy sometimes

seem to be followiW this trail-

ing imitation, bu? it's not.

The real things upVhead are

the true attraction.

There js no D. O. P* that's

"just as good as Artura.'V

^ FOR YOUR
^ WINDOW.

If your wife were going down
the street with the firm inten-

tion of not stopping to look in

the milliner's window, and if as

she went by her eye turned

just a wee trifle and she saw,

in that window, a merry widow
hat that was just 24 times as

big as an ordinary merry
widow, would she stop ?

It may be a far cry from a

merry widow hat to a film

carton, but the illustration will

serve. For the five biggest

sellers in film cartridges we
have prepared container car-

tons holding twenty-four rolls

that are in color, shape and
design just like the cartons that

hold one cartridge only. When
they first strike the eye the

inevitable thought is, " It must
be a big Kodak that will take

the cartridge that box con-

tains." Of course that box
contains twenty-four cartridges,

each, as before, in its individual

carton. These mammoth car-

tons simply take the place of

wrapping paper, paper labels

and string and they cost a lot

more money, but they will do
your windows good and so we
are supplying them.
The mammoth cartons are

supplied for :

No. lA F. P. Kodak Cartridges,
6 exposures.
No. 3 F. P. Kodak Cartridges,

6 exposures.
No. 3A F. P. Kodak Cartridges,

6 exposures.
No. 2 Bulls- Eye Kodak Car-

tridges, 6 exposures.
No. 2 Brownie Cartridges, 6 ex-

posures.

Therefore, when you order
any one of the foregoing, it will

be well—where it won't over-

stock you—to order in lots of

twenty-four or multiples there-

of—48-72, etc.

Keep your windows in mind
when ordering and let us help

you to strong display.

NOW'S THE
TIME

While you have time,

to correct the faults in

your Developing and

Printing Department.

J^irr Educational Depart-

ment is at your service.
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ANYBODY CAN MAKE
GOOD

ENLARGEMENTS
WITH THE

Brownie
Enlarging

Camera
WORKS LIKE A
PRINTING FRAME

No Dark-Room No Focusing

DELIGHTFUL WINTER WORK FOR EVERY AMATEUR

Brownie Enlarging Camera, 5 x 7, $2.00

6>^ X 8>^, 3.00

8 xlO, 4.00

EVERYTHING NEW FROM
Mx KODAK GITY IN STOCK ^ y-^

Richard Roe & Co.

Cut No. I20.
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ARTURA.
Not for Amateurs.

Two letters in the same mail,

each on the subject of Artura

for amateur use and each from

a large dealer in amateur goods
are of interest.

Dealer Number One asked

for a line of sample prints to be

used for amateur advertising

—

the other asked our opinion

but stated that in his experience

Artura was not the paper for

use with the average amateur
negative.

Dealer Number Two was
right and that is one reason

why we do not list Artura in

dozens in the smaller sizes.

The Artura success in the pro-

fessional field was due in large

part to the very fact that its

makers kept the wants of the

professional wholly in view.

For that very reason it never

was and is not now a desirable

amateur paper. It's as dis-

tinctly professional as Velox is

amateur.
Between the two classes of

negatives—those made by the

professional portraiturist under
the skylight and those made by
the amateur under the entirely

different lightings which he en-

counters, there's a vast differ-

ence. Artura is made to fit

the peculiarities of the profes-

sional negative ; Velox is made
to fit the peculiarities of the

amateur negative. Stock and
sell accordingly, if you want
satisfied customers.

NOW ON SALE.
February first we announced

the No. 2A Folding Pocket
Brownie Camera. April first

our general magazine advertis-

ing will boom this new camera
and announce : "New on
Sale by All KodaK
Dealers."

Don't make the mistake of

waiting until you "get a- call."

That's likely to mean that the

other fellow will get the order.

This new Brownie is really a

pocket camera, the 2% x ^%
size is immensely popular, the

quality is right, the price is

low and as soon as our adver-

tising has had an opportunity

to reach the public there's go-

ing to be a stiff demand. We
are going to push it all along

the line in mediums that reach

all classes of people—city and
country. Our manufacturing
department is making good by
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turning the new Brownies out
in large quantities and it's up
to every dealer who makes a
pretense of selling photog-
raphic goods to keep up to the
minute by having some of
these cameras in stock. Orders
have already been liberal, but
there are some dealers who
have not yet indicated by an
order that they are alive to the
opportunities that this camera
presents to bring the boys and
girls up the line from their one,
two and three dollar Brownies
to something more attractive.

This is a camera too that pre-
sents big opportunities in the
field of getting new grown folks

who can't or think they can't
quite afford a Kodak started
right in amateur photography.
On page 12 we show an ad-

vertisement of the new Brownie
that we think would prove
attractive in your newspaper.
Stock the goods and let people
know of your enterprise by
announcing the new goods
from the Kodak City.

THE EASTMAN

TESTED

CHEMICALS

are gaining ground

every day, because

they are tested—ar^

right.

SNOWSCAPflS.
Season talks are not always

seasonable in the Trade Circu-
lar, for the winter month that
ties up New England with
snow and ice may be soft and
balmy in Florida, or even in

Virginia. But in this memor-
able winter of 1 909-1910, there
are few parts of this country
that haven't seen copious falls

of the * 'beautiful,
'

' and plenty of
real ice. Pictures of drifts, and
avenues of snow laden trees
and wide stretches of crystal
ice have been common even in

parts of the country where hand
sleds and skates are usually
unknown to the youngsters.
A lot of those negatives are
being developed about now,
and they ought to be printed
on Eastman's Ferro Prussiate
paper—double weight, and in-

cidentally on the Post Cards of
this product. The common
blue print—no, that might not
give satisfaction, but there's no
doubt about the beautiful re-

sults that can be obtained from
snow negatives on Eastman's
Ferro Prussiate. Any thing
that helps to interest the ama-
teur is good for business, and
here is something you can talk
to him about. And again,
suggest that he lets his friends
in another part of the country
know by his postcards what a
"genuine old-fashioned winter"
we've been having.

This is only a minor matter ?

Yes, but it's these litde things
that help to make the big
volume of business, and it's

the wide-awake suggestions
that will help you to wide-
awake customers.
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Eastman's Portahle Background Carrier. Background Carrier
Extended.

A Quick and Easy Seller.
Every once in a while, Mr.

Professional gets an out of the

studio job for a portrait sitting,

and he knows that the interior

surroundings will not afford

him a background anything

like his studio could afford or

that his customer will expect.

So he does some tall scurrying

around trying to find some-
thing in the background line

that he can lug along with

him, and some means for sus-

pending it when he gets there,

and finally arrives at the home

of his customer irritated and
most fagged out. ''Wonder
someone wouldn't manufacture
something in a neat, compact
background carrier, and supply
some up-to-date grounds for

jobs like this," he mutters as

he looks around for a place to

hang up his make shift ground.
From now on, his troubles of

that nature are over, as you
can supply him with a strong

and substantial carrier that

folds up like a music rack, and
can be carried as easily, and a
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supply of artistic and
up-to-date grounds to

go with it.

The accompanying
illustrations show the

new Eastman Back
Ground Carrier ex-

tended, folded, and
with background in

position. The exten-

sion is ample to sup-

port a six foot ground,

and the carrier can be

extended and the back-

ground placed in posi-

tion or changed for

another in a moment's
time.

Just a word on qual-

ity. There are all

sorts of back grounds
at all sorts of prices.

Background Thls Is 3. gOod OUC.

FoE Large diameter rolls to

prevent the ground from
cracking, the best of cloth

and painted by master work-
men—not apprentices.

THE PRICE.

Eastman Portable Back
ground Carrier, - - $3.00

Cloud Ground, 4 ft. by 5 ft., 2.00

Cloud Ground, 5 ft. by 6 ft., 2.50
Blend Ground, 4 ft. by 5 ft., 2.00

Blend Ground, 5 ft. by 6 ft., 2.50
Larger sizes to order, loc.

per square foot.

Scenic Ground, 4ft. by 5 ft., 3.75
Scenic Ground, 5 ft. by 6 ft., 4.50

Discount to dealers, 40 per cent.

ENOL
Our New Developer.

See page 9.

DUVILLOPING
FILM PACKS.

It has come to our attention

that some of the people who
develop films for the amateur
trade have not been getting the

results they should from Film
Packs. We have, therefore,

been conducting a thorough-
going investigation and have
definitely located the trouble

—

and it' s not in the goods.

Here is the situation : The
Film Pack films have the same
emulsion as Kodak films but it

is specially treated to overcome
scratching and therefore re-

quires a special developer when
developed by the time and
tank method. If you will refer

to formula given for stock

solution for developing film

pack films in the " Instructions

for Developing Premo Film
Pack Films in Premo Film
Pack Tank '

' you will see that

this formula calls for the same
amount of carbonate and sul-

phite, whereas in directions for

developing Kodak films there

is 50^ more sulphite than car-

bonaie. Further—the special

powders that we put up for use

in the Premo Film Pack Tank
are put up in this same way

—

with equal parts of sulphite

and carbonate. Investigation

shows that where the Premo
Film Tank is used with either

the Film Tank powders put

out by us or with the formula

given in the directions which
accompany the tank the results

are correct. It also shows that

where the dark room method
is used even with the Kodak
film formula that Film Packs
give satisfactory results simply
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because the operater continues

development until he gets the

proper density, increased time

making up for the lack of

accelorator (carbonate) in his

developer.

The main troubles have come
when the large tank system of

development has been used,

Kodak films and Premo Film

Pack films going in together

and remaining the same length

of time (usually twenty min-

utes). Because the developer

gets at the silver salts more
quickly in the Kodak films

than in the others they really

get a considerably longer de-

velopment though in the bath

the same length of time. The
remedy is—follow directions,

or next best, if you must use

the Kodak formula develop the

Film Pack films 50^ longer

than Kodak films. Where you
are developing Kodak films

twenty minutes in your big tank

at 65° Fahr., leave the Premo
Film Pack films for thirty min-

utes and if your developer is

right for twenty minutes devel-

opment in the one case it will

be correct for thirty minutes in

the other.

In connection with the fore-

going, we wish to call attention

to the fact that the formulas

given in the direction sheet

which accompanies each film

pack are for tray and not for

tank development and that they

correspond with Kodak film

directions and are to be left as

they are because they also give

a developer of a strength which

corresponds with the strength

of the various Kodak powders

put out for tray development.

BEST ON BUFF.
E. B. PLATINUM.

For several months, we have'

been securing the .opinion of

leading photographers as to a

new and superior buf? stock

which we were preparing to use

for E. B. Platinum. From the

tests made by photographers

as well as ourselves we feel

assured that this new Platinum

Paper will meet with immediate

success. We shall therefore sub-

stitute it on all future orders for

E. B. Platinum Smooth. It will

be supplied in but one surface

which is Smooth with a slight

stipple effect. The list price

will be the same as that of

Angelo Sepia Platinum and the

discount to dealers 25^.

NEW PRICES.
EASTMAN PRINTING FRAMES.

We give below the new list

price and discounts on the

Eastman Printing Frame. It

is not merely advertising talk

to state that this is absolutely

the best amateur frame on the

market, a frame that is made
of material that is right, and is

properly put together and

finished. Look over your

stock of printing frames and

put in an order for at least an

assorted hundred.

THE LIST.

3'A ^yA

4x5

5x7

I . 25 each
.25 "
.25 "
.25 "
•35 "

Discount to the trade, 50/. On
orders for lots of 100, assorted, 5051^

and 10^.
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SHIPPING FLASH
GOODS.

EXTRA DISCOUNT ON EASTMAN
FLASH SHEETS.

Under a recent ruling, made
by the Bureau for the Safe

Transportation of Explosives

and Inflammables, flash pow-
ders, flash sheets and flash

cartridges have been classified

under the head of "common
fireworks." According to this

ruling, the shipper must pack
these goods separately in spark-

proof wooden boxes, whether
they go by freight or express.

Such being the case, dealers

should, in order to get the

lowest possible rate, have flash

goods come along with their

freight shipments whenever
possible and should order in

larger quantities than hereto-

fore, so that frequent shipments
will not be necessary.

Of course, we, too, are under
extra expense and it is obvious

that on an order for two or

three packages of flash sheets

or flash cartridges our profits

are disappearing when we have
to pack them in a ** spark

proof
'

' wooden box.

The really important flash

goods are the Eastman Flash

Sheets. Heretofore, the discount

on these has been 33^^ flat.

As an inducement to help us

all over the disadvantages of

the new ruling, making them
"common fireworks", we will

hereafter allow a discount of

40^ on orders for one dozen
packages, assorting permitted.

On the Eastman Flash Car-

tridges and the Eastman
Spreader Flash Cartridges

the discount is already 33^^,
with a 40^ discount on same in

dozen lots of one kind so that

you can well afford to take the

extra discount to offset the

extra freight.

BIG LENS SUCCESS
of 1909 was the

Zeiss-Kodak Anastigmat

You can increase your 1910 profits by stocking

and pushing it.
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It's the finishing that

Counts in building an

Amateur Photographic

Business.

Let our Educational

Department help you—

There's no charge.
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1910

KODAK
ADVERTISING

CONTEST

$2000.00 Cash Prizes

How many circulars do you want to

send to your trade?
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A NOVELTY. In putting it on sale, we shall,

COMBINED STIRRING ROD AND f ^?"^^^> §^^^^^ ^"^' directions

tor Its use, and our direction
THERMOMETER.

^^^^^^ j^^. ^^^.j^^^ products with

Here's a useful novelty that which Enol can be used will,

in these days of Tank develop- as new editions are printed,

ment will appeal to both the recommend its use. A large

professional and the amateur sale is assured and every dealer

photographer. A combination should therefore stock it.

glass stirring rod and ther-

mometer. You stir your THE. PRICE.
chemicals with it until they are Per pkg. of i oz 60

dissolved, and when they are .*.' [[ °f ^ lb
^^^

dissolved the mercury has been << .< of i lb. . . . .
8*00

working too and you know Discount to the trade. 33>^^.
what the temperature is. It's 10 lbs/ or more, assorted, 40^.

a time saver. The length is

nine inches, so you see it's
^

large enough to be of practical ^^ fHE, 100
Price, 60 cents. Discount Our ** Bulls-Eye " composi-

to the trade, 33^^. Do. in tion trays are giving such a
gross lots, 40^. good account of themselves

that many dealers are now
GLASS STIRRING RODS. looking for them in quantities,

These are of a special quali- and we have therefore made a

ty of tough glass, not easily net price for hundred lots of

breakable and are a con- one kind that is very attractive.

venience for any photographer. These trays have been popular
„ . , , ^ with the amateur for some
8-inch, - each, | .05 j r n ^ ^
,Q <« _ •' .10 years, and a full assortment

12 *' - '• .15 should be carried in stock by
Discount to the trade, 50%. every dealer. They are not

^ only good goods, but can be

EINOL. retailed at a very low figure

and still leave a handsome
A NEW DEVELOPER. margin of profit to the dealer.

There has, for some time THE. PRICE
past, been a very successful ,/ ,,

1 • 17 1 J r 3/i X 4X per ico, - I4.50 net
sale in England of our new 4x5 ' -

s 00 "

developing agent Enol, a pro- 5 x8 " " - ir.50 "

duct manufactured there by 6^x8'/^ " " - 17.50
'•

Kodak, Limited. This devel- 8 x 10 " " - 24.00
"

oper has proved highly sue-

cessful in combination with StOcR the new
hydrochinon for papers, films

and plates and we have there- BFVOWNIE
fore prepared to market the

same product in this country. 2A Folding PocRet.
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NEW LIST
ON CAMERA BULBS.

The great increase in the use
of shutters having pneumatic
release makes it desirable for

very many dealers to carry
bulbs in stock—for bulbs will

wear out and rubber will de-
teriorate. For convenience in

ordering we have classified

and numbered the bulbs as fol-

lows :

No. I. For use on the No.
lA F. P. K. Special, No. 2

and No. 3 F. P. K. and No. 3
F. Brownie,

No. 2. For use on No. 3A
and No. 4 F. P. K., No. 4
Screen Focus and No. 3A F.

Brownie, No. 2 Stereo Brownie.
No. 3. For use on No. 4A

F. K.
No. 4. For use on View

Cameras, etc.

No. 5 (White rubber) as

used with professional appa-
ratus.

THE PRICE..
No. I, including 6 in. of tubing, $ .20
No. 2, " 6 " " .25
No. 3, " 12 " " .35
No. 4, " 18 " •* .40
No. 5, " 36 " " .50

Discount to the trade 50^. On
orders for i doz. or more of one
kind, 50 and 10^.

Quantity prices net as follows :

No. I, - - |io.oo per gross net.
"2, - - 12.00 " " "
" 3. - - 18.00 "
"4, - - 20.00 *' " "

TUBING :

Red Tubing, - $ .06 per foot list

White Tubing, .05 " " "
" ^// ,20 " " "

Discount to trade, 50 per cent.

ENLARGEMENTS
FROM O. GRAPHIC NEGATIVES.

There's a bigger demand for

that wonderful little camera,
the O. Graphic, than the
Folmer & Schwin^ Division
has as yet been able to take
care of. But, of course, the
production is increasing and
will increase, and we therefore
expect to do everything that
can be done to foster this very
desirable high class trade.

The negative that this camera
makes is a small one, i f^ x 2^

,

but wonderful in detail and
fully capable of enlargement to

many times the original size.

Enlarged prints, ssLy^^x^^,
should be made from every O.
Graphic negative, and we have
therefore prepared to make
them at the very special price
of 15 cents each, unmounted,
16 cents each mounted, with a
discount to the trade of 20^.

If the camerist will figure the
extremely low cost of his small
original film and the small cost
of developing it, he will see
that a 3 14; X 5 >^ enlarged print
from an O. Graphic negative
costs no more than a contact
print of the same size from a
3A negative. Don't overlook
this important argument in

pushing the sale of this wonder-
ful little camera, for it has
speed capabilities combined
with conveniences that will

surely make it appeal to your
very highest class trade.

No. 2A Folding PocKel Brownies.
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THE BROWNIE
Daylight Enlardind Camera

• FOl^ VELOX AND Bf^OMIDEPAPERS •

No.2*2P« Na3'302Na4'4.<>«

A Practical Window Suggestion.

Place a negative in one end, an enlargement in the

other end, and indicate the dotted lines by white

string. Of course the negative should be upside

down. A border for the window can be made of our

booklets: "Bromide Enlarging with a Kodak."
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ANew BROfFNIE
from the Kodak City,

The No. 2^ Folding Pocket.

The pictures it makes are just the size of

above cut (^2 i^ ^ 4X i^^hes^. Price, ^7.00.

Uses daylight loading Kodak Film Cartridges.

Fine lens, automatic shutter, automatic focus-

ing lock, reversible finder, two tripod sockets.

Built on the Kodak plan— good all the way

through.

T-^et us show you the new Kodak goods.

Richard Roe & Co., looi Tripod Ave.

Cut No. 197.
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Kodak Catalogue

HE NEW GOODS AND THE IMPROVE-
MENTS IN OLD GOODS FOK 1910.

If there is any one thing,

that more than the natural

desire on the part of everybody
for pictures, has contributed to

the steady growth of the Kodak
business, it's the constant

improvement in the goods
themselves.

Nineteen ten makes no
exception to the rule and you^

Mr. Kodak dealer, will be in a

position to offer a better line

than ever before.

THE 3A SPECIAL
In the catalogue that is being

mailed to you, you will find

two new cameras listed : The
No. 2A Folding Pocket
Brownie that was announced in

February, and the new 3A
Special Kodak. There has
been in the last three or four

years a tremendous increase

in the amount of business done
in cameras having an anastigmat
lens equipment. An increase

that has meant good money to

those dealers who have pushed
for this particular line of trade.

To still further help this busi-

ness and to put it into such
shape that we can back up the

dealer by advertising a high
priced camera that is worth its

high price we are putting out

the 3A Special Kodak. The
size of the camera and the

size of the pi6lure it makes are

the same as those of the increas-

ingly popular 3A Folding
Pocket Kodaks, but though
there are no complications it has

several attractive refinements

and will be listed only with anas-

tigmat lenses and the Com-
pound shutter. This new 3A
has a rack and pinion for focus-

ing, an improved bed, a simpli-

fied rising and sliding front, an
ingenious folding focusing scale

for use with either films or

plates (The Combination Back,

extra, is necessary with plates)

and a spirit level. It is cov-

ered with genuine Persian
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X
No. 3A Special Kodak.

Morocco and has black instead

of the usual red bellows

.

So much for the camera
proper. The lens in the regu-
lar equipment is the Zeiss-

Kodak Anastigmat,f. 6.3 which
had such a splendid success

last season, and the shutter is

the Compound. This shutter

has an extreme speed in this

size of 1/200 of a second, work-
ing on *

' instantaneous
'

' from
that speed down to one second.
On instantaneous this is a " set-

ting" shutter, the "time" and
"bulb" exposures being auto-
matic, hence the name * * Com-
pound " and hence also the
fact that it is faster on instan-

taneous than any of the shut-

ters which set automatically.

There are people, thousands
of them, yes tens of thousands
of them, who will buy this par-

ticular Kodak if you and we
can put it up to them right.

The price is $65.00 ; the pic-

ture it makes is no larger than

that of the 3A Brownie that

sells at $10.00. But the 3

A

Brownie hasn't hurt the 3

A

Folding Pocket Kodak which
sells at $20.00. In fact the 3A
F. P. K. made its biggest

gains last year though its

Brownie competitor (?) had a

large sale and was broadly
advertised.

There are lots of automo-
biles now-a-days at around a

thousand dollars that give

splendid value for the money.
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but there's nevertheless an
increasing sale of four and -five

thousand dollar cars, and they

too are worth the money.
The value is in the 3A Spec-

ial. As a matter of fact the

camera itself lists at only $3.60
more than the 3A F. P. Kodak
(Note that the 3A F. P. K. with

Zeiss-Kodak lens and Com-
pound shutter, lists at $61.40)
but this "Special" gives us
an opportunity to give wide
publicity to the value of its

optical equipment and it will

positively not be furnished with
any equipment that is cheaper
than the Zeiss-Kodak lens and
Compound Shutter. It will,

however, as a special equip-
ment be supplied with a Zeiss
Tessar or Cooke lens as per
the list on page 47 of the cur-

rent catalogue.

Delivery will begin on these
goods during April and will be
promptly followed by a strong
line of advertising, especially in

those mediums which reach
people of means. To get the
good of the advertising you
must have the cameras in stock
when the demand begins.

A good camera is worthy of

a good case and we will there-

fore furnish a plush-lined grain
leather case with lock for the
3A Special at $3.00 list, and,
incidentally—we shall put these
cameras up with a litde more
than the usual care, in a better
box that will appeal to people
who can afford the best. You
had better order noiv.

2A FOLDING BROWNIE
No further description than

has already been given is

required of the No. 2A Fold-

ing Pocket Brownie, but it

can' t be amiss to call attention

to the popularity of the size,

to the fact that a lot of people
who hardly care to pay the

Kodak price are getting very
much interested in Folding
Brownies and to the further

fact that a mighty strong

advertising campaign on this

particular camera is starting

right now. Better make that

order for a dozen.

TWO DROPPED
The constant introduction of

new goods would eventually

make the line too large for you
to carry and for us to manu-
facture and so we figure on
cutting out the slower sellers

now and then to make room
for the up-to-date stuff. You
will notice that, in accordance
with this plan, we have drop-

ped the No. 2 Folding Pocket
Kodak and the No. 4 Screen
Focus Kodak from the 1910
Catalogue.

THE NEW NO. 3

The No. 3 Folding Pocket
Kodak is now made in one
model only— with rising and
sliding front and the price

on this improved model is

$17.50, whereas we formerly
charged a dollar extra for this

addition. This change gives

the customer more for his

money and simplifies stock
keeping and investment for

you.

BALL BEARING
SHUTTERS

Little improvements in con-
struction are coming along all

the time, are indeed so regular

that we rarely mention them,

N?
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All No. 3 F. P. K's Have Rising Front.

yet in the aggregate they are

of the utmost importance, for

they have largely to do with

the keeping of the Kodak line

at the front. Last year we
announced the new Kodak Ball

Bearing Shutter as the regular

equipment on the Nos. 3, 3A
and 4 Folding Pocket Kodaks.
Since then we have also

appHed this to the lA F'olding

Pocket Kodak Special. This
shutter has had a remarkable
success and it's bound to still

further popularize that already

popular camera, the lA Spec-
ial.

SPE,E.D KODAKS
Right here we want to say a

word about the lA Speed
Kodak. This camera is not
new in the catalogue, but, we

are sorry to say, it is still new
to most of you, because you
haven't seen one. The facts

are that the department in

which the shutters for this cam-
era are made has been so over-

whelmed with work, owing to

the increasing Graflex business,

that we have not been able to

come anywhere near to filling

our orders. Making such

cameras is not like turning out

Brownies or even Bulls Eyes.

Competent help cannot be
picked up ; it must be trained.

The prospects to-day are that

we shall soon have lA Speed
Kodaks in sufficient quantities

to fill back orders, and as soon

as we can accumulate a small

surplus, we shall widely adver-

tise this wonderful little camera.
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ANASTIGMATS
There are no important

changes in the Anastigmat lens

list for 1 910. The Zeiss-

Kodak, B. & L. Zeiss-Tessar

and Cooke outfits that we
offered last year,- covered the

hand camera field so com-
v^x^ pletely and so satisfactorily that

jkj we are neither adding to nor

^ deducting from the anastigmat

Jl /list for the present season.

;^
/There are still some dealers

/ who have made no effort to
^ / push the anastigmat line. They

' are making a mistake, for it

will make for them a highly

profitable and satisfactory

trade. It may be easier to say

"two dollars" than to say
" one hundred dollars " to the

prospective customer—but it's

not so profitable.

can do it. These tripods will

list at $2.50 for the No. i (4
sections) and $3.25 for the No.
2 (5 sections) and the discount
to the trade will be 40 per
cent., do. in lots of 100
assorted 40 and 10 per cent.

Either size is adapted to use
with any Kodak and hand
cameras generally up to 5 x 7,

and in fact with the lighter

cameras of that size.

We have made some changes
in the Bulls-Eye Tripod that

we are sure the amateur will

appreciate. It would be much
better if more general views,

where there are no moving
objects, were made by the time
exposure method with a small

stop, and to encourage this we
realized that a light, simple,

inexpensive tripod was neces-

X
The Eastman Metal Tripod.

TRIPODS

An important addition has
been made to this line—the

Eastman Metal Tripod — is

American made and correctly

made. It has the revolving
top with milled edges and
improved removable spring
catches that hold the legs in

extension. On other metal
tripods, the breaking of a
spring catch means that the
whole leg must be discarded

;

with ours it merely means the
substitution of a spring catch
at a cost of a few cents, and no
mechanic is required to put
in the new spring—anybody

sary. The new model Bulls-

Eye Tripod fills this bill.

Folded, it goes into an ordinary

suit case being but 24 inches

in length; extended, it is 42^
inches in length, plenty long
enough for all ordinary work
with a "hand camera on a

tripod." It is in only two
sections and therefore rigid

though light, and very quickly

set up or closed, and it has an
aluminum revolving head. Just

the simple satisfactory little

accessory that every Kodaker
should have. List $1.50. Dis-

count to the trade, 40^ ; do.

lots of 50, 40 and 10^ ; do. lots

of 100, 50^.
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KODAK COLOFc
SCREENS.

Here's an inexpensive color

screen made with special refer-

ence to taking the fullest ad-

vantage of the orthochromatic

quality of Kodak N. C. Film.

These are not merely pieces of

colored glass, but consist of two
glasses with coloring matter

between them and are mounted
similarly to our Kodak Portrait

attachments. Full directions

for use accompanying each

attachment, enable the ama-
teur to immediately work them
satisfactorily on his Kodak or

Brownie. Whatever widens

the field and enables the ama-
teur to secure a wider variety

of pictures of better quality

than he has previously been
able to make, encourages him
to a greater use of films and
papers and chemicals. These
color screens will do just that-

and they are inexpensive—50
cents to a dollar as listed on
page 45 of the catalogue. The
discount to the trade is 33^^.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
PAPE.RS

W. D. Platinum paper has

been dropped from the list and
we have substituted for it our
new Etching Black Platinum,

a quality paper that will appeal

to the very highest class trade

and is at the same time ex-

ceedingly simple and certain in

manipulation.

Velox, of course, holds the

lead as the amateur paper par
excellence, while for their many
friends we continue our Solio,

Eastman Sepia, Ferro-Prus-

siate and Bromide Papers and
the Aristo Gold Post Cards.

THE AUTOTIME
SCALE.

When we took up the manu-
facture and sale of this acces-

sory last season, all of our im-

portant printed matter had
already gone to press, and ex-

cept in a very small way we
have not therefore been able to

give it any advertising. This
season we are giving it a full

page in our Kodak catalog

and shall list it elsewhere be-

cause we have faith in it, first

as an aid to the amateur and
second as a profitable sundry
for you and for us. In spite

of almost no advertising the

sale is increasing, because the

Autotime Scale is proving
satisfactory. With the advan-
tage that it will have this year
of appearing in our printed

matter we feel that there can
be no question as to a greatly

increased demand, which you
should prepare for by stocking

the goods in all of the sizes

which correspond with the

Kodak and Brownie sizes that

you are selling. For most of

you this means the full line.

Read carefully the very full

description given on page 58
of catalogue and order accord-

ingly.
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R. O. C. Tripod Truck.

SUNDRIES.
The R. O. C. Tripod Truck,

the Eastman Tripod Brace, our

new Velox Transparent Water
Color Stamps (there's going to

be a big business in these) and
other minor sundries promise

increased business and profits.

The total amount that you can

do in such goods is very large

if they are properly stocked

and displayed—and sundries

carry a good profit. On each

of the three items above, Tri-

pod Truck, Tripod Brace and
Water Colors, discount 40^.

CHtMICALS.
We have always made it a

point to furnish good chemi-

cals, for we fully realized how
much this meant to our custo-

mers in the way of results.

During the past two years,

since we have enlarged our
chemical line and pushed our
"tested chemical" idea, the

growth in their sales has been
enormous. We shall keep up
this very line of work—supply-

ing chemicals that are right and
letting people know it. Carry
the goods that you know are

the best and that you have the

call for— E. K. C. tested

chemicals.

MOUNTS AND ALBUMS
T^ere are enough changes

in thik line to keep it up to

date, \jnquestionably, the Ko-
dak catSJogue brings specific

orders froon the amateur for

goods that\re described there-

in and a sale is made much
easier when thedealer has those

goods than wheh he has to talk

a substitute. And moreover,
even if the clerk makes the sale

of substitute goods, the cus-

tomer is better satisfied when
he gets what he asked for than
when he gets something "just
as good."

CATALOGUE DISTRI-
BUTION

We are now mailing our
advance, catalogue to every

Kodak dealer, and shall im-

mediately begin shipping in

quantities to dealers. As usual,

we shall ship to the most dis-

tant points first, and to those

nearest Rochester last. By
this plan all dealers receive their

catalogues at about the same
time. Distribution should be
completed by May loth. It is

understood, of course, that

these catalogues are to be given

out by dealers 07i request onlyy

smaller booklets for circulariza-

tion purposes will be supplied

later.

2A Folding

Pocket

Brownies

Mean Business,
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ARE WITH US.
From the reports being cir-

culated by the makers of "just
as good as Artura" and the
makers of *'just the same as

Artura," one would think that

in purchasing that company we
got nothing but a trade-mark
and a bunch of machinery.

As a matter of fact, we are
the only ones who have the
Artura formula, the Artura
know how, or the Artura staff.

There were six directors in the
Artura Company ; five of them
are with us.

M. A. Yauck, President, is

with us ; Schuyler Colfax, Vice-
President, is with us ; C. W.
Burley, Supt. of factory and a

Director, is with us ; E. C.

Yauck, Advertising Manager
and a Director, is with us

;

C. L. Swingley, who had
charge of technical corres-

pondence and was a Director,

is with us. Dr. L. M. Early,

Secretary and Treasurer, has
retired from the photographic
field and is in the automobile
business in Columbus. When
the "just as good as " and the
"just the same as " stories are
told to you, remember these
facts and be careful that you
don't confound any similar

name with that of the one Artura
director. Dr. Early, who is

not with us, for he is not now
interested in any way in any
photographic manufacturing
concern.

Furthermore, the business is

with us—only more of It every
minute. The men who made
Artura and the Artura Com-
pany are just as much interested

in its success as ever they w^re.

So^jdon't accept the "as good
as Artura" stories on faith

—

just remembeJ^ -it's the old, old
cry^^^f^-tht" imitation imitators.

hi:lp us help.
Tjhanks to our 1909 Kodak

Ad\^ertising Contest; we have
the \best line of pictures for

19 1 d^ that we have ever had.
Best for our booklet covers,
best for our magazine work
and best for our store signs.

The portfolio we mailed you
about a fortnight ago will show
that these pictures are bristling

with ideas. All this helps you
as much as it does us, for these
pictures will be used to your
advantage as well as ours.

Now. There's another con-
test on and another year com-
ing. We want more good
pictures, pictures that show
brain work and technique. We
don't care about getting loads
of prints to make it a big con-
test. What we want is the real

stuff. You can help us to give
you good pictures next year by
getting, each of you, just a few
of your best workers, people
who use both brains and
camera, to take part in the

1 9 10 Contest. Circulars with
your imprint upon request.

These will help some, but also,

you should buttonhole some
of your local crackerjacks

;

make *em promise and then
see to it that they keep that

promise. Help us, help you.

The wise ones order

new goods promptly.
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TOO GOOD
TO DROP

Our advertising Post Card
Plan, inaugurated in 1908 and
offered again in 1909 turned
out so well that we are in line

with a new card for 19 10.

Most of those who used the

cards the first year wanted
them again last year—a pretty

good evidence of their success.

The scheme has not, however,

D DRESS HERE

'iuCLAr,,.'^ /X^ -A-t>

"Kju^.yCJ

l^aJ- XJ\MJ- -<^-<rvty C-^a^n,^ yiA^Cnr\^

c >-lx,-»T--<s -t-KTut-^lV l^-^erxiui-Jt/ iZ.^f\XiU

been by any means overworked
so here it. is again for 1910
with a new and comely maid

—

that looks as though she
thoroughly enjoyed her Kodak
and will make the rest of us

want to go a Kodaking too.

The illustrations are really

self explanatory. The sensi-

tized side of the card has just a

suggestion of advertising on it

in the picture of the girl with a

Kodak. The mailing side,
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which will be looked at last,

but surely looked at, carries a
suggestion that is likely to

meet with favor along about
June time. On the full size

card it is, of course, much
easier to read than in the repro-
duction above.

We are prepared to furnish

these cards in lots of one
thousand or more, printed as

above, but with dealer's name
and address in same hand as

the text and occupying same
space as '

' Richard Roe & Co
,

IGO I Tripod Ave." at |$io.oo

per thousand net. This price

does not apply on lots of less

than one thousand, but does
apply on fractional lots where
the total is for more than one
thousand, as for instance 1250,
2700, etc. On lots of less than
one thousand, there will be an
extra charge of one dollar. No
order entered for less than 400
cards ($5.00 net). As these

cards cost us very much more
than we are getting for them,
we cannot furnish them in any
different form than stipulated

above. We cannot furnish

them without the advertising

at any price nor with any
changes in the advertising

(except insertion of facsimile

hand writing of dealer's name
and address as explained above)
at the price quoted. No
changes of any description can .

be made on the picture side

—

changes on the address side,

even where an extra charge is

made, are to be subject to our
approval—the point being, that

as this is a Kodak advertising

card that will be in quite gen-
eral use, we must control it.

We have arranged for turn-

ing out these Kodak Advertis-
ing Post Cards in very large
quantities, but being unable to
anticipate the demand with cer-
tainty, can only agree to take
care of orders on the '

' first

come, first served " plan. If,

and we hardly consider this

probable, we have more orders
than we can handle with reason-
able promptness, we will confer
with the dealer rather than take
any chance of filling his order
after it is too late for him to
use the cards to good advan-
tage.

With a good mailing list of

the right kind of people as a
foundation, there's no question
about the effectiveness of this

Post Card Advertising Plan.

It is different. It is novel, yet
absolutely dignified. It will

make business—How many,
please ?

MORE, PROFIT FOR
THE DELALER

The new catalogue of the
Blair Camera Division will be
sent to you in a short time. It

will feature the Kodak Bail-

Bearing shutter on many of the '^

folding Hawk- Eyes, without ^
any advance in price, while the

prices of the No. i-A Folding
Hawk-Eye, Model i, and of\
the No. 3 Folding Hawk-Eye, '>

Model 7, will be increased

$1.00 list.

This shutter adds one more to

the many excellent talking

points on these instruments,

the only cameras in these sizes

having single lenses and a uni-

versal focus with the Ball-

Bearing shutter.

Those Hawk-Eye models
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which require focusing, are all

equipped with the automatic
focusing lock.

The No. i-A is the smallest

roll-film folding camera, size

2y2" x/^%" that is fitted with

handle, tripod socket and
pneumatic shutter release. As
the Hawk-Eye people put it,

it opens "the correct way,"
like the other Folding Hawk-
Eyes. The No. 3, Model 7,

is quite as attractive in every
way, while the prices of these

instruments make them very
quick sellers.

Advertising in the Spring
and Summer magazines will

emphasize the above mentioned
cameras. And the best way
to increase your sales is to put
in a good representative stock

and display it. These Hawk-
Eyes are sure to be good
sellers, while the 40^ discount
makes it worth while. Figure
it out

!

The attractiveness of the

2A Folding

Pocttet

Brownie

PLUS the heavy adver-

tising that has begun

mean business quick.

BE READY.

PREMOS
1910.

We have sent to every
Kodak dealer a catalogue of Pre-

mos for 1 9 10, in which this de-

sirable line of cameras is fully

and completely described.

For the children and those

who wish very cheap cameras,
there's the Premo Junior line

;

for the beginner and average
amateur, there are the compact
Premoettes, exclusively film,

and combined film-plate types
for every desirable amateur ^
size ; for the more experienced Kl
amateurs, there is the Pony 'V
Premo series of high grade
plate cameras, and for com-
mercial photographic purposes,

there are the various view
camera types.

The Premo factory has al-

ways had the reputation of turn-

ing out reliable goods, but in

the line as represented for 19 10,

still further improvements have
been made that will keep these

cameras at the front in the

Film Pack and Plate camera
field. This year shows an im-

proved standard bracket for

holding the finders rigidly

either in a horizontal or vertical

position, and greater precision

has been obtained in the rack
and pinion attachments for

focusing Premos, while the

swing back Premos have new
automatic centering devices

which will be found a satisfac-

tory convenience.
There is no doubt about the

popularity of the Film Pack,
its light weight and extreme
convenience having made for

it many friends, and no stock
of photographic goods can be
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considered complete unless it

contains a full representation

of the Premo line. Even those

dealers who sell a comparative-

ly small quantity of photo-

graphic goods should have in

stock a few Premos and Premo-
ettes, particularly in the film

models.

Except the Kodak, there is

no camera so widely advertised

as the Premo. The Premo
line has been steadily advertised

for very many years and
this advertising is being con-

stantly increased, with the re-

sult, in connection with the ex-

cellent goods and up-to-date

methods, that the Premo busi-

ness is growing steadily and
satisfactorily. There will be
some very heavy magazine
work done this year in promot-
ing the Premo line and this

will be followed up with a first-

class line of store and window
signs, booklets and other helps

for the dealer.

Plan to still further increase

your photographic business by
broadening your stock through
carrying a representative line

of Premos. Let the Rochester
Optical Division know your
intentions and you will have
the fullest co-operation in the

way of advertising matter that

will help you push this attrac-

tive line of goods. Remember
that Premo View cameras and
Premo Plate cameras are

standard among the compre-
hensive instruments for the

most exacting work and that the

Premo Juniors and Premoettes
are among the cameras that are

popularizing photography the

world over. They mean busi-

ness for you.

MOTORING WITH
A KODAK

It's a lucky fact that pho-
tography is not now nor ever

has been a fad. It's equally

lucky that it fits into most real

fads and makes them more
enjoyable—especially the out-

door ones. The Automobile
can hardly be placed in the

fad class, for unquestionably it

has come to stay, but on the

other hand there is no disput-

ing the tremendous present

popularity of auto touring and
there can be no doubt that this

year will see a great increase

in this fascinating sport—pas-

time—recreation—fad. Call it

what you will.

On the other hand, the speed
mania is passing—partly be-

cause people are growing more
sane on the subject and partly

because of the diligence of town
constables. Leisurely touring

means pure enjoyment of the

country, of the road, of the

scenery and of the friends that

are along—and all this spells :

K-O-D-A-K.
To help you take advantage

of this condition, we are pub-

lishing a new booklet entitled,

** Motoring With a Kodak"
and every automobile owner
in the country ought to have
a copy. We will furnish the

books, with your imprint, if you
will mail them to your local

automobilists. The little book,

we think, is about the cleverest

thing we ever put out. It con-

tains about twenty pages of

good pictures, suggestive of

auto touring, and automobile

enthusiasm and the remainder
of the thirty-two pages talk
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Kodak, just like a real cata-

logue. The pages are 5^x
']% inches and the color is an
appropriate photographic de-

sign in four colors. If the

printer keeps his promise, and
he sometimes does, we shall be
able to fill orders for these

books about May first, and we
suggest that orders put in now
will receive first attention.

Now, by the way, when a

man with a $4,000.00 touring

car drives up in front of your
place, see to it that his inquiry

for a camera isn't responded
to with a $2.00 Brownie. Tell

your clerks that when they
hear the purr of a motor out-

side the door they are to im-

mediately begin saying to

themselves :

'

' Anastigmat
equipment, anastigmat equip-

ment " and as soon as they get

the proper opportunity, they
are to speak it out loud and
with the confidence that con-
vinces.

Meantime find out how many
of the new booklets you can
use to real advantage and let

us know.

NILW AZO
SEMI - GLOSS - NATURAL-
\YHITE - DOUBLE-
WpiGHT. ALSO A
DOUBLE WEIGHT B.

There's a new grade of Azo
with qualities that will make it

a distinct success.' In surface

it is a semi-gloss, the same as

the extremely popular Grade
D, but it has not the slight

pense cast of the Grade D

—

the color, if you can call it a

color, is what printers term
"Natural White." Theemul-
sioji' is of such latitude, that

one speed only is required to

fit a wide range of negatives.

This new Azo will be desig-

nated as "Grade E" and will

be furnished in double weight
and as post- cards only. The
usual double weight Azo and
Azo Post-Card prices and trade

discounts apply.

Grade E Azo will prove
popular for the highest class

summer resort post-card trade.

Grade B Azo, (rough) has
proved so popular a paper that

hereafter it will be furnished in

double weight (as well as

single) both hard and soft.

We have had many inquiries

for such a paper and there is

no doubt of its immediate
popularity. The usual Azo
double weight prices and dis-

counts apply.

12 INNINGS
AND THE HITS BUNCHED

IN EACH.
Every Fan knows that the

hits have got to come together

or runs won't result. And he
knows, too, that the more they
are bunched, and the oftener

they are bunched, the bigger

the score.

The 19 10 Kodak game will

be extended to twelve innings,

and the game is to beat last

year's big score. We've al-

ready been making a lot of

clean single hits, a few runners
have scored, and the bases are

full. Last year's record al-

ready looks sick, and we have
our eye on the ball and propose
to hammer out some home
runs that will fatten our ( * 'our'

*

means you and ns) batting

average. In the third inning,
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March, we made a full page
Ladies' Home Journal run in

four colors that brought in a

bunch of tallies. And we have
a lot more striking corkers up
our sleeve that will make a

noise like more business. Dur-
ing the year we shall have no
less than three full back cover
pages in colors in the Saturday
Evening Post with its more
than one million six hundred
thousand circulation, all backed
up with bunts and sacrifices and
singles in that same publication.

There's another full back
cover in colors due in the

Ladies' Home Journal in June,
and on our home run batting

list are Colliers', Life, Youth's
Companion, American Boy,
Literary Digest, Woman's
Home Companion, Outlook,
.Outing, Country Life in

fAmerica, Pictorial Review,
: Review of Reviews, Leslie's

Weekly, Success and Hamp-
' tons'. As we shall bat all the

way 'round the team, some of

these will come in for two full

;^ page home runs in colors. All

\ of them for at least one each.

And backing these up will be
the gatling gun battery of full

pages inside in all the leading

magazines and frequent lesser

hits on inside pages of the

weeklies that will help drive

the business home. Your
Store is the Home Plate—
all you've got to do is to look
out that your competitor
doesn't touch the runner out
before he crosses. Get busy
on the coaching line and see

to it that the Kodak sign

shows where the plate is.

Kodak at bat—Brownie on
Deck. Play Ball !

Say to Your

Finisher :

a Tank Developed

Film Pack Films are

best when developed

with

Premo Film Tank

Powders.

If, however, you

sometimes must use

the cartridge film for-

mula in order to carry O

them along with other

work: Develop 50 per

cent, longer than you

develop cartridge

films."

Note : Read article on

this subject, page 4,

March Trade Circular.
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THE
BROWNIE FAMILY

tE9

KndaK»

\

u

THE BROWNIE FAMILY

Now and then it's well to impress

the public that you have "the com=

plete line." You can do it with

Brownies with a very moderate

investment. This window shows
how it can be done conveniently,

effectively, convincingly. Let it

talk for you.
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ALL THE NEW

KODAKS
Are Now in Stock.

Headquarters for Everything for

THE ALL BY DAYLIGHT WAY
Developing, Printing, Enlarging.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

Double Col. Cut No. 173. Single Col. Cut No. 165.
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BEHIND TIME.—
AHEAD OF TIME.
The printers of our catalogue

covers had trouble with the

stock used, the results being so

unsatisfactory to them and to

us that they are reprinting the

entire edition with the excep-

tion of a few thousand that we
accepted to mail out as advance
catalogues to dealers. In order

to make good, it was necessary

to not only reprint the covers,

but to actually make the paper
for them. This meant a hold

up of from three to four weeks,

a part of which time we expect

to make up, however, by rapid

shipments as the inside pages
are finished and when covers

are ready, we shall put the cata-

logues out with your imprint

very rapidly. You cannot
regret the delay more than we
do, but we consider it worth
while in the interests of quality.

But we are earlier than ever
before with our Summer Books

(3/^ X 5^ miniature catalogue

for mailing purposes) and our
Book of the Brownies (454^ x

6^) for both of which books
we are now ready to enter your
order with an assurance of

prompt shipments. The prom-

ised booklet, "Motoring With
A Kodak," (5^ x 7^, 32
pages) is also ready and we
want every automobile owner
in the country to have a copy.

Remember, please, that noorder
from you is necessary for the

Kodak Catalogues, but that the

other booklets (and at all times,

all booklets other than the cata-

logues) are sent on request only.

Let us know what you want.

OVERHEARD AT
THE COUNTER.
"Anything else?

"

The question came from back
of the counter so lifelessly, so

listlessly that the customer said

to himself, "Thank heavens,

no," and out loud simply,

"No".
The next clerk said to his

customer: "I noticed that you
were interested in those flower

studies. Have you ever tried

making them? No? Well, it

isn't really much of a trick.

With the smallest stop in your
3A, you can work up fairly

close, even without a portrait

attachment and by using a Ko-
dak Color Screen can get some
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marvelously striking things.

Oh yes, that means time ex-

posures, but they are very

easy. Wild flowers? Well, in

such a case, you must also have
a tripod. I have something
here that'll just fill the bill.

* * * Xhank you very much.
If at any time you get up
against any little troubles you
don't quite understand, drop in

as you are going by and I'll

try to help you out. As you
get along, there will be new
interesting things you will want
to know about. No—no trouble

at all. I like the work so well

myself that I'm always glad to

talk about it. Good morning.
'

'

QUERY.
Which clerk got

raised January first ?

his pay

DISCOUNT
REDUCED.

The steadily advancing price

of rubber has so far affected the
price of rubber trays, etc. , that

we can no longer allow the dis-

counts which we have been
giving and are therefore obliged
to announce the following

changes:

R, O. C. Hard Rubber Trays
—Discount changed from 40^
to 33/3^.

Eastman Standard Hard
Rubber Trays—Discount
changed from 33^^^ to 25^.

Eastman Hard Rubber Fix-
ing Boxes—Discount changed
from 33^^ to 25^.

All of the above changes
take effect May ist.

TOO GOOD TO
FORGE^T.

In the March Trade Circular

announcement was made of the

Eastman Portable Back Ground
Carrier and the grounds to go
with same. The interest

aroused by these high grade
grounds and the many uses to

which they lend themselves
make it seem desirable to show
the line more fully.

Cloud Ground on Eastman Portable
Back Ground Carrier.

These grounds are small, as

they must necessarily be for the

purpose, but in quality they are

of the highest grade. In the

first place, they are painted on
the best material by competent
back-ground artists, not by
apprentices.

The roller is of sufficiently

large diameter to prevent crack-

ing the paint and in every

respect they are high class.

Properly shown, there is sure
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Blend Ground.

to be a big demand for these

grounds among all classes of

photographers. Set up a

carrier in your store with a

Scenic Ground upon it and note

the attention it will attract.

Scenic Ground.

THE PRICE.
Eastman Portable Back-
ground Carrier - - $3.00

Cloud ground, 4 ft. x 5 ft. - 2.00

Cloud ground, 5 ft. x 6 ft. - 2.50

Blend ground, 4 ft. x 5 ft. - 2.00

Blend ground, 5 ft. x 6 ft. - 2.50

Larger sizes to order, 10 cents

per square foot.

Scenic ground, 4 ft. x 5 ft.

Scenic ground, 5 ft. x 6 ft.

Larger sizes to order,

per square foot.

Plain White, Black or Gray,
Size 4x5 feet

Plain White, Black or Gray,
Size 5x6 feet

Special sizes to order, six

cents per square foot.

Discount to dealers 40^.

- I3.75
- 4-50

15 cents

I1.50

[-75

Put the Loud

Pedal on

:

POCKET
and you can make

big sales of

2A FOLDING
POCKET
BROWNIES.

They are selling

liKe the proverbial

hot cakes.
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IMPROVED
SERVICE

STREET CAR CARDS FOR
EVERY MONTH IN THE

YEAR.
A few years ago we conceived

the idea that if we furnished

street car signs with dealers'

addresses on them that some
dealers who were already using
the cars would now and then
put up Kodak cards. We had,

at that time, no idea of furnish-

ing for everyone an all the

year round complete service for

we didn' t feel that anyone would
want it. The plan has worked
far beyond our most sanguine
expectations, largely because
very many dealers have found
that our car cards paid them.
To-day, we are not merely fur-

nishing cards for occasional use
by those who are advertising

Kodaks part of the year, but in

many cases are furnishing them
to dealers for all the year round
use and such dealers are enthu-
siastic over the results. There
is no line of goods that the
dealer can advertise to better

advantage than the Kodak line,

and one of the good things

about it is that the street car

cards fit in with our general
magazine work in such a way
as to bring the dealer whose
name appears on the cards into

close touch with our magazine
publicity. The man who sees

an attractive picture and the
word Kodak in our advertise-

ment to-night, and on his way
to work to-morrow morning
sees the same picture, the same
word '

' Kodak '

' and your name
on a street car card is likely to

think of you whenever he thinks
Kodak. Of course, it is rarely

that the connection can be so

close, but the same general idea

runs through all the Kodak ad-

vertising and by keeping as

everlastingly at it in the local

field as we do in the general
field, you can get the business.

We are announcing several

new signs for a starter this

month. From time to time, we
shall have other new and attrac-

tive signs and for the whole
year enough good stuff to take
proper care of everybody.

CONDITIONS.
It is obvious that no two

dealers in the same town would
care to use the same cards. In

filling orders for street car cards,

we shall, therefore, give the

preference to the first dealer

who applies from each city, but
will not furnish him more than
one kind of card until we are

satisfied that the other dealers

in his town are not interested.

When there is only one dealer

in a city who uses the cards, he
can run through our entire line

—and that will mean at least

one new card a month if he
wants it.

These cards are of the stan-

dard street car size, ii x 21

inches, and are to be furnished

for sb'eet car use only. They
are too expensive and too per-

ishable for fence tacking or

similar purposes.

In ordering, please tell how
many cards you need, and in-

dicate by number the style of

card wanted.
We particularly request that

you order only as many as you
require. They are too expen-

sive to waste.
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"I'm going a

Kodaking, sir,

she said.

»

EVERYTHING FOR THE CAME.RA.
SKillful Developing and Printing.

RICHARD ROE, & CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVENUE.

No. 867. Picture, black and white ; type matter, 2 colors.

E

See what a Good Camera you can
buy for $5.00

Premoette
The smallest, simplest bit of a

camera for 2'.x3'. pictures. Everything
photographic at our store. Developing
and printing that's sure to please.

JOHN DOE & CO. 1234 Prcmo St.

No. 775. Pictures, black and white ; type matter, 2 colors.

Take a
KODAK

with you
Make a selection from our

stock -then let us finish your

pictures when you return.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
lOOl TRIPOD \\\l.

No. 868. Picture, 4 colors ; type matter, 2 colors.
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No. 2A Folding Pocket

BROWNIE
A New 2V2 X 4*4 Camera for

$7.00. Everything Photo=
o^raphic at our store.

Richard Roe & Co.
1001 IRIPOL) .WfiMli.

No. 766. Picture, one color ; type matter, two colors.

All Outdoors Awaits Your

KODAK
Kodaks and Brownies,

$1.00 to $100.00.

Richard Roe & Co.

1001 Tripod Ave.

No. 812. Picture, 4 colors; type matter, 2 colors.

Let the
Children
KODAK

We carry all the latest

Kodak Goods, $100 to $10000

RICHARD ROE & CO., 1001 Tripod Ave.

No. 869. Picture, 4 colors; type matter, 2 colors; card, tinted.
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I
In Operation.

THE R. O. C. POST
CARD PRINTER.
The R. O. C. Post Card

Printer is made for the man
who desires an inexpensive, yet

rapid and trustworthy machine
for printing developing-out

post cards.

The R. O. C. Post Card
Printer may be used with either

artificial or daylight, but the

use of artificial light is recom-
mended owing to its greater

uniformity.

The operation of the R. O.
C. Post Card Printer is similar

to that of an ordinary hand-
printing press, as shown in the

accompanying illustration .

Drop the card into place

against the negative, close the

frame by means of the small

hand lever; at the expiration

of the exposure pull back on
the lever, which opens the

frame and drops the exposed
card. The action of closing

the frame automatically opens

the exposed shutter, and open-
ing the frame closes it. Every
mechanical feature is positive

in action, and practically

impossible to get out of order.

The negative is placed in

position by removing the front

Showing Interior Construction With
Shutter Partly Opened.

of the printer, and lifting out

the spring retained back as

shown in the illustration page 8.

The printing opening is made
full cabinet size, and a cut-out

is furnished for post card size.
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Showing Printer With Front Removed
for Changing Negative.

SO that the entire surface of the

card may be printed, or any

portion masked as desired;

both negative and mask being

retained firmly in position by

the strong springs at each end

of the frame. The back of the

light box is fitted with a sheet

of fine ground glass for diffusing

the light, which glass can be

removed or replaced instantly.

The wood pans are con-

structed of cherry, handsomely

finished, all brass fittings

polished and lacquered.

The R. O. C. Post Card

Printer may be installed in a

few minutes and will afford

most satisfactory results.

Price $7.50. Discount to

the trade, 40^.

WASTE
Who are possible customers?

A word right now as to how
advertising matter can be used

to best advantage seems not to

be out of place. An observa-

tion extending over a great

many years has fully convinced

us that the same amount of

attention is rarely given to the

proper placing of advertising

that is given to the preparation

of it.

How shall the dealer adver-

tise?

If it's a question of cameras
only he should, and can profit-

ably, advertise to everybody,
for there are very few people

these prosperous days who can-

not at least afford a Brownie.

For such work the newspapers
and the street cars are highly

effective. In the distribution

of booklets, however, he must
be more careful to go to a

select list because such adver-

tising is exceedingly expensive

to him in the matter of postage

as well as to us in the matter

of the booklet. As an illustra-

tion of this point, take our own
advertising. A pamphlet such

as our 3^ X 5% Summer Book-
let costs, including postage, en-

velopes and addressing, about

3 cents. If we had the list it

would cost us $45,000.00 to

send one copy to each pur-

chaser of the Saturday Even-
ing Post one time. Even with

its million and a half circula-

tion this would be a prohibitive

cost ; because there would be

too much waste. But a back
cover in the Saturday Evening
Post costs in two colors $3, 600.

In other words, we could go
with full page back covers in

colors to the readers of that

paper once every month for a

year at less cost than the mail-

ing of one small booklet one
time, and the twelve pages
would unquestionably be more
effective than the one booklet.

A quarter page inside space

could be used every week for

a whole year at a much less

cost than mailing and printing

the booklets. In similar pro-

portions, the same thing will

work out in your case. You
can talk many times to one
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thousand or ten thousand or

one hundred thousand of your
local population through your

local papers or street cars for

what it would cost you to send

one booklet to each person

—

even though we furnish the

booklets without charge.

Nevertheless, the booklets

have their use in clinching busi-

ness after the other mediums
have created interest but they

should be used only for the

high spots—for the people

whom you are pretty sure are

possible customers. If you
send them to your best people,

the odds are so strongly in

your favor that you must win.

If you send them indiscrimin-

ately and carelessly, the odds
will be against you. Right

now, we have Brownie Books

—

best for high school boys and
girls and the upper grades

in the grammar schools—we
have the summer booklets for

the well-to-do people of your
town and *

' Motoring with a

Kodak" for those who have
automobiles.

A common waste among
dealers is the repeated sending
of Kodak booklets to people
who already have Kodaks, be-

cause they happen to have the

list. Such booklets might
better be doing missionary

work among the unenlightened.

And again the mistake is made,
not so often but with even less

judgment, of sending Velox
books, Bromide Enlarging with

a Kodak and the like to people

who have not yet become in-

terested in the first step in

photography—the camera.

Figure it out with care.

Who are probable customers ?

How much can you afford to

spend ? But bearing this in

mind : The sale of the Kodak
or Brownie must not be charged

with the entire advertising ex-

pense for after that first sale of

the camera comes the film and
the papers and tanks and chem-
icals and developing and print-

ing.

Our cuts, our booklets, our

car cards are at your service.

3A Special Kodak

Vrices $65, and Worth it

The camera that's going to be your big

help in establishing an anastigmat lens

trade.
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PYROGALLIC ACID
RESUBLIMED.

An important addition to our
line of tested chemicals is Pyro
Resublimed, in cans. This
developing agent is put up with
our usual attention to the
furnishing of chemicals of

known purity and should form
a part of every photographic
stock. Our unusual, our pains-
taking care in the preparation
of chemicals for photographic
use is having its effect—the
demand for the goods is grow-
ing. Dealers are learning that
it is to their advantage to stock
and pu^hjii^ ; photographers^ "^re learning that it is to their

"^^ advantage to use them. Next,
order Pyro Resublimed.

THE PRICE
I ounce can, $ .20

X pound •• .65

H " " 1.20
I " '• 2.10

mSCOUNT to the trade:

(3^^ On orders for 100
!es or more, assorted pack-

ages: 40^,

fore prepared a little circular
telling of the good qualities of
** The Dependable Film".
These circulars will be furnish-
ed to you upon request in

quantities with the suggestion
that you have them inserted in
all packages of developing
orders, where the film left with
you for development is one of
those inferior substitutes.

We take this action because
we believe that both you and
ourselves have a considerable
degree of responsibility in the
matter and should do what we
can to protect our customers
from the weak imitations that
certain dealers try to thrust
upon them.

'"^

i5f)e last

bell is

PROTflCTION. ^^^S^^S
Sometimes misguided people

purchase film other than East-
man N. C. for use in their

Kodaks and are too often dis-

appointed in the results. Now,
when they have failures, we do
not want them to lay their
troubles to the camera nor do
you, when you do it, want
them to say that there was
carelessness in the developing
and printing. To help pro-
tect the Kodaker, the dealer
and ourselves from the inferior

substitute films, we have there-

Hurry your man

along to our Educa-

tional Department, or

he will be marked

"late" for 1910.
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SAME TEXT
A NEW APPLICATION

We have been preaching for

some years from the text

" Accuracy " in the matter of

photographic formulae and
chemicals, and in the matter of

temperature for developers.

There is a closely allied sub-

ject where accuracy is equally

important— '
* Thermometers."

A man who merely makes
them and perhaps makes
mostly the cheap advertising

souvenir variety has no great

responsibility resting upon him.

He makes 'em and sells 'em
and if some photographer loses

a batch of negatives or prints

on account of an error of four

or five degrees in his thermome-
ter, that thermometer man
doesn't suffer. But the pho-
tographer suffers, the dealer

who sold the plates, papers

and chemicals suffers and the

manufacturer suffers. Tested
thermometers like tested

chemicals are necessary to the

best results and that's why we
exercise more than ordinary

care in the thermometers which
we sell. There's just one way
by which accuracy in ther-

mometers can be assured

—

actual test. The blowing of

glass means more or less inac-

curacy but the man making a

cheap product has to let every-

thing slide through; he cannot

afford to do otherwise. The
concern that makes our ther-

mometers makes a specialty of

the highest class clinical and
scientific goods and holds up
the same high standard of in-

spection on goods for photo-

graphic use, some thirty per

cent, for instance, of the Stir-

ring Rod Thermometers being

rejected because it knows inac-

curate goods will not pass our

inspection.

Accuracy makes for good
results in photography, and
good results help business. It

is to your interest, therefore, to

handle the accurate goods and
to urge their use. The sale of

an accurate Stirring Rod Ther-

mometer doesn't simply mean
the profit on that thermometer,

it means better results for your
customers. We especially ad-

vise the sale of these ther-

mometers for use with Tank
Developers for either films or

plates. Push them to both

the professional and amateur
trade.

RE-ORDERS
The people who used our Post Card Plan last

year and the year before are the ones who are
ordering most liberally this year.

See illustrated plan in April Trade Circular
and get in on a good thing.
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Take a
KODAK

with you
The little Kodak pictures w^ill keep alive

the pleasures of the outdoor days.

KODAKS, $5.00 to $1 1 1.00.

BROWNIES, $1.00 to $12.00.

Illustrated booklet^ ''Motoring with a Kodak'"' yours for the asking.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
Double column cut No. 184. Single column cut No. 183.

Motoring with a Kodak " sent to dealers on request only.—Order your booklets and cuts now.
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OVILRHEARD AT THE
COUNTER.

A man wearing a fifty-dollar busi-

ness suit, a five dollar hat, a close

shave and clean linen, went into a

large clothing store and said : "I
would like to look at a yachting

suit."

The clerk conducted him to the

back of the store, spread out a street

car conductor's coat on a pile of

hand-me-downs and said: ''Here is

something that will wear like iron and
will cost you only $12.00 for the

suit."

The man went out, and moreover,
he has never been back.

That short story is a true story

and the moral is: Size up your man
—size him right if you can, but never
under-estimate him.

The man with the price of a

Brownie in his pocket won't be
offended if you start off by trying to

sell him a 3A Kodak. He'll be
ffattered, and if he is like most
mortals will come as near to living up
to your estimate of him as he can.

"Comin' down is easier than going
up," as the hod carrier said, and
if you fail to land a man for an
anastigmat you have a long number
of easy steps before you reach the

No. I Brownie. Study human nature

—aim high in selling and in every-

thing else—but when you are obliged

to accompany thecustomer down the

ladder to something cheaper, do it

courteously and gracefully. And
when he goes out with the goods
make him feel that you are as much
interested in him as though he had
bought a Graflex outfit.

Then he'll come back.

EVERY TIME.
We don't want to talk 2A Fold-

ing Pocket Brownies to you so strong
as to make you forget Kodaks, but
we do want to impress you with the

tremendous popularity this little cam-
era is gaining. Asa dealer put it the

other day :
*• There are so many

good talking points on this camera
that I can sell one every time to

the man who comes in expecting to

buy only a two-dollar Brownie.
"

Pictures, 2^^ x 434^.

Folds for the pocket.

Meniscus Achromatic lens.

Automatic Star Opening Shutter.

Reversible finder.

Automatic focusing lock.

Two tripod sockets.

Splendid finish.

And only seven dollars.

To pretend to carry a line of

amateur photographic goods without
stocking and pushing this new cam-
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era is more than absurd, it's a sinful

waste of opportunity.

We've made a ten-strike with this

new model Brownie—the pocket fea-

ture together with the 2^ X 4^ size

and the extremely low price is an
irresistible combination when enthu-
siastically talked by dealer or clerk

who really knows the good points

in this camera. Incidentally, we are

giving this particular model wide
publicity. Don't miss this 2A
opportunity.

RPPA

Take a

KODAK
with you.

Make the most of every out-

ing by keeping a Kodak record

of your trip.

Rcanti/iil/y illus frated booklet "Motoring ilUIi

Kodak : " free on request.

Richard Roe & Co.
100 1 Tripod Avenue.

Single Col. Cut A'o. 342 B. Dbl. Col. No. 342 A.

$100.00
Reprinted by requestfrom the March,

igog, Kodak Trade Circular.

One hundred dollars, one hundred
dollars, one hundred dollars, one
hundred dollars !

A man from Rochester, while wait-

ing the other day in a dealer's store

to see the dealer himself, saw a clerk

sell a $2.00 Brownie to a customer
who was going on a tour around
the world.

When the Rochesterian got the
ear of the dealer a few minutes later

he suggested to him that that clerk

evidently considered it profane or
sacreligious, or something of that

sort, to speak of money in large

denominations. The clerk was called

to the rear of the store and
instructed to say ' * one hundred
dollars, one hundred dollars, one
hundred dollars," continuously for

five minutes so that in the future he
wouldn't be afraid of the sound of

his own voice when talking prices

above his previous two-dollar limit.

It was also suggested to him that he
take a similar monologue exercise

every morning while dressing. ( * 'One
hundred dollars, one hundred dol-

lars. ") And it is hoped that the

next time an able bodied man who
has arrived at years of discretion, and
is suspected of being able to travel

abroad and keep a sixty-horse power
car, comes into the store that this

modest clerk will at least be able to

say "Kodak" instead of "Brownie,"
though his cure will not be con-

sidered complete until he can say
** anastigmat equipment " in a loud
voice with an audience of no less

than three possible customers pres-

ent.

Honestly, it's just wrong the way
people are handled. What's the use
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of putting forth the cheap goods
first? It's easier to come down than

to go up. A twenty-dollar customer
is likely to be offended if you of!er

him a two-dollar camera. On the

other hand, your two-dollar cus-

tomer feels flattered if he thinks

you have "sized him up" for a

ten dollar customer.

The first rainy morning, get your
clerks together and . talk this all

over. Repeat until conditions are

right, then practice it when the sun

shines. One hundred dollars, one
hundred dollars.

A NELW MAKE, UP.
"The advertisements you show on

the back page of the Trade Circular

every month are all very well,

but we need more of them. We
especially need several small adver-

tisements every month during the

busy season and we want the cuts to

go with them."
The foregoing is the gist of many

letters that we receive from dealers,

and so, to make the Trade Circular

more valuable to our readers, we
propose to sprinkle several small

advertisements for dealers' use

through each number. Heretofore

our columns have been too narrow to

take the standard single column
newspaper cuts. Our change in

"make up" has been brought about
to take care of this point. Better

service for the dealer is the sole

reason for the change. We shall

endeavor to give live, helpful hints

in these advertisements. We do
not expect that you will use them
without change. You will no doubt
often be able to improve them, but
they give a hint of what your line of

argument should be—and the cuts

are yours for the asking.

ALL OUT DOORS
AWAITS YOUR

KODAK
Kodaks. $5.00 to $ 11 1 .00

Brow^nies, $1.00 to $12.00

Let us show you how easy
it is to make good pictures the

all by daylight way.

Richard Roe & Co.
looi Tripod Avenue.

Single Col. Cut No. 302 B. Dbl. Col. No. 302 A.

GET IN ON THE

Post Card
Plan

Announced in the

April Trade Circular.

A Business Builder.
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^SSa

REMO

No. 785. 4 Colors.

PRELMO SIGNS.
PRICE CARDS,
BELLLOWS
COVERS.

In a few days you will receive, in

connection with Kodak signs, a num-
ber of store and window signs, adver-

tising the Premo products. These
will be sent to all dealers without

order.

In addition there are two very strik-

ing decalcomania, or transfer signs,

one on the Premo Camera, the other

on the Premo Film Pack, which are

supplied on order only. These you
can easily attach to your window
yourself, and as you will see by illus-

tration, they are of exactly the same
size and shape, and make excellent

companion pieces for two windows
or two glass front doors. These
signs are in five colors, they will

last indefinitely, and make splendid

decoration for any window. As they
are expensive, we ask those dealers

who order them to put them up
promptly and to use them for no
other purpose than window transfers.

No. 4 Colors.

The Premo street car signs illus-

trated on another page, are plain,

easily readable signs, that tell a con-

cise story, and for those dealers who
use the street cars, they make excel-

lent cards to alternate with the

Kodak cards.

BELLOWS COVERS.
We have a new style of bellows

cover for Premo cameras, the idea

being to use the covers in connec-
tion with price cards which now
come packed with every Premo cam-
era. These covers can be supplied

for all Premos 2>% ^ 5% ^^^ 4 ^ 5>

or smaller, and for the 5x7 Film-

plate and Film Premo No. i.

Premos dressed with these covers

and the neat little price cards, will

certainly make striking display in

your windows, as you can see by
illustration.

Bellows covers are supplied on
order only. Those dealers who
have Premo cameras in stock with-

out price cards, can get such cards,

by writing in, advising quantity and
style of cameras.

This matter in connection with the

Premo Booklets and catalogues, will
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enable you to help out in the big

Premo general publicity campaign.
Those dealers who help, who focus

our advertising on their store, in

their town, are the ones to reap the

benefit.

Wouldst be a reaper?

Then get this matter in your store

and see that it is conspicuously dis-

played.

PREMO SUMMER
BOOKLETS.

The abbreviated Summer cata-

logue of 19 ID Premo cameras is now
on the press and orders for same
should be sent in at once.

It's a very tasty looking piece of

literature, and besides listing the

various Premo models, gives a very
complete description of the Premo
Film Pack system. 3^^ x 6 inches

in size, it fits the ordinary com-

mercial envelope and is just the

thing for your mailing list.

These booklets are sent on request

only. The edition is limited and
it's a case of first come first served.

How many will you have?

AS MANY AS YOU
LIKE.

For the first time since their intro-

duction, we are now able to fill orders
for No. I A Speed Kodaks on sight.

Up to the present time we have
not advertised these goods, simply
because with the press of other work
in the Graflex shutter department,
we were not able to turn out the
goods sufficiently fast to take care

of even the business that came from
our catalogue. Now that we have
filled all back orders, have a
few cameras in stock and more com-
ing daily from the factory, we pro-

pose to put a bit of. push into the
sale of the lA Speed Kodak that

will quickly bring up its sale.

A pocket camera, using Kodak
Film Cartridges, having a Graflex
Focal Plane Shutter with a speed of

Y,/o,) of a second, and equipped with
a Zeiss-Kodak Anastigmat Lens,
speed f, 6.3—all for Sixty dollars

—just must sell.

This camera fits so beautifully into

the strenuous out-door life and into

home portraiture that all that is

necessary is to let people know.
We are about to let loose some
strong advertising on this prop-
osition.

There's $20.00 for you in every
sale. But you can't make the sale

unless you can show the goods.
Orders are now filled at sight. Let
us enter your order for a sample if

you have not yet stocked this

camera.
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ALL OUTDOORS
AWAITS YOUK

KODAK
Kodaks and Brownie Cameras at

our store from $1.29 to $100.oo.

Developing and Printing that's
sure to please.

RICHARD ROE €i CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVENUE.

No. 567. Four Colors.

Take a
KODAK

with you
Then let us finish the pictures.

We employ skillful workman.

KODAKS AND BROWNIES. $l.«<?to$IOO.'«'

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVE.

No. ^68. Four Co/o) s.

The Smallest, Lightest, Easiest to Operate
of all Cameras for Popular size Pictures

Film Premos
Let us prove it. We Carry

Everything Photographic and do
Prompt Developing and Printing

JOHNDOE «&C0.1234PremoSt.

JVo. 7SO. Two Colors.
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TWO TELSTS.

The Eastman tested chemical seal

means more than a merely perfunc-

tory chemical test of the goods that

it goes upon. It means that the

goods are not only right chemically,

but it means also that goods of

exactly the same strength have been

tested out in actual practice in our

formulas and that they are known to

be right. The importance of such

tests, of pure chemicals, of properly

balanced formulas, becomes more
and more evident to us every day,

both in the professional and in the

amateur line. Hardly a mail comes
in that does not bear evidence of

someone who has been disappointed

in results, because of improperly

balanced solutions that did not do
their work, because of the impurity

of some ingredient that put the whole

thing ''out of whack." Disap-

pointed photographers are bad for

business.

Your ultimate profit will be larger

if you push only the Eastman
Tested Chemicals.

cost for a complete service,

remembering that at scarcely no
trouble to you, we will furnish live,

up-to-date stuff to fill the space

and let you have new cards for

monthly changes, if you will only

select what you want and ask for

them.
Read the article on this subject in

the May Trade Circular.

WITHDRAWALS.
As new good things are coming

along all the time we find it neces-

sary now and then to withdraw from

the market some article that our

new goods have made a slow seller.

The new buff stock on which we
recently began coating Etching

Black Platinum has made a decided

hit wherever shown, seeming to so

exactly fit in with the beautiful tones

of this medium that we have dis-

continued the Etching Black on
white stock and will hereafter fur-

nish it on the buff only.

Ozobrome is likewise withdrawn
from the market from this date.

MORE CAR CARDS.
In accordance with our announce-

ment last month of a complete service

in cards for street car advertising,

we are showing herewith three

additional cards that are now ready,

making a total of nine in the new
series and there will be more from

time to time as required by the

conditions.

These cards are furnished without

charge, but are for street car use

only. So many dealers have found

the use of the cars highly profitable,

that we urge a thorough looking

into the matter by everybody who
sells Kodaks. If there are street

cars in your town, investigate the

SCHOOL WILL
SOON BE OUT !

BROWNIE TIME
then for the

YOUNGSTER
Get ready with

your stock and

your advertising



No. 2A Folding Pocket

BROWNIE
Here is a ne^v member of the Brownie family,

Avhich gives a picture of that highly popular size,

2>^ X 4}i, in a folding pocket camera, at the ex-

tremely modest price of $7.00.
The 2A Folding Pocket Brownie loads in day-

light Avith Kodak film cartridges, has pocket
automatic shutter, meniscus achromatic lens,

automatic focusing lock, reversible finder for

horizontal or vertical vicAvs, tw^o tripod sockets,

and is in every respect a ^vell made and well
finished little camera.

We have other Brownies from $1.00 to $12.00
and a full line of all the good things from Kodak City.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVE.

Double Col. Cut No. 221 G. Single Col. Cut No. 221 H.
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OVERHEARD AT THE
COUNTEFc.

It was raining outside. It was
raining some more.

A man came into the store. His

umbrella left a pool of water where

he stood it against a counter. His

trousers looked be-draggled from

the knees down. Probably his feet

were squdging water in his shoes.

But his face indicated sunshine, as

he cheerfully remarked to the clerk:

"Kind of damp outside."

"Rotten," said the clerk.

"Coming down pretty hard; pro-

bably the clearing up shower," said

the man.
"Clearing up nothing," said the

clerk, "Has rained every day for a

week and I haven't seen the sun in

a month." An exaggeration.

"It hasn't been very bright," said

the man, his smile fading.

"Bright," said the clerk, "a
funeral procession is a joy ride by
comparison with this weather.

Weather rotten—business rotten
—

"

"But we always get more or less

rain at this time of the year," inter-

rupted the other, with an attempt at

reviving his smile.

"More or less, yes; but this is the

more with the less left out—a con-

tinuous performance. The time that

Noah had was a trip across the great

Sahara without a camel or a Thermos
bottle compared to this. It has

killed trade—is killing the crops.

We might as well shut up shop if

this keeps up, unless we put in a

side line of rain coats, umbrellas and
gum shoes. By the way, what was
it you wanted ?

"

"I was thinking about a Kodak,
but I might as well wait till this

infernal weather is over. Oh, if you
don't mind, I'd rather not swim over

to the post office," laying down a

dime, "could you let me have five

two-cent stamps? Thank you.

Good day!"

MORAL.
A cloudy temperament is more

depressing than a rainy day.

HEALTH AND THE.
TANK.

This out-door habit that we Amcr-t-

cans are getting is good not only

for our general health, but for your
Kodak business. You appreciate it

so far as the cameras and the film

are concerned, but do you appreciate

how much it means in the sale of

Tanks ?

The traveling Kodaker, making
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the "grand tour" in Europe, rush-

ing from city to city, spending his

days in sight-seeing and his evenings
at theatres and cafes, may not feel

incHned to do his own work, especi-

ally as there are numerous places

where he can have his developing
done both well and promptly. But
there are literally hundreds of thou-

sands of your countrymen who in the

next few weeks will camp, cruise

with automobile or yacht, take a

canoe trip, or put up for a few
weeks as summer boarders. In most
of such cases the vacationist will not
only have time to do his own
developing on the spot, but would
welcome the tank as a pleasing

diversion for rainy days or otherwise

dull evenings.

Whether such amateurs would
care to use the tank or not when at

home, at times when they could
easily bring their films to you for

finishing, does not so much matter.

They would enjoy its use and
'twould be a valuable aid to them
while they are on the vacation trip.

Talk tank to those who come in for

their vacation supply of films. It

means more photographic enjoyment
for them—extra business for you.

WA^ YOUR ORDER
\ SIGNED?

The descriptive literature on
Premo advertising matter, recently

sent out, ha^.brought us thousands
of order card^ for such matter.

Among these orders are half a dozen
or so which are ij|isigned and con-
tain no clue as toxwhom they are

from. \
We are, of course, anxious to

identify these cards, and Jf you have
ordered such matter ami haven't
received it, please write us, at once.

Even the little children

can make good pictures

with a

BROWNIE
CAMERA

IT WORKS LIKE A KODAK.

Ask Ns for a copy of •' The Book
of til e Hi oiVHics/'

RICHARD ROE & CO.,
1001 TRIPOD AVE.

Single Column Cut No. 321 B.

Double Column Cut No. 321A.

PRICE ADVANCED.
Hard Rubber Fixing Boxes.

We are rather proud of the fact

that with all the advances that have
been made in the prices of other
lines of goods the country over dur-

ing the past few years, the price of

Kodak goods has not advanced.
Our materials cost more than they
did, labor costs more than it did,
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improvements in the goods them-
selves have here and there added to

the cost. But constant improve-

ment in manufacturing methods and
constant increase in the volume of

our business have enabled us to keep
manufacturing costs within limits

that enable us, thus far, to sell our
goods at the old prices.

Our purchases of raw materials

are in such quantities that we are

able to buy in the world's best

markets at the lowest prices, and so

even on sundries we have been able

for the most part to continue the

old prices in spite of the general

advances But once in a while we
find an advance necessary on such
goods. The rubber market, as

everyone knows, has sky-rocketed
faster than anything else. We have
postponed it as long as possible, but

are now obliged to announce an ad-

vance in price on Eastman Hard
Rubber Fixing Boxes. The new
price follows :

II X 14, each, - - $ 7.75
14 X 17, •' - - 11.00

Discount to the trade, 25^.

JULY REMINDER.

VELOX
Post Cards

FOR THE

TOURIST TRADE.

A FLASH SHEET
CONVE,NIE,NCE.

Any season is flash light season

now-a days. Proof of this assertion

lies in the number of vacation pictures

—especially those from camping
parties—which show that the

thoughtful member remembered the

flash sheets. There might be
thousands more if only a reminder
came at the right time—and the

right time is when he or she comes
in for that supply of vacation film.

And to still further help in popular-
izing Flash Sheets, there's a new
accessory that will prove a distinct

help in assisting the amateur to

safely and properly handle them.
The Eastman Flash Sheet Holder

does away with the nuisance of

hunting up a card on which to pin
the flash sheet, and it offers the
important advantage of enabling the
operator to hold his light just where
he wants it, and touch off the flash

at the instant when the subject or
subjects are in a satisfactory pose.
It may be held in the hand and
the flash fired as shown in the
illustration

—

always from the back—
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EASTMAN

LASH SHEET HOLDER

inflammable nature of flash sheets

and that the directions should be
closely followed.

PRICE,.

Eastman Flash Sheet Holder, $i.oo
Discount to the trade, 33^^.
Order now and sell them for the

vacation trade.

.'^V

^,
^^^m i^^^r

Igniting the Flash Sheet.

or the handle may be unscrewed and
the holder mounted on any tripod

having the standard screw.

The holder takes either the No. i,

No. 2 or No. 3 Eastman Flash

Sheets, the spring shown in first

illustration holding them in place.

One corner of the sheet is to project

part way across the hole in back and
whether the Holder is held in the

hand or on the tripod the sheet

should invariably be lighted from
behind.

This holder is made of metal, with

a white asbestos lining that helps as

a reflector, and folds up flat when
not in use and can therefore be
carried conveniently in the ordinary

suitcase.

Eastman Flash Sheets are unques-
tionably the safest self-burning flash

medium on the market. The East-

man Flash Sheet Holder makes
them still safer, but nevertheless,

when a sale is made you should
warn the customer of the highly

HOOK ON.
•* More goods are sold under the

evening lamp at home than you
dream of.

" Put up your lightning rod. Let
your customers know that you can
deliver to them the goods which
great advertising paid for by manu-
fadurers has interested them in.

' * Ask for electrotypes suitable to

run in your own advertising. Hook
THEIR TRADE-MARK TO YOUR
STORE."

It is thus that Robert Frothing-

ham, the live wire advertising mana-
ger of the Butterick publications,

and of Everybody s Magazine, talks

to the merchants of this country in

the July issue of the Butterick Trio

Bulletin to Buyers and Salesmen.

We have just mailed to you a

sheet showing the Kodak cuts that

are yours on request. Cast a line

for the man who was lured under the

evening lamp at home by Kodak
advertising but has not yet been
landed. Cast for him in your local

paper and bait with a Kodak elec-

trotype. He is in the mood ; he
wants to be caught, but he's busy

—

perhaps he'll forget. He isn't pop
sure who in town handles the Kodak
goods anyway. Tell him. Then
remind him. Hook our advertising

to your store.

Which electros please ? Order by
number.
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Loads of fun for

Little Folks in a

BROWNIE
Everythinj^ photographic at our

store—Brownies. Kodaks, l-ihns.

Skilled de\eloping and printing.

Richard Roe d Co.
1001 TRIPOD AVENUE.

Car Sign No. 566. Foi

Ground Glass Focusing and
Every Film Convenience

In the

PocketPremoC
Takes Films or Plates with equal

facility, and slips into any pocket

y^,x4h,$12^ VixSKSlS"^

RICHARD ROE 4 COMPANY, 1234 Premo Street

Car Sign No. 724, Two colors.

A CONNECTING LINK.
Our street car card plan is meet-

ing with full approval from the trade

and many dealers are finding the

proper use of these cards highly

profitable. They are a strong con-

necting link between our magazine
advertising and the dealers* store.

We announced six new cards in

May, three more in June and here

are two more of equal attractiveness,

thus making an assortment of eleven

signs for the summer campaign.

We shall have others for the holiday

and Christmas trade that are fully

seasonable. Our line will give you
something that is appropriate for

every month in the year.

One of the most successful Kodak
dealers on our list uses Kodak cards

in every car in his city every day of

every month in the year, and has

not only done so for several years,

but now has a contract with the

street car advertising company for

two years ahead.

Wherever there is street car ser-

vice this question is worth looking
into by every dealer. We do not

claim that it will pay in every case.
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but there are so many cases in which
it will pay that it's worth investiga-

ting. The probabilities are that if

yours is a good down town retail

location you can afford to use all

the cars. If you are in the residence
district of a large city, there are
likely one or more lines that carry
people between your section and the
down town business district that you
could use to advantage. Look into

it.

No.
i-S,

i-O,

lA-S,
lA-O,
2-S.

2-0,

3S,
3-0.
3A-S.
3A-O,
4-S.

4-0.

VE.NICE.

CORRECTIONS IN
CONDBLNSELD PRICE

LIST.
On page 40 of condensed price

list there are two errors in the prices

of Double Weight Nepera Paper.
The dozen prices of 18 x 22

double weight Nepera should read

$3,85 instead of $3.35.
The gross price of 8 x 10 double

weight Nepera should read $7.30
instead of $7.00.

Kindly make these corrections :

On page 80 the thousand prices

on Marine, Cascade and Venice
Mounts have been omitted. These
should read as follows :

No.
I,

lA,

2,

3.

3A.
4,

4A,

5,

No.
I,

lA,

2,

3.

3A,

4,
4A,

5,

MARINE.

CASCADE.

Per I 000

I 8.50

9.00

9.00
9.00
12.00

11.00

14 00
19.00

Per 1000

$ 10.00

11.00

11.00

12.00

14.00

15.00
20.00

25.00

Take a

KODAK
with you

KODAKS, $5.00 to $111.00.

BROWNIES, $1.00 to $12.00.

We have everything for a

Kodak Vacation.

Kodak Catalogue Free.

RICHARD ROE & CO.,
1001 TRIPOD AVE.

Single Col. No. 309B. Double Col. No. 309A.



Just the Camera for

that Vacation of your*s,

PREMO
The smallest, lightest, easiest to load and oper-

ate of all cameras. Fifty styles and sizes. Prices,

$2.00 to over $200.00. Let us show you one.

We carry everything in photography that's

Avorth Avhile, and do developing and printing that's

sure to please.

JOHN DOE & CO.
1534 Premo Street.

Double Column Cut No. 345 Single Column Cut No. 346
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A NEW FILM.
INCREASE IN EFFICIENCY FOR
GRAFLEX CAMERAS AND

SPEED KODAKS.

Thirty per cent, is added to the

efficiency of the No. o Graphic, Nos.

IA and 3A Graflex Cameras and to

the Nos. lA and 4A Speed Kodaks
by our new product—Eastman Speed
Film.

This new film is made especially

for the purpose of giving to the

camerist the fullest possible benefit

of the highest speed of a focal plane

shutter. Because our Kodak shutter

and lens speeds are so perfectly in

balance with our regular N. C. Film,

and because of the marvelously wide
latitude of that film, no appreciable

difference between the new and old

films can be discerned on ordinary

exposures. The difference is, how-
ever, perfectly apparent on extreme-
ly short exposures, tending to under-
timing, such as come from focal

plane work on rapidly moving
objects. Thirty per cent, faster on
speed work than our regular N. C.

Film, the new film still retains the

orthochromatic and non- curling feat-

ures of the regular films and is

handled in precisely the same man-
ner, except that it is to be developed

25 per cent, longer. With the 20
minute powders and Tank develop-
ment the Speed Film should therefore

remain in the Tank for 25 minutes.

Where the film is dark-room devel-

oped it will of course be left until of

the proper density, but for best

results it should be remembered that

this density should always be ob-
tained by longer development, not
by stronger solutions.

We believe that this film will be
the equal of our regular N. C. Film
in keeping quality, but as it has not
yet had a long continued try-out in

the hands of the public, it will for

the present be given a four months
dating, whereas the regular film has

a six months dating.

Eastman Speed Film will be
furnished in the following sizes and
may now be had from any of our
branches or direct from Rochester :

No. o F. P. K. (Fits No. o Graphic)
i^ x 2^, 6 ex. and 12 ex. ;

No. lA F. P. K., 2>^ X 41^. 6 ex.

and 12 ex. ; No. 3A F. P. K., 3)^
X 5>^, 6 ex. and 10 ex. ; No. 4A
F. K., 414^ X 6^ , 6 ex. Price and
discount same as our regular N. C.
Film.

Dealers should always be careful,

in selling this film, to call the cus-

tomer's attention to the longer
time required for development. This
new product is not only a good
thing for those who already have
the film using Graflex cameras and
Speed Kodaks, but will help you to

future sales of these high grade
cameras—and thereby to better

profits.

GOODS FOR CREDIT.
In returning sensitized goods for

credit, whether because of expired
dating or for other causes, dealers

are requested to always return them
to factory of origin—American Aristo

goods to Jamestown, Seed Plates

to St. Louis, and all other sensitized

goods of our manufacture to Roch-
ester. Some dealers also overlook
the fact that a letter (also to be sent

to factory to which goods are

returned) is necessary in every case,

or otherwise our receiving depart-

ment will not know for what purpose
the goods were returned, and delay
and perhaps loss will follow.

REMIND THE BOYS
OF THE BROWNIES.
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Here's an easy window that's nevertheless

a telling window. The strong colors of the

Film boxes make it much more impressive

than the above cut would indicate. Right

now is a good time for it.
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CABINET IRIS.
GRADE A.

Originally Artura Iris Grade A
was cut full cabinet size—3^ ^5/4-
Several years ago, when Iris came
into general use, numerous requests
were made for a reduced width on
Grade A, as the full width when
mounted would exceed 3^, due to

the stretch in this grade of Iris.

This stretch was not objectionable
when the prints were mounted on
some styles of mounts, but on em-
bossed mounts it was very objection-

able as the prints were too large to

fit the mount centers.

To meet this condition the width
of Grade A cabinets was reduced }i
of an inch. This made the size 3%
X 51^. The stretch is in the width
and prints on the reduced size of

paper when mounted measure 3^ x

Iris Grade A does not chip or frill

at the edges if handled with ordinary
care

; consequently needs no trim-
ming before mounting.

Occasionally we have a query as

to the reason for cutting this grade
of paper 3^ wide instead of 3^,
and we set forth the reasons in this

article for your information.

Of course, if a photographer wishes
Iris Grade A cut full width, we will

supply it and at no extra charge.
The dealer can carry it, but unless
otherwise specified we supply it cut

3M X 5>^, as this size is the most
desirable and popular and when
mounted measures full cabinet.

for the IA Speed Kodak on sight.

We are still in that same position

—

but whether or not we will be able to

maintain it for long is a question.
We have started along some adver-
tising that wall speed the Speed.
There are full pages in Outing, Rec-
reation, and Field and Stream for

July with 8-inch double-column
spaces in Country Life, Breeders'
Gazette, Collier's, Harper's Weekly,
Leslie's Weekly, Literary Digest,
Life, and Saturday Evening Post.
That list is important—but what is

even more important is the fact that
the people who have bought them
are enthusiastic. Several million
people, who never before heard of

Speed Kodaks, are going to hear
about them in the next two weeks.
But it is so entirely new to them that
they will want to see before buying.
You can sell them if you can s/iow
the goods.

"Speed pictures with Kodak con-
venience" means a great deal to

many people who want the kind of

work that can be made with a focal

plane shutter and a high grade anas-
tigmat like the Zeiss-Kodak but who
will carry only a small and compact
camera of the folding pocket Kodak
type.

The early order catches the sale.

There's still time—but none
too much—for you to take
advantage of the big adver-

tising offered by our

SPEE^DS WITH SPILED
It's the strategic moment for

stocking the lA Speed Kodak.
Last month we announced that, for

the first time since its advent a year
ago, we were in position to fill orders

POST CARD
PLAN

See April Trade Circular.
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CHECK UP!

Right now, when the biggest

Kodak months are at hand, make

sure that your stock is complete.

Look not only to the goods with

which you are familiar but be able

to show the up-to-the-minute

new good things.

3A Special KodaKs,

lA Speed KodaKs,

2A Folding PocKet Brownies



Adds
Enjoyment
to every Sport

or Recreation

Picture Making
The KODAK WAY is EASY and SIMPLE

NO DARK-ROOM FOR ANY PART OF THE WORK
KODAKS, $5.00 to $111.00.

We carry a complete stock of KODAKS and BROWNIE CAMERAS
Ask usfor a copy of the Kodak Catalogue

.

RICHARD ROE & CO.,
1001 TRIPOD AVE.

Single Col. Cut No 300 B. Double Col. Cut No. 300 A.
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TO=MORROW.
The most short-sighted man on

earth is the one who lets the nickel

of to-day stand in the way of the

dollar of to-morrow.
He has different ways of spoiling

his eyesight. The surest way is

when he succumbs to the blandish-

ments of the man who sells the just-

as -good -chemicals -with -your-name
on-the-package-and-five-per-cent.
extra-discount.

We claim no tight board fence

around the world's supply of pure
chemicals. But we do claim the

most perfect system in existence for

the delivering of properly put up
and properly tested chemicals X.o you
in shape to hand over to your custo-

mers. The paper bag method of

handing out such goods has only

one recommendation—the poorest

recommendation in the world—it's

cheap. There's just one way of

handing out chemicals and doing it

right—in sealed packages. Where
there's a possibility of damage to

the chemicals from the air we put
ours in hermetically sealed packages.
We know that they are right by

test

—

that they Jit theformulas with
ivhich they are intended to be used.

It costs money to make such tests;

it costs money to use so much care

in putting up the goods, but it's

worth money to you, to your custo-

mers and to us.

With us, "tested chemicals"
means proper strength—means right

by the chemical standard, means
perfect according to the published

photographic formulae. As a rule,

our chemicals are stronger than
those of other makes, though not
necessarily so. They are tested for

the proper strength. Suppose the

standard of a certain chemical is 80^
pure, and of this chemical a certain

number of grains be required for a

certain amount of solution. The
photographer is as likely to have
trouble from a too strong as from a

too weak solution. If his chemical
is 90^ pure, he's as likely to have
trouble as though it was only 70^.
When he gets ours he gets standard
—his solution is neither too weak
nor too strong. Our chemicals are

tested both scientifically and photo-
graphically.

Again. Take sulphite for in-

stance. If not properly protected,

it becomes sulphate. When we put
it up we test it to find that no such
change has taken place—then we so

seal it that it is sure of reaching
the customer as sulphite—and in the

customer's hands it performs the

proper function.

Because the difference between
the most as good and the genuinely
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good is not quite so apparent in

chemicals as in some other things,

don't think that there is any possi-

bility of the good goods being dis-

placed by the cut price stuff.

For the sake of improving the re-

sults obtained on our plates and
papers and films (for the perhaps

selfish reason that we expect to

thereby sell more plates, papers

and films), we are taking extraordi-

nary measures to supply our custo-

mers with exactly the proper chem-
icals. This chemical trade is grow-

ing. It is going to continue grow-

ing. We shall maintain our stand-

ard and keep on hammering the

tested chemicals idea into the photo-

graphic public.

You can improve the standard of

photography and thereby satisfy

your customers, and increase your
profits, by pushing the chemicals

that bear this mark: E. K. C.

•• CASE LOTS "

AZO POST CARDS
There has been a little confusion

in the making and filling of large

orders for Azo Post Cards owing to

the fact that dealers do not always

distinctly specify whether they want
them in the 500 or the 5000 lots.

For instance, an order reading simply

5000 cards of certain specifications

might mean ten packages of 500 or

it might mean one package of 5000.

To avoid confusion in future, we
shall fill such orders with the " 500
packages' ' at the* '500 package' ' price

unless order specifies " 5000 case ",

or a certain number of "5000 cases."

In this connection we call atten-

tion to the fact that these ** 5000 case

lots
'

' of Azo are not to be resold by
the dealer in less than case lots of

5000. A * * case " is an original

package and not to be broken.

See Condensed Price List, p. 44.

Ttiews fwtliififf tcccjccd

for our eikcmers.

lliats win- we use

VELOX
in our finishing department. It

is the highest quality, highest

priced paper we can buy.

We give the best possible

print from every negative.

FOR YOU, IF.

The man who uses Velox is the

man, ordinarily, who takes the other

precautions that mean good prints

for his customers. Ordinarily, he is

the man who hires competent help,

has proper facilities for doing his

work, and keeps an eye on it. The
fact that he uses the highest grade
product for a printing medium is

likely to mean also that his work in

other parts of his developing and
printing department is on a high

grade basis. We are talking along

these lines in our magazine adver-

tising because we believe that such

is the case, and because we want
Kodakers to have the best possible

results from every exposure.

If you are using Velox for all of

your amateur work (except in the
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rare cases where platinum or a

printing out paper is specified by

your customer), say so to us, and

ask for one of the signs shown above

and it will be sent to you prepaid.

It will help you get the devel-

oping and printing orders.

SECOND

Speed Pictures-
Kodak Convenience.
The mile -a -minute automobile,

express trains at full speed, race

horses, athletes at their highest
strain, instantaneous indoor pictures,

home portraiture, ordinary time ex-

posures—these are all as one to the

No. lA Speed

KODAK
Fitted with Zeiss-Kodak Anastigmat Lens

/.6.3. Pictures, 2^ x 4^^ inches. Size of

camera, 2^ x 4^ x 9K inches. Uses day-
light loading Kodak Film Cartridges. Has
Graflex Focal Plane Shutter, speed of 1-1000

of a second. Price. $60.00.

IVe have the lA Speed and all the other

Kodaks and Brownie Cameras in stock.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVE.

Cut No. 310 B.

"WITH OTHER
PHOTOGRAPHERS."

A BOOK OF UNUSUAL INTEREST BY

RYLAND W. PHILLIPS.

We recently undertook the publi-

cation of Mr. Ryland W. Phillips'

much looked for book, "With Other

Photographers." Mr. Phillips is so

well known among the professional

photographers of this country, and,

moreover, is so well qualified to

handle any subject pertaining to the

work of professional photographers,

that the mere announcement of this

work is sure to create a large and

immediate demand, and, in our opin-

ion, the trade should immediately

stock it.

•'With Other Photographers"
consists of seventy pages 9 x 12

inches, one hundred illustrations.

Beautifully printed on heavy India

tint paper ; durably and attractively

bound in stamped cloth cover.

Price, $2. 50. Discoimt to the trade

^

40^.
The book will be widely adver-

tised to the entire photographic

fraternity, amateur as well as pro-

fessional, (there is much in it that

will prove interesting and instructive

to the amateur) and we feel confident

will receive favorable reviews from

the photographic press. To begin

with, the following review will appear

in the August issue of Studio Light:
*• It's a healthy, helpful condition

that exists among the photographers

of to-day. Thanks to the broad-

mindedness of some of the leading

workers, the methods that have

brought them success are no longer

kept hidden as trade secrets, but are

given up freely for the benefit of

their brother photographers. Evi-

dently, they have taken to heart

Pirie MacDonald's epigram, 'Suc-

cess comes—not from getting the
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best of the other fellow—but from
getting the best out of yourself.'

And inspired by right mindedness
they are even willing to go a step

further and give to the other fellow

the best from themselves.

'' But to get from such people the

helps that would prove an inspiration

to their fellow workers required

something more than willingness on
their part—it required a man who,
first of all, was on an easy, familiar

footing with them, and a man with

the capacity and training to grasp
the essentials and then put them in

tangible shape. Mr. Phillips is that

man.
'' In his book, ' With Other Pho-

tographers,' he has seemingly been
as careful to omit the non-essentials

as to point out in each case the true

characteristics of the work of the

man under discussion. With his

perfect understanding of methods
and results, Mr. Phillips has been
able to keenly analyze not only the

work from each studio, but the

means by which the work was ac-

complished. His book is by no
means a hand-book for the beginner.

It is a study for the competent
worker. While the book contains

many characteristic bits of work
from leaders in the art, the illustra-

tions that will most appeal to the

earnest photographer are the pictures

showing the interior of the studio,

with the subject posed under the

skylight and the camera master,

bulb in hand, waiting for the psycho-
logical moment for making the ex-

posure—then a reproduction of the

first raw result and finally a repro-

duction from the retouched negative

with, very likely, a background
worked in—a high-light softened

here, or a shadow deepened there^
the final result perfect in line and in

balance of light and shade.

"Such intimate studies of the

work and methods of men like Hoyt
and Core and Goldensky and Garo,
and a full score of other leading

workers, cannot fail to be of ines-

timable value to any photographer.
In this book, 'With Other Pho-
tographers,' Mr. Phillips has ren-

dered a distinct service to his brother

photographers."
Order a supply sent along with

other goods and be readyfor the early

i?iquiries.

A PROFITABLE, 3A.

The "silly season", we believe,

is the way the publishers of popular
literature refer to the summer months
for the reason that it is during the

hot weather that the public demands
the lightest of fiction. We don't

believe that the following story is

fiction, but as it appears in the same
issue with a big fish story we present

it with some apologies.

A customer writes us as follows :

" On the ijth day of May, my wife lost

a diamond sunburst worth several hun-
dred dollars and after spending quite a bit

in advertising the loss of this pin and
endeavoring to recover it in this way, I

gave it up as being hopelessly lost.

''On the nth day of June, I made
some prints from negatives secured on
the day of the loss. In looking over the
prints, I found that in a series of three

pictures made in one locality, my wife

wore her pin. In the next picture, taken
only a few feet from the series mentioned,
the pin did not show. The pictures hav-
ing been taken in an out of the way place,

I immediately visited the spot and after

looking in the leaves and grass, was
delighted to pick up the pin.

" I feel that my investment in the little

3A Folding was a good one."

Tell your window trimmer :

When you display

everything, you

display nothing.
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Double the Joys

of Vacation Days

Anybody can make
good pictures the

Kodak w^ay. No
dark room for any
part of the work.

KODAKS, $5.00 to $1 1 1.00

BROWNIES, $ 1 .00 to $ 1 2.00

Copies of the Kodak catalogue

and other interesting Kodak
Publications gratis.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1001 Tripod Avenue.

Double Column Cut, No. 308-A.
Single Column Cut, No. 308-B.

A FISH STORY.
Mr. Frederick I. Monsen tells a

good story on himself of how he had
once climbed nearly to the top of

what was considered an inaccessible

volcanic mountain in Mexico. Com-
ing night and a gathering storm fin-

ally compelled him to retreat, but he
was so exhausted that he stopped
under a sheltering rock for a few
minutes rest before descending. A
piece of paper attracted his attention

and picking it up he found this title:

"Instructions for Developing East-

man's N. C. Film." Some other
Kodaker had been there ahead of

him.

But here's a story that has been
the rounds of the press that puts

Monsen in the shade. Some papers
simply say that a "Kodak plate"
was found in the shark's interior and
when we first saw those stories we
presumed it referred to a Kodak
film. From the full reports given in

other papers, however, it is evident

that what was found was the remova-
ble back of a No. 3A Folding Pocket
Kodak.

People who visit our factories

nearly always say "For goodness
sake, what becomes of all the

Kodaks? " The final disposition of

at least one is now accounted for.

Here is the story as it appeared in

the Los Angeles Times.

CAPTURE, GIANT SHARK.

Brave Fishermen Injured in Seven-
Hour Fight with Man-Eater in

San Juan Straits.

[associated press day report.]

SEATTLE, June 29 —After a struggle
of seven hours, the combined crews of the
30-horse power gasoline fishing boats,
Good Partner and Pioneer II, captured a
man-eating shark, thirty-six feet long,
weighing about fifteen tons, in the straits

of San Juan de Fuca. between Port Cres-
cent and Port Angeles.
The capture, reported by the crews of

the fishing boats, which arrived here
yesterday, towing the shark, was made
Sunday.

In the fight with the shark, Olaf Larsen,
the youngest member of the crew of the
Good Partner, suffered a broken arm, and
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Capt. Dragich was cut in the head and
chest by a glass which flew when the
monster struck the boat with its tail.

In the shark's belly, after he had been
towed to shoal water, his captors report,
they found what appeared to be pieces of
bones and a piece of aluminum Kodak

plate, bearing the words, "No. 3A Fold-
ing Pocket Kodak, Model A, Patented."

P. S. So many similar clippings

have been sent in that we have had
to get out a "form letter" to

acknowledge them.

AN AUGUST SUGGESTION,
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OVERHEARD AT THE,
COUNTER.

The door opened and a young
man of bucolic type came into the

store— one of the kind that some-

body (wasn't it Eugene Field?)

once described as :

" Young Lochinvar has come in

from the west,

With fringe on his pants and a

calico vest."

His No. 1 1 boot caught in the door-

mat, and confusion covered him as

he awkwardly regained his balance.

"Good morning," said the clerk,

not noticing, apparently, the awk-
wardness or embarrassment of the

visitor, " Is there something I can do
for you?"

"Perhaps there is," said the

visitor ;

**
I want to get a Kodak if

you can give me a good trade on

this camera," producing an old 4x5
box of the vintage of 1893. " It has

a splendid lens in it, and the shutter

works all right, except that it some-
times sticks on time exposures. Yes,

sir, that lens makes mighty clear

pictures, and I wouldn't think of

parting with it, only I want to use

a pocket camera and films. My
brother gave it to me when he left

the farm, and he says that's the best

lens he ever saw."
The clerk examined the camera

and recognized it as one of an

obsolete type, having a non-achro-

matic single lens of the cheapest kind

—but he didn't say so. He was a

real salesman.

"Well, well," he said, " that is an

interesting camera to meet. I can

remember when we used to sell those

goods and they made some mighty
good pictures. Yes, the lens works
all right. It just does me good to

look that over—takes me back to

old days. I was working in Daven-
port, Iowa, at the time those goods

came out, and they had quite a run.

I don't blame you for thinking a lot

of it. I should think you would hate

to part with it.

"How much will I allow you in

trade? Really you know the de-

mand has changed, so that I'm
afraid I couldn't use it."

"Sorry to have troubled you,"

said the visitor, " but if I can't trade

it in, am afraid I can't get a new
camera."

"Trouble? No trouble at all. I

always like to talk with anybody
that's interested in photography,

and that camera of yours is certainly

interesting, too ; I'll wager that your
brother took it to the World's Fair

at Chicago."
" You've guessed it right, friend,

and mother still has the pictures at

home. '

'

" Great changes in everything,

since then. Just let me show you
something new in Kodaks. No, no,

I understand that you don't want to

buy, but that's all right. I'm not

very busy, and would like to show
you."
A 3A Kodak comes up from the

case, and full and intelligent details

of its qualities and manipulation,

and a comparison with the old
" box ", follow.

" How much did you say? Twenty
dollars? It does seem a lot for the

money, compared with that old rat

trap of mine, doesn't it? I didn't

intend to buy unless I could trade,

but you have treated me so sort of

friendly I guess I'll have to. Yes,

I'll take that Kodak," and a bunch
of yellow backs was pulled from an

old wallet.

Moral.

It's good salesmanship to speak

with all the praise you can of the

other man's property.



Every Day a Kodak Day
There are no " dark days " for those who use the

No. lA Speed Kodak. Its Zeiss-Kodak Anastigmat lens,

in combination with the Graflex focal plane shutter, makes
snap shots a simple matter under almost every out-door

condition. Snap shots on cloudy days, snap shots in the

shade, snap shots just after sun up, snap shots just before

sun down,— all these, to say nothing of high speed pictures

of the most rapidly moving objects, are perfectly practical

with the

No. lAspeed
Kodak

Price $60.22

with Zeiss-Kodak

Anastigmat Lens

and Graflex Focal

Plane Shutter.

Pictures 2}4. x ^% inches. Uses the daylight loading Kodak film cartridges

for 6 or 12 exposures.

COME IN AND LET US EXPLAIN ITS PRACTICAL
SIMPLICITY.

JVe also have the other good things from Kodak City.

Richard Roe & Co.
1001 TRIPOD AVE.

r»rMiKi/» r*/-,! niif Mr Cir.r>^l^ rr^\ Mr
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OVERHEARD AT THE
COUNTER.

A prosperous looking man enters

the store.
** Good morning," says the clerk.
** Good morning," responds the

P. L. M. "I want to look at the

3A Special Kodak that I have

recently seen advertised in the mag-
azines."

The clerk hesitates—scratches his

head—grabs for a 19 10 catalogue

and opens at page 16. Apologeti-

cally :

'

' We haven' t one in stock

now"—the whole truth is that he

had never had one— ** but there's a

very complete description here. You
see it's just like the 3A, except that

it has a Zeiss-Kodak anastigmat lens

and Compound shutter, and has a fine

Persian morocco covering and"—
''Yes, yes," said the P. L. M.

" I saw all of that in the advertise-

ment, but I came in here to see the

camera itself. I don't want to spend
$65.00 for a camera without seeing

it."

"Now, I'll tell you," responds
the clerk persuasively. '* We have
a specially equipped 3A coming on
the morning express for Mr. Robin-
son. He won't be in before noon
and if you could drop in between

9:30 and II, I'll be glad to show it

to you. It's just the same as the 3A

Special except that it hasn' t the rack

and pinion and the bellows
—

"

"No, no, never mind," is the

response. "I've no time to bother

in the morning. I'll take along my
old Number 3 and, if I have time in

New York, will look up a 3A Special

there. How's that ? Film for the

No. 3. No I can get them on the

other side—besides I 7nay want 3A
Film. Good day."

MORAL
Sometimes it isn't the clerk's fault.

DISCONTINUED.
We have discontinued the No. 3

Folding Pocket Kodak Glass Plate

Adapters, substituting therefor the

Combination back, same as style used
on the No. 3A F. P. K. The price

is the same as for the adapters

($3.50), but this combination back
uses double instead of single plate

holders— an obvious advantage.

The double holders list at $1 .00 each.

There is therefore no advance in

price for an outfit for a certain num-
ber of plates.

Single plate holders will still be
furnished for old adapters. Please,

however, specify hereafter whether
single holders for *

' Adapters
'

' or

double holders for " Combination
Backs '

' are required.
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LAST CALL.
Remind your customers that the

Kodak Advertising Competition for

1 910 closes October ist, and those

who have not finished the picture

or pictures they intend to send in

for competition, should remember
that the time is limited.

It is also possible for those who
have intended to make something
—but have not as yet started—to

send for particulars and finish in

time for entry, but in this case

there is no time to be lost.

Remind them that in addition

to the prize winning photographs
we also purchase many others

which we can use for advertising

purposes, so that while there are

several prizes in each class afford-

ing each contestant numerous op-

portunities of winning, these oppor-

tunities are increased by our frequent

purchase of pictures of merit which
fail to win prizes.

Ex-President of the P. A. of A.

Frank R. Barrows of Boston, and
President-elect of the P. A. of A.,

George W. Harris of Washington
and Beverly, have kindly consented

to act as judges.

President Harris has been close

enough to two administrations to

become a student of presiden-

tial methods, and it will be interest-

ing to note whether he depends,

in his work for the P. A. of A.,

on the big stick or the broad and
genial smile.

His next task, however, is

judging those Kodak advertising

pictures, and as he is as clever an
advertiser as he is a photographer
it will be interesting to watch his

work. Barrows will be on hand as

peace maker, and as he has had
a long experience working shoulder

to shoulder with Harris there will

be some interesting arguments if

they should chance to disagree
with the advertising men on the
jury: Mr. Geo. H. Hazen of the Cen-
tury Magazine, Mr. Robert Froth-
ingham of Everybody's and the

Butterick publications, and Mr.
Walter R. Hine of Frank Seaman,
Inc. These latter gentlemen, by
the way, also have titles galore in

the way of President, Ex-president,

Vice-president, General Manager,
etc., but what is important to the

competitors is, they know good ad-

vertising when they see it.

Get in the entries, and may the

best ones win.

Is there exasperating

congestion in your

developing and

printing department

right now?

Let us prescribe a

course of instruction

for your head

operator in our free

EDUCATIONAL
DEPARTMENT.

We can help you

maKe the worK run

smoothly and

profitably.
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Nothing will give the

children more good,

wholesome, home
fun than a

BROWNIE
CAMERA
Little cost, good pictures,

No Dark-Room necessary.

BROWNIE CAMERAS. $1.00 to'$12.00

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Column Cut, No. 326B.
Double Column Cut, No. 326A.

FURTHER IMPROVE-
MENT IN EASTMAN

SPEED FILM.
In July, we offered you a new

film product that appealed at once

to the users of high speed shutters.

The new Eastman Speed Film

made a deservedly instantaneous

hit with the users of the Graflex,

No. o Graphic and lA and 4

A

Speed Kodaks. It made so strong

a hit, in fact, that there was an

immediate and insistent demand
from Graflex owners who use Film

Packs for an opportunity to enjoy

the special good features of the

new film.

Beginning September first, there-

fore, we will supply 334^ x 4^, 4 x

5 and 5x7 Premo Speed Film

Packs—prices and discount the

same as for the regular film packs.

And, further improvement—both

the Cartridge Speed film and the

Film Pack Speed film will be coated

on a red support, which means
absolute perfection in halation resist-

ing qualities and the absolute utili-

zation of every ray of light that

reaches the sensitive surface of the

film. (The red coloring washes out

during development.) Eastman N.

C. Film has always been noted for

its remarkable non-halation qualities,

and this still further improves it in

that important direction.

Graflex and Speed Kodak users

are going to be busy the next three

months, with the Fall race meet-

ings, foot-ball and the like.

Stock up on the new film, tell

your customers about it.

We Remind you to re-

mind your customers :

—

right now while they are

enthusiastic over vacation

negatives — Big pictures

fron\ little negatives with

a Brownie Enlarging

Camera.
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Simple but impressive. You can maKe

no mistake in continuously putting the loud

pedal on the dependability of Kodak Film.
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A STARTLING
WINDOW.

We have seen some very, very

clever window displays with our
mammoth cartons used as a basis.

These in combination with the smaller

cartons ( too many dealers forget the

advertising advantage and throw
these away when empty) can be used
in many ways. The familiar, but

none the less telling, strong yellow,

is an eye catcher and one of the

easiest possible uses is to spell out an
advertising design as :

KODAK FILM.
Use the mammoth cartons for the

long line—small individual cartons

for the short line, and it's easy.

Here is a good window we saw the

other day. A mammoth carton had
been cut in two on a slight diagonal

at about its center: Then one part

was pasted to the inside and the

other to the outside in juxtaposition

— the effect being as if someone
had thrown the box endwise at

the glass from the inside and that it

had stuck half way through. The
effect was completed by a series of

narrow soap marks extending out-

ward on the glass from the box in

every direction—giving the effect of

cracks in the glass. Everybody
stopped and looked. Some people

felt of the glass to see if it were really

cracked. They all saw a sign inside

made as suggested above from big

and little cartons reading Kodak
Film.

It's worth your while to so plan

your orders for films as to get a

supply of these big cartons. For
the five biggest sellers in film car-

tridges we have prepared container

cartons holding twenty-four rolls

that are in color, shape and design

just like the carton, that hold one

cartridge only. When they first

strike the eye the inevitable thought
is, "It must be a big Kodak that

will take the cartridge that box con-
tains." Of course that box contains

twenty-four cartridges, each, as

before, in its individual carton.

These mammoth cartons simply take
the place of wrapping paper, paper
labels and string and they cost a lot

more money, but they will do your
windows good and so we are supply-
them.

The mammoth cartons are supplied
for :

No. lA F. P. Kodak Cartridges, 6 ex-
posures.

No. 3 F. P. Kodak Cartridges, 6 ex-
posures.

No. 3A F. P. Kodak Cartridge, 6 ex-
posures.

No. 2 Bulls-Eye Kodak Cartridges, 6
exposures.

No. 2 Brownie Cartridges, 6 exposures.

Therefore, when you order any
one of the foregoing, it will be well
— where it won't overstock you—to

order in lots of twenty-four or mul-
tiples thereof—48-72, etc.

Keep your windows in mind when
ordering and let us help you to

strong display.

Big prints from little

negatives without a

dark=room,and at slight

expense with

Velox Paper

and a

Brownie Enlarging

Camera.
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Keep a Kodak
Record of

Your Family.
The pictures and the work, each

afford a lasting pleasure.

No Dark-Room for any part of the

work. Simple and inexpensive.
We have all the latest models of

Kodaks and Brownie Cameras.

KODAKS. $5.00 to $111.00.

BROWNIES, $1.00 to $12.00.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Cut No. 330B.

TWO DEALERS.
We had an agonizing letter not

long ago from a dealer in a small

Eastern town. He had, so he said,

used every method known to him to

sell the Kodak line. He had per-

sistently offered shop worn goods at

a discount, and had, in short, used
every cut rate method possible short

of an actual slaughter sale of up-to-

date stuff. Result—no sales. Taken

by itself that letter looked bad for

amateur photography.
In the mail bag was another

letter from another dealer in the
same state, town, of about the same
size. This dealer said in effect, "I
like this Kodak game. I just talk

quality all the time. I keep the
people reminded of the pleasure to

be had from the Kodak whether
they travel or whether they stay
at home. Then I talk quality

some more. I set a mark to go
after every year—something like

50^ in advance of the business of

the year before. I never cut prices,

you don't have to on the Kodak
line, and you will see from your
books that thus far this year I am
ahead of the mark that I set for

myself—a 50^ gain."
Dealer number two has the right

idea. He knows the goods are
right and he lets folks know that

he knows the goods are right. He
knows the attractiveness of the whole
proposition and Kodak enthusiasm
simply radiates from him all the time.

He knows better than to make
people hold his goods cheaply by
cut rate offers. It has been well

said: "Do not hold yourself too

cheaply, lest others accept your in-

ventory." The same thing holds true

of the goods you handle: Compel
for them the esteem of others by es-

teeming them yourself. You know
they are right. Make others know
it.

Ryland Phillip's book:

'With other Photographers"

is selling rapidly.

PRICE. $2.50. DISCOUNT, 40?'

How many, please?
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THREE
COLOR
SIGNS

MEASURING

13J4 X 2lJ^in

that ^vill help your

developing and print-

ing business and your

Velox sales.

Tliai -V nctltinf/ tccgocd

for cur cukcmers.

riiar-s \\\\\ w'c use

VELOX
ill our finishing cicpartmcnt. It

IS the highest quality, highest

priced paper we can buy.

We give the best possible

print from every negative.

Furnished upon request to any

dealer who uses Velox exclusively

in his finishing department or has

his work done where Velox is used

exclusively.
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Big

Pictures
FROM YOUR SMALL
KODAK NEGATIVES

are easy to

make
WITH THE

BROWNIE
Enlarging Camera

No focusing—No Dark-Room. Let us show^

you ho^v simple and inexpensive it is.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Cut No. 227A.
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A NEW SEPIA
PLATINUM.

It's one of the good things about

this live photographic business that

the leading manufacturers don't wait

for the old things to go dead before

coming out with announcements of

something new. No doubt, because

of this policy, many things do "go
dead" more quickly than they

otherwise would, for the new is

constantly crowding the old, and
that is decidedly good for business.

Good for the photographer, because

it offers him something new to offer

the public—good for the public be-

cause it is pleased with the variety,

good for dealer and manufacturer

because it means more business.

And now there's another new
paper of great promise—Eastman's
Etching Sepia Platinum. It's a hot
bath paper of unusual brilliancy,

combined with extreme richness of

tone, and is coated on a mellow buff

stock. It's a paper for the best

studio in town. The live ones will

want it, for it means high grade
business.

Prices same as Eastman's Etching
Black Platinum. Discount to the

trade, 25^.

POST CARD SIZE,
"Post Card size," there's some-

thing about the very phrase that's

attractive—there's something about
the shape itself that is alluring. The
3A Folding Pocket Kodak was the

pioneer in this size and shape.
Everybody else has tagged us, we
have even tagged ourselves in our
other factories.

"It makes pictures post card
size." People who ask for a ruler

when you say "3^x43^" or "4
X 5" know just what you mean
when you say " post- card size."

You can bring your customers, those

of them who have smaller cameras,

up to the post card size. The 3

A

Folding Pocket Kodak is growing
in popularity every year ; its sales

increase steadily in spite of com-
petition on both sides of it—the 3A
Special above it and the 3A Brownie
below it. Indeed the 3A Special, in

spite of the fact that the factory has
more than kept its promises as to

delivery, has been so wide a seller

that we haven't dared advertise it as

we intended. When once we do get
far enough ahead with a stock of the

goods we shall start a real adver-
tising campaign on the 3A Special.

Meantime bring your Brownie
customers up the line. The 3A
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Brownie is to them what the 3A
Special is to those who have Kodaks.
Our October and November adver-

tising is on 3A Brownies
;
join us in

it. Of course we are not using the

big space that we do at other seasons

but there's a tremendously wide dis-

tribution just the same. We use

most of the real magazines all of the

time and all of the real magazines

most of the time. Just now our

spaces are not so big, but we still

answer "present" to any one inter-

ested in the camera subject, and in

December we will be there with big

—but that*s another story.

Put your 3A Brownies to the front

in the store and in the newspapers

and thereby sell films and papers of

"post card size" at an increase in

price over what you are selling now.

Remember that a 3A Brownie 6 cart-

ridge pays you double the profit of

a 2 Brownie 6 and is no more trouble

to hand out.

Bring up your Brownie family in

the path it should go.

PROFIT PLUS.
You can afford to have your clerk

give quite a bit of his time to the

sale of a dollar article on which
there's a 40 cent profit to you, when
it means that that article is going to

help your customer get better re-

sults—use more film and give" you
bigger developing and printing or-

ders. The 4ofo present profit in

such cases often means several

hundred per cent, of ultimate profit.

What are we driving at ? Auto-
time shutter scales. They answer,

on the spot, the question of the

amateur : What stop shall I use ?

They answer, on the spot, the ques-

tion : "What speed shall I use?"
They will improve the average of

your customer's work, and that

means more business.

The Biggest Little Cousin of

the Kodaks—

No. 3A FOLDING

BROWNIE
Takes the full size post card pic-

tures, 3H X 5J4 inches. Equipped
with meniscus achromatic lens, F. P.

K. automatic shutter with bulb
release, automatic focusing lock and
reversible finder. Has all the Kodak
advantages of daylight loading and
unloading, and is made and tested by
Kodak workmen.

Price with meniscus achromatic lens, Iso.oo ;

with Rapid Rectilinear lens, |i2.oo; other
Brownie Cameras. |i.oo to $ii.oo.

Let us shorv you the camera and the rvork

it does.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1001 Tripod Ave.

Siiig^le Col. Cut No. 224 H.
Double Col. Cut No. 224 G.

A NEW MELTHOD OF
RELMOVING FILM.

To make assurance doubly sure

and convenience more convenient,

we are now advising Kodakers to

remove film as described hereunder.

These instructions are now in-

cluded with all film and are also in-

corporated in all Kodak manuals,

but as you might overlook them we
call your attention especially to them.
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that you may in turn call the atten-

tion of your customers to them.

Occasionally, if one is careless in

the removal of film from the camera,

the protecting paper may loosen so as

to fog a portion of the film. To abso-

lutely avoid any such mischance, we
have provided a very simple means of

taking the film from the camera in-

stead of d7'opping it out as formerly.

This method is as follows :

After the last exposure, when the

protecting duplex paper has all been
wound on the spool in accordance
with instructions in our manual :

1. Hold ends of duplex paper
and sticker together to prevent

paper from loosening on the roll.

Note.—If sticker folds under roll

when same is wound, raise it up with the
point of a lead pencil, or, as in the case
of the Brownie Cameras, revolve spool
by turning: flange with thumb until sticker

is accessible.

2. Pull out spool pin and wind-

ing key ; then lift out roll of film, as

shown in illustration.

3. Fold over half inch at end of

duplex paper (so as to make subse-

quent breaking of seal easy), and
then seal with sticker.

4. Wrap up immediately to pre-

vent the possibility of light being

admitted.

ONE DEALER'S
METHOD.

We have told on several occasions

of dealers who have made a distinct

success of having one man in their

place whose duty it was,' among
other things, to photograph interest-

ing local events and quickly get

prints of them into the show window.
Such neivs pictures of the circus

parade, the disastrous fire, the mayor
greeting the visiting delegation from
another city, the ball game between
the supervisors and the aldermen,
always attract attention, and are

good advertising.

There is something of the same
idea in the plan worked by R. M.
Hays & Bros, of Hagerstown, Md.
In a recent interesting letter, they

tell us that in order to keep up
interest in their growing photo-

graphic business, they offer two
prizes whenever there is any unusual

event coming of! in their town.

Recently the loi Ranch Wild West
Show was in Hagerstown, and they

gave two prizes, one of $5.00 for

the best pictures of either the parade
or the circus, and one of $2.50 for

the second best. The conditions

were that pictures of any size, from
the smallest up to 3^ x 5)^ or

4x5 were eligible and must be made
with a Kodak, Brownie or Premo,-

and on Eastman N. C. Film. These
contests are advertised beforehand
in the newspapers, and Mr. Hays
says in his letter : "The results in

every case far exceed our expecta-

tion, and not only sell supplies, but

cameras as well."

Although he does not so state, we
have no doubt that the best of the

pictures are used after these contests

for a window display. They would
certainly be effective. One thing is

certain, and that is, that in endorsing

this plan of publicity the Messrs.
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Hays Bros, are not going by guess-

work, for our books show that their

business in photographic goods has

increased marvelously in 1910 over

1909.^

This is one of the many good
plans for keeping up interest in your
photographic department. It should

work in every town or city under

50,000 inhabitants. If your increase

this year has not been satisfactory,

try it.

There's nothing too good

for our customers.

That's why we use

VELOX
in our finishing department.
It is the highest quality, highest

priced paper we can buy.

We give the best possible

print from every negative.

If you do your own finish-

ing, we carry a full line of all

grades and sizes of Velox.

Richard Roe & Co.

Cni No. 334 B.

FIRESIDE
CALENDARS.

Among the goods that many
dealers are successfully pushing to

nicely pad their profits on the more

staple lines, are calendars for the

amateur to use in mounting up his

or her pictures. There has been a
nice Christmas business in goods of

this stamp during the past few years,

a growing business, and, as will be
seen from our illustration of the

Fireside Calendar, we offer some-
thing entirely unique for Christmas

1910 and the season of 191 1.

As the prices on these goods are

published to the trade only, there's

no list in the hands of the consumer,
and, as is no more than right on
novelty goods, fat profits can easily

be made. The list follows :

THE. FIRE^SIDE. CALENDAR.
FOR HORIZONTAL PHOTOS.

No.
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^fit jFite0ilie Calentiar.
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THE LITTLE THINGS.
The question that is up to every

dealer is : ''How much can I sell?"

not "How little must I buy?" It

is upon the answer to that first

question that your profits largely

depend.
Your rent and taxes and clerk

hire and lighting expense never go
up proportionately to an increased
business—therefore your profits go
up more than proportionately on
such increase. Possibly, mind you
we say posstdfy, and for the sake of

the argument we will admit the point,

you are selling all you can in cameras
and films and papers and chemicals.
But how about the little things ?

Have you stocked the new flash

sheet holder and flash sheets? How
about Kodak Portrait Attachments ?

The season for these goods is at

hand. And have you albums for

those vacation prints that pleased
your customers so much ? Oh yes,

and negative albums and calendars.

How about Velox Water Colors,

—

and this is not a little thing in point
of business, Brownie Enlarging
Cameras? There's a good profit

in all these things at small invest-

ment and no increase of overhead
expense.
Take a Kodak catalogue

;
go

through it and see what is listed

therein that you have overlooked
;

go likewise through the index of

your Condensed Price List for sug-
gestions and then to be especially

sure you haven't overlooked any of

the new goods run through your
Trade Circulars from last April down
to date. It may take you fifteen

minutes to do all this and it's likely

to materially increase those net fig-

ures at the end of the year.

There's another side too, to all

this talk about the little things.

Most of them not only are a profit

in themselves but add to the con-
sumption of other goods in which
there is a profit—films and papers
and chemicals. They help to keep
interest alive, help to keep the
Kodaker kodaking and that's good
business.

How much can you sell ? There-
by hangs the profit.

LEATHER CASES.
KODAK METAL TRIPODS.
The Kodak Metal Tripod intro-

duced last spring has had a large
sale with the very highest class of

trade—it's just the kind of a tripod
that the careful tourist, who wants
to take good pictures, will take with
him. Therefore, there's a demand
for a substantial leather case, well

made and handsome, and we have
met that demand.

THE PRICE.

Leather Case for Kodak Metal Tri-
pod, specify whether No. i or
No. 2, - . . . _ |i,5o

Discount to the trade, 33^4%.

Eastman

Flash Sheet

Holder makes
flash light

w^ork miore

fascinating

than ever.
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A window that not only suggests to those

who have Kodaks the fact that you can

interest them, but also suggests the pleasures

of Kodakery to those who have never

indulged.
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BROWIUES

Autumn Pleasures are Doubled for

the Boy who has a

Brownie Camera
Good Results—Small Expense—Simple to Operate.

BROWNIE CAMERAS, $1.00 to $12.00.

RICHARD ROE 6 CO.
Double Column Cut No. 343A. Single Column Cut No. 343 B.
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THE, WINNERS,

AWARDS IN THE KODAK ADVER-

TISING COMPETITION.

The first, second and third prize

winners of Class A in our Kodak
Advertising Competition, went to

men who have won prizes before in

these competitions. Moreover, all

of the five prizes in this class went
to New York and Philadelphia, and
the winner of the first prize, Wm.
Shewell Ellis, was winner of the first

prize in last year's competition.

For this seeming favoritism we
have no apologies to of?er. The
judges did not know, until their task

was finished, to whom they were
making the awards, as the prints they

passed upon were merely numbered.
In no case did the name of the

photographer appear upon the print.

When the awards were completed
our advertising manager, who acted

as clerk to the judges, took off the

numbers ; referred to his list of com-
petitors and then told the judges

who the winners were, with the re-

mark that it was rather unfortunate

to have the prizes go so regularly to

so many of the same people in the

same part of the country.

To this remark Mr. Geo. H.

Hazen, of the Century Magazine,
said :

'

** It may be unfortunate, but

there's one thing sure. It proves

that your competitions are on the

level. If you were playing politics

with them you would pass the prizes

around the country."

In Class B, Philadelphia is again

twice represented, but the first prize

goes to San Francisco, second prize

to Ohio, third to Illinois and fourth

and fifth to Philadelphia. The only

former winner to take a prize in this

class was Mrs. Nancv Ford Cones of

Loveland, Ohio. Mrs Cones has

probably taken more photographic
prizes than any other woman pho-
tographer in the United States.

The results in Class A are highly

satisfactory to us so far as this com-
petition is concerned. We foresee,

nevertheless, that on account of the

prizes having so often gone to the

same people other contestants are

likely to become discouraged. To
absolutely offset this our 1911 com-
petition will have a new feature—no
one who has ever taken a prize in

Class A will be permitted to again

compete in Class A, but they will be
entitled to compete in the "Grand
Prize Class," which class will be
open only to Class A winners of

former years. The exact details
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have not been decided upon, but
they will be interesting—and fair to

every competitor.

The winners for 1910 were :

CLASS A.

First Prize—Wm. Shewell
Ellis, Philadelphia, . . $500.00

Second Prize—H. E. Law-
son, New York, . . . 400.00

Third Prize—Y . & C A.
Maynard, West Phila-

delphia, 250.00
Fourth Prize—R. T. Dooner,

Philadelphia, . . . . 150.00

Fifth Prize—K. F. Bradley,

New York, . . . . 100.00

CLASS B.

First Prize—^. B. Marsh,
San Francisco, . . . $300.00

Second Prize—Nancy Ford
Cones, Loveland, O., . 150.00

Third Prize—R. J. Barber,

Blooming^ton, III., . . 75.00
Fourth Prize—Dr. Robt.

Nones, Jr., Philadelphia, 50.00
Fifth Prize—Mrs, N. A. H.

Bromley, Philadelphia, . 25.00

JUDGES.
F. R. Barrows, ex- president of

the P. A. of A.; G. W. Harris,

president-elect of the P. A. of A.

;

Geo. H. Hazen, advertising mana-
ger Century Magazine ; Robert
Frothingham, advertising manager
Everybodys Magazine and the But-

terick publications ; Walter R. Hine,
vice-president and general manager
Frank Seaman, Inc.

THE, RESULTS.
There are pictures in hand as a

result of this contest that mean for

you and for us more business.

There are new view points that will

help you and us in interesting new
people. They will supply us with
new material for magazine adver-

tising, booklet covers, street car

signs and store signs. The Kodak
line is the best advertised and the

most advertised as well as the best

line of goods. These new pictures,

bristling with live subjects, will help

us ket-p interest awake in the witch-

ery of Kodakery—will help the

advertising keep up with the manu-
facturing end in attractiveness. We
are already planning for more busi-

ness in igii. Make your plans to

get the local benefit by backing our
efforts with local advertising that

will bring the new business to your
store.

START WITH KODAK.
We show on the opposite page a

reproduction of the Kodak adver-

tisement ,on the back cover of the

Christmas number of the American
Boy. This advertisement is going
to be read by several hundred thou-

sand boys, and by their fathers and
mothers, from one end of the country

to the other. The picture and the

story are going to set a good many
lads thinking, are going to influence

a good many fond parents as well,

and start them toward inspecting

some Kodak dealer's stock.

We call your attention to the Kodak
in the picture and the catch line, "If

father only knew how much I want a

Kodak for Christmas." Kodak,
mind you, not Brownie. That was
done with a purpose. If the boy or

father drop in to talk Brownie with

you it would not be so easy to lift

them to Kodak, but if the Kodak
price seems to be a little beyond the

money they wish to expend, you can

easily bring the Brownie family for-

ward with an almost certainty of a sale.

When a lad comes in start talking

Kodak to him.
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If Father Only KneAv How^ Much I Want a

KODAK for CHRISTMAS
Just think how much fun I could have taking pictures of the crowd skating and coasting

and of the folks at home—little sister and mother and father and all the rest.

And I could make good pictures too, as it is so easy the Kodak way, no dark-room for

any part of the work, ail just as simple as can be.

Kodaks don't cost much either, five dollars and up, and the Brownie cameras that work
just like the Kodaks, from one to twelve dollars.

I am going to ask the dealer for a catalogue to slip in father's pocket.

Any dealer will supply the cafa-
lojs^ite for your /atIter's pocket, or
~ve icill sendyon one by mail.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY.
ROCHESTER. N. Y. The Kodak CiU,

Reduced fac simile of the Kodak advertisement on the back cover of the Christ-

mas number of the American Boy.
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pREMOS
*^ for Christmas

You can select one to please

anybody from our stock.

Prices S2.00 to $200.00

JOHN DOE & CO.
1234 Premo St.

JVo. 820

TEAM UP WITH US.

If ever an advertising campaign
was planned to bring results in good
dollars, that one is the Kodak cam-
paign for Christmas, 19 10.

The public has been educated to

know that the Kodak can form a

part of every recreation, that every
day, every season, provides new
fascinations for those who Kodak

—

that every day is a Kodak day.

In our generous magazine adver-

tising, we are playing up strong
" Make somebody happy with a

Kodak, Christmas, 1910." Like-

wise, we are strongly featuring the

pleasures the Kodak will provide for

the indoor days.

And in this general publicity we
have not for a minute lost sight of

the advantage to you in making
your advertising key in with ours.

New window display cards, eight

Kodak and three Premo, all most
attractive, will soon be sent to all

dealers.

In addition, we have prepared for

those dealers who make use of that

very effective form of publicity

—

Street Car advertising—four new car

signs. These signs are in colors,

and are bright, snappy and attrac-

tive. The reproductions herewith

will afford you a general idea.

We have also on the press the

Kodak Winter Booklet—a little con-

densed catalogue that just fits the

regular business envelope. The
cover is striking in design, strictly

photographic, and also done in

colors.

Likewise there will be a Premo
booklet that tells entertainingly of

the Premo line and of the Premo
Film Pack System.
And also, as told in another col-

umn, there is the *'At Home with

the Kodak" booklet, that just can't

help but put lots of disused Kodaks
back into commission, and influence

the sale of countless new. ones.

This new good stuff is bound to

produce results, and is at your dis-

posal for the asking—only you must
ask for it, (except the window signs

which are furnished all dealers) as it

will only be sent upon request.

Please remember, that in regard

to the street car signs they are

furnished for street car use only, and
that we shall give the preference to

the first dealer who applies from

each city, and will not furnish him
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Let the

Children

KODAK
There's everything for KODAKERY at our store.

RICHARD ROE 6 CO., 1001 Tripod Avenue.
(PROMPT DEVELOPING AND PRINTING.)

K^jSK

No. 8ii

All the recreations of
the crisp out=doors await
your KODAK.
We have everything

for KodaKery and do
prompt Developing and
Printing.

RICHARD ROE & CO.,
1002 TRIPOD AVHNUE.

Xo. 813

Make Somebody Happy w^ith a

KODAK
Let us help you make

your selection.

Kodaks, $5 to $1 1 1, Brownies, $1 to $12

RICHARD ROE & CO.,
1001 TRIPOD AVKNUE.

No. 814
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with more than one style of card

until we are satisfied that the other

dealers in his town are not interested.

In ordering car signs, state quantity,

and order by number.
Send in your orders for this

special publicity material now—first

come first served.

SPEED FILM.
Its Advantages, Manipulation

AND Market.

Many dealers will remember that

when Non- Curling Film was first put

upon the market there were many
objections made to it by those who
did not realize its advantages.

People had been in the habit of pin-

ning their negatives on a board with

the back of the film in actual contact

with the board. The Non- Curling
Film couldn't be handled that way,
so some people didn't want it. To-
day you couldn't give away film of

the old type.

Likewise we expect some opposi-

tion to the red backing on the new
Speed Film. Because it requires

some slight attention in manipulation

there will be those who will object to

it. But it is worth while. The
thinness of the support in connection

with the black paper backing gives

our regular N. C. Film marked non-
halation qualities. Add to these the

still further help of the red dye on
the back of the support as found in

Eastman's Speed Film and we have
the most perfect halation resisting

qualities found in any photographic
film or plate.

The £.xposure.

Eastman Speed Film has double
the speed of the regular N. C. East-

man Film. Owing to the great lati-

tude of both these films, no difference

in the results will be observed when

the exposure is approximately cor-

rect. Where, however, there is

a tendency to under-exposure, due
either to weak light or the use of an
extremely fast shutter, marked su-

periority will be observed in the new
film. On the other hand, care

should be taken by those accustomed
to the old film, to avoid over-

exposure.

Manipulation.

Eastman Speed Film should be
developed 25^ longer than the regu-

lar N. C. Film.

No change in manipulation is re-

quired to remove the colored back-
ing, as the color is removed by the

action of the fixing bath. This bath
should be made with Acid Fixing
Powder or an acid Hypo solution

prepared according to the formula
given in the direction sheet enclosed

with the film. The film should re-

main in the fixing bath until practi-

cally all color disappears. No harm
comes to the developer from the

discoloration caused by the red dye.

Where 1 o Push It.

We do not now advise that East-

man Speed Film be put forward by
the dealer for general purposes. We
believe in the film and in its keeping
qualities, but these have not yet

been absolutely demonstrated under
a wide variety of conditions. For
these reasons we have given this film

only a four month instead of a six

month dating; for the same reasons

we advise that you be careful not to

overstock and until it has been thor-

oughly tried out that you push the

sale for use with Graflex cameras and
Speed Kodaks only.

This red backing is, we believe,

one of the most important film im-

provements that has ever been made.
Another of our important improve-
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ments was the Non-Curling Film and
that likewise was introduced in a

tentative way. It was at first put

out in only a limited territory and
when put on the market in this

country in 1903 we continued the old

film. The Trade Circular said

:

"We believe that the superior qual-

ity of the N. C. Film will eventually

cause it to entirely displace the

Transparent Film, just as the latter

displaced the old 'stripping film'—
but that is anticipating."

History repeats itself ; conditions

are much as they then were. We
now belifve that the improvements
in speed and non-halation qualities

will eventually—but that is antici-

pating. The thing to do now is to

push Speed Film to those people who
will most appreciate its qualities

—

the users of high speed focal plane

shutters.

AT HOME WITH THE,
KODAK.

At home with the Kodak.
There is a topic for publicity that

means not merely the sale of new
Kodaks, but the putting of idle

Kodaks at work. ** At home with

the Kodak" forms the headline

of the bulk of our full page
December advertising. "At home
with the Kodak" is the title of one
of our most ambitious advertising

booklets—a booklet that we believe

will run through many editions and
be valuable to you and to us.

The scope of the Kodak is so

broad that it's hard to cover all of the

field all of the time. The Kodak on
the Farm and in travel abroad and
among the Indians and with the

motorist—all of these subjects have
been bookletized. But there's no
place like home and we are back
there again with a new book that

talks intelligently on the subject of

home portraiture and is filled with

charming examples of what the

Kodak has done and can do in the

home. It has been our aim to make
the booklet both helpful and attract-

ive. The pictures show the delights

of home picture making, the test is

simple and helpful and will assist

the amateur in overcoming the little

difficulties that have bothered him.

We have in several previous books
in the years gone by stimulated an
interest in picture taking at home.
This we believe is the most fertile

field for you and for us to cultivate.

Relatively, but few people can travel

extensively or motor, but home and
friends they all have and when they

appreciate what Kodak can do for

them in the home and how simple it

all is by Kodak methods, there's

business for you.

Our winter advertising will ask

people to ask you for "At home with

the Kodak". We want you to have
it so that when people ask for it you
will be able to supply the demand,
yet it is too expensive for us to send
to you unless you ask for it. The
book measures 5^x7^ inches and
contains 32 pages and should be
freely given to all who ask for it, but
not sent out indiscriminately. We,
of course, furnish these books with

your imprint, but we ask that you
put your orders in at once, that we
may properly take care of the early

rush and have the books in your
hands by the time people begin to

ask for them as a result of our
December advertising.

Let our Educational Depart-
ment assist you in maintain-
ing your reputation of " the
best photo finisher in town."
—the tuition is free.
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MORE GROWTH.
ANOTHER 366 FOOT STACK NEW

BUILDINGS IN LONDON AND
SAN FRANCISCO.

We are still growing.
In June 1907 we announced the

completion, at Kodak Park, of the
then highest stack in America, 366
feet It looked at that time as
though the great flue would have
capacity enough to carry off all the
smoke and all the chemical fumes
that we could ever by any possibility

want to get rid of. But we are
already duplicating that yreat stack
with another of the same height but
double the capacity (11,500 horse
power) on which work has already
progressed so far that it stands 127
feet above ground.
Kodak Park is growing; it is

always growing— and there is soon
to be a new and interesting story to

Excavation for Our New Building

tell about that. Meantime on almost
opposite sides of the earth new
buildings are to be erected that will

help us in better serving our custo-
mers. The accompanying illustra-

tions show the beginnings of our new
building in Kingsway, London. In
one of them, a Panoram picture,

we have violated the laws of photo-
graphic perspective by shooting
downward from the upper story of a
neigboring building but it shows
admirably how far the excavating
had progressed on September first.

The other shows the hoarding sur-

rounding the site and the effective

advertising, "Take a Kodak with
you." When completed this build-

ing will be headquarters for our
European business— another mark
of Kodak progress.

Across the Atlantic and across a
continent we are now preparing to
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in King's Way, London,

erect still another building from
which we shall take care of our Pacific

Coast trade. Property has been pur-

chased on the corner of Battery and
Sacramento streets, San Francisco,

and plans are now being prepared for

a modern structure that will be the

future home of our San Francisco
branch.

This means to you, Mr. Dealer,

something more than an interesting

bit of news. It means that these

extensions of manufacturing and dis-

tributing plants are the result of a

steadily growing business. It means

not merely that we are constantly

putting ourselves in a position to

serve you better— it means also that

there is a constantly increasing

consumption of Kodak products.

Many dealers, yes most dealers are

building up their trade in these

goods proportionately to the general
growth. Here and there is a live

wire who is developing his territory

so energetically and intelligently

that his growth is far ahead of the
average growth.
He is increasing his profits. So

can you.

Keep up your supply of amateur booKlets — the

"Velox Book," TanR Development," ** By Flashlight,"

and ** Bromide Enlarging with the Kodak."—How
many, please ?
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The Site of Our New European Headquarters.

PREMOS FOR
CHRISTMAS.

Look over your stock of Premos.
Have you stocked Premo Juniors,

Premoettes, Film Premos and Pocket
Premo C's?

We mention these particularly, for

these are the Premos which are being
heavily advertised in all the best

holiday magazines.
They are being advertised in full

and half pages in Everybody's,
Cosmopolitan, American. Harper's,
Scribner's McClure's, Munsey,
Argosy, Success, Review of Reviews,
and in Hberal space in the Youth's
Companion, American Boy, Saturday
Evening Post, Collier's and the
general photographic magazines.

This great volume of advertising
is going to create interest and desire
for Premos all over the country, and
we want you to supplement it in

your own locality.

To this end we have prepared an
attractive line of window and store

display cards, which you will receive
without request in connection with
the Kodak show cards.

We have a very striking Premo
street car sign illustrated on page 4,
and your name will show to good
advantage on it. These of course,

must be ordered, quantity and im-
print being specified.

We have a handsome little Premo
booklet for the holidays and Winter,
a sample copy of which you will

shortly receive. This is just right for

mailing purposes and will be
supplied on order only.

Finally, we have a full stock of

cuts for newspaper advertising, as

illustrated in the Premo Cut Sheet,

which you already have. There are

some sample ads. in this issue which
connect up directly with the Premo
magazine advertising. We have left,

some of the Premo Transfer or

Decalcomania signs as described in

the June Trade Circular, and dummy
film packs for demonstration
purposes.
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Get the benefit of the large Premo
advertising expenditure by connect-
ing up with it in your town. We
furnish all the matter absolutely

free and prepay transportation. It's

yours simply for the asking.

So we say again— look over your
Premo stock. Lots, of course, wont
be confined to just the cameras
advertised, but these will be in

heaviest demand.

BRADLBLY TRIMMURS
On and after November first the

Bradley Trimmers will be supplied
to the trade at the following prices:

Diamond
Dandy
Studio

New Monarch
Popular
Springfield -

Manufacturers
You will note that with the excep-

tion of the Manufacturers Trimmer,
the list price remains the same as

before. The list on the Manu-
facturers Trimmer has been increased

by the makers, as, under existing

conditions it could not be profitably

made at the old price. Discount to

the trade on any of above in lots

of less than one dozen 33^ per
cent

We will make a special net rate

on orders for one dozen or more
assorted figured on the basis of the
dozen price, as follows:

$ 9 00 net per dozen
12 00

6'

8"
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JUST THE THING FOR
YOUR YOUNGSTER.

PREMO
JUNIOR

For only $2.00, you can give your boy or girl all the pleasures of

photography in this compact, simple little camera, making 2% x 3^
pictures.

And it's no toy, but a substantially built camera, which will last a

life time and make excellent pictures.

Other sizes from $3.00 to $5.00.

It w^ill be a pleasure for us to show^ you this and others of the

famous Premo cameras.

JOHN DOE & CO.,
1234 PREMO STREET.

Cut No. jo6.

A DIRECT
CONNECTION

The dealer who handles nationally

advertised goods and who keeps
track of such advertising, and keeps
his window displays in harmony will

reap many an unexpected dollar.

Here is a concrete example related

by one of our own men

:

Recently the magazines have been
carrying the advertising of a clock

concern, who are marketing a new
style alarm clock, called Big Ben.

This man read the ad., thought the

clock to be a pretty good one, and
went on reading the other parts of

the magazine. A day or so later

his wife asked him to take the family

alarm clock down town to have it

fixed. This he proceeded to do,

and as he was passing along the

street he happened to glance in a

window. All it contained was a

velvet drapery, a clock and this

sign, "This is Big Ben." At once
the magazine advertisement and its

argument came back to him, and he
stepped inside, purchased a Big Ben,

and left the old clock to be repaired.

In all probability this clock would
have escaped his mind had not the

dealer compelled him to remember it

by his simple window display—The
dealer said he had sold eleven since

putting that one lone clock in the

window two days before.

EASTMAN
TESTED CHEMICALS—

Better Kesults—
More Business.
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A FEW REASONS WHY
in Window Trin^ming.

The most effectual concealment is

in a crowd. Therefore do not fill

your window with a sample of every-

thing your stock contains.

Red, yellow and green are the

colors that assail the eye most
violently. Use them as backgrounds
with discretion lest they overshadow
the goods themselves.

A man on a hill against the sky
can be seen for miles—the same man
on the same hill in front of a clump
of trees blends into the back-

ground and vanishes. To have your
goods seen to the best advantage,

have your background plain — and
light for dark goods and dark for

light goods.

A loud noise will attract but not

convince. Make your display prove

its advantages as to quality, price

and utility.

A diamond displayed on a velvet

cushion looks the part. For quality

goods make a quality display.

You can get used to a wart on a

man's nose. Change your display

frequently if you would sustain

interest.

Nature abhors a vacuum. Just

because your competitor neglects his

windows is no reason for your doing

likewise.

If yourcompetitorputsin attractive

displays, go him one better. The
town folks will say there are two

hustlers in town and you'll both do
more business.

ZEISS -KODAK f6.3

The short days help

to sell them.

THERE IS NO CLOSED
SEASON FOR

KODAKING
It is the " all-the-year-around

"

sport, and you can carry a

Kodak anyw^here. Easy to use
and every part of the work can
be done in daylight.

KODAKS. $5.00 to $1 1 1.00.

BROWNIES, $1.00 to $12.00

All the new goods from Kodak
City in stock.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Col. Cut No. 208 H.

Double Col. Cut No. 208 G.

EASTMAN FLASH SHEET

and the EASTMAN FLASH \

SHEET HOLDER— \

a self selling combination at \

this season of the year. J
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THE, PAY ENVELOPE.
How to increase the amount in the

vveekly pay envelope is a vital ques-
tion to both employer and employee.
There are mighty few employers who
are not just as anxious to grant an
increase as the employee is to re-

ceive it.

A salesman's efficiency is usually
judged by the amount of his sales
plus his ability to aid his employer
in other ways.

There are instances where the em-
ployer does not, to the best of his
ability, aid the employee in becoming
a better salesman. For instance,
not long ago, one of our traveling
salesmen asked a retail salesman
about certain of our new products,
and he replied that he didn't know
anything about them. "Why," said
our man, "last month's Trade Cir-
cular told all about them, haven't you
read it?" ''No," replied the retail

man, 'T never see the Trade Circu-
lar, it goes to the boss's desk and
never comes out again." Now the
employer may be posted to the min-
ute on everything in stock, but if the
employee who usually waits on a
good many more customers than the
employer is uninformed, his effi-

ciency is not up to high water mark

—

and it is not his fault.

The employer, with the general
care of the business on his shoulders,
is apt to overlook the ordering of
new goods most necessary to have
in stock, and if no one but himself
has knowledge of such goods, his

competitor around the corner may
get in a few good ones before he
realizes his oversight

Nothing is more discouraging to
a "live wire" clerk than to find his

customer better posted than he, as
he then feels that it will take an ex-
traordinary amount of salesmanship

to again place him on an equal foot-
ing with that customer.

Keep your employees posted

—

pass the Trade Circular along to
them, it will help not only in imply-
ing your confidence in them, but in

increasing their selling ability.

Preserve your game
trophies with a

KODAK
KODAKS $5.00 to $lll.O0.

Let US sho^v you the

latest models from the

Kodak City— how little

they cost and hoAV simple
they are to operate.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Double Column Cut, No. 314A.
Single Column Cut, No. 314B.
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POSTING THE NEW
ONE^S.

It is human nature to take it for

granted that the things we are

familiar with are likewise common
knowledge.

There are Kodakers being made
every hour of every business day,

and they have still to learn of the

many good things your stock pro-

vides in the way of conveniences in

the pursuit of their recreation.

For instance, the Eastman Film
Negatives Albums have been a staple

in your stock for years, yet the new
Kodaker will not know of them,

and may be longing for just such a

necessity. Now if you don't have
such things prominently displayed,

with a little card calling attention

to their utility, Mr. or Miss Amateur
may go on putting up with home
constructed makeshifts just because

you have not called their attention

to them.

Your display cases or windows
may not be large enough to per-

manently display all such small-

change catchers, but it will increase

the amount of your annual turn over

amazingly if you will but take the

pains to bring all these small items

to the attention of your customers in

the seasons when they are most apt

to need them.

Just now with the indoor days at

hand, and the new "At Home with

the Kodak" booklet to influence,

suggests the R. O. C. Tripod Truck,

the Eastman Tripod Brace, the

Eastman Flash Sheet Holder, Velox
Water Color Stamps, and the con-

venient little Den Hangers.

If these timely sundries are given

prominence just now, when Mr.
Beginner comes in for a roll of film

or some more Velox, all these things

will be new and interesting to him,

and practically sell themselves.

Moral: The new bird will try all

worms.

DISCONTINUED.
EASTMAN SEPIA, SPECIAL ROUGH

D. W. VELOX AND REGULAR
CARBON D. W. VELOX.

It has always been our policy to

maintain the balance—to give the

dealer an ample variety to meet all

demands, new goods to stimulate

interest—and to remove from the

market any brands the demand for

which fell below normal or which had
been supplanted by a newer or better

product.

With the amateur, Velox has the

call, he understands it, finds it most
convenient to manipulate, and by
means of the re-development process

can produce sepia tones at will.

This ability to produce sepia tones

on an artificial light paper has natur-

ally weakened the demand for the

Eastman Sepia—a daylight printing

paper—hence its discontinuance,

both in cut sizes and as post cards.

With regard to the Special Rough
Double Weight and Regular Carbon
Double Weight Velox, the amateur
has found the other surfaces in

double weight better adapted to his

needs, and while there is a small de-

mand for these particular grades it

is not sufficient to warrant the dealer

in stocking up.

A quick turn over is the best for

both of us, so we shall whenever
occasion arises remove from the

market any product that fails to keep

up with the quick profit procession.

When we announce new brands of

paper please remember that we have

made these withdrawals.
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DEVELOPING, PRINT-

ING, ENLARGING
B^ Modern J\Iethods.

All Films Tank Developed.

All Prints on Velox.

Our business is selling amateur photo-

graphic supplies, and the better results

we obtain from your exposures the

more business we w^ill do w^ith you.

Always a Complete Stock of Kodak

City Products.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
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ON SIZING UP.
The boss and two of his best

clerks stood at the back of the store.

The subject under discussion was :

"Size 'em up."
Said the boss : "The trouble with

you boys is that you don't size men
2ip, you size 'em dow7i. If he
doesn't draw off a spotless pair of

chamois gloves and display a two
carat diamond you size a customer
down for Brownies, when you should
size him up for Anastigmats."
The elder of the two clerks, who

had been with the house for twelve
years, and was sweet on the boss's

wife's younger sister, spoke up with
some asperity : "I can tell by a man's
looks what can be had out of him.
There's no use in wasting time talk-

ing high grade equipments to farm-

ers and mechanics."

Just then the door opened and a
powerful looking man in corduroy
coat and top boots entered. His
trousers were worn and soiled ; a
gray sweater peeped out over the up-
turned coat collar. A well-worn cap
was on his head and the tawny beard
beneath the weather-beaten face of

tan denoted the out-door worker.
With a vein of sarcasm the senior

clerk continued, this time addressing

the other clerk, "I suppose the boss

would sell that man a 3A Special."

"At least I'll try," said the boss

and went to the front of the store

with a pleasant greeting for the

"prospect."

The clerks watched him. Pres-

ently they saw him open the case

where the highest-priced equipments
were kept. Then they noticed that

comparisons and explanations were
being made. It was evident that the

boss was interested and that the

prospect was interested. Then they
saw the boss falter and look a bit

disappointed as he reached for a

catalogue. There were a few min-

utes more of earnest conversation,

then the boss began to write on the

order pad. And then from the

"prospect's" pocket came a flannel

bag with a pucker string around it

and nine twenty-dollar gold pieces

were counted out on the show case

with only a little change going back.

:;i >fc J|c ;Ii ifi ;[: *

"You see," said the boss after-

ward, "he had me scared for a

minute. He started in by telling

me what he wanted to do and I

showed him a 5x7 Pony Premo No. 7
with a Zeiss Protar and a Compound
Shutter. Just when I thought, by
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comparing and explaining and en-
thusing, that I had the order landed
he asked for something larger and
we didn't have it in stock. While
I was writing his order for a 6^x8^
I was worrying for fear he would be
offended when I asked for a deposit

—

and then those double eagles began
falling on the counter. What is he?
Big ranch owner. When he comes
back to get the camera I'm going to

try and land him for a 3A Special to

send to his daughter, who is at a

down East boarding school for young
ladies. I think she'd like one for

Christmas. As I said before, boys :

Size 'em e^."

Note.—The best part of this story is

that the important parts are true.

ELASTMAN
NON=BREAK TRAYS.
Here is an inexpensive tray that

you can offer to your trade with full

confidence. The Eastman Non-
Break Trays are light, strong and
more than ordinarily durable. They
resemble in appearance the old style

papier mache tray, but are vastly

different in structure, in that they are

not built up in layers, but are

hydraulically pressed from one solid

mass. Chemical and acid proof.
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<L <- i
THE ROUNDS PRINT

WASHELR.
The Rounds Print Washer can be

offered to your trade with the full

assurance that it is the best device

yet produced for the rapid, thorough
and economical washing of prints.

Working perfectly with the ex-

ceedingly low pressure of twelve

pounds, the prints are kept in

constant motion, and do not mat
together.

The washer has a capacity of lOO

five by seven, or 150 four by five or

smaller prints.

This washer consists of two com-
partments, one or both of which may
be used at one time.

The pipes supplying the water

run parallel to the partition which
divides the print washer, as shown
in the illustration. Each pipe is

provided with a row of perforations

on the under side, through which
water in little jets is supplied to each

compartment.
The shape of each compartment is

such that the water entering on each

side of the dividing partition takes on
a swirling motion when the tank is

filled, keeping the prints moving and
separated until the water is turned

off, thus giving them a thorough

washing without danger of bruising

or tearing the prints.

The swirling motion also prevents
the prints from leaving the tank with
the overflow, and a batch of prints

placed in this print washer will wash
thoroughly without further attention.

The print washer is to be placed
in the sink and attached to the faucet

with a rubber hose which slips over
the supply pipe union.

No detailed instructions are neces-

sary for the use of the Rounds Print

Washer, as its great simplicity is

a feature of the device. To wash
prints just slip the hose onto the

faucet, turn on the water and when
the tank is filled put in the prints.

This washer is substantially con-
structed of the best grade of zinc,

with brass and galvanized piping,

and will not rust'. Dimensions :

Height, 9^ inches ; width, 23
inches ; Length, 20^ inches. With
ordinary care it will last for many
years.

Thorough washing is necessary to

obtain absolute permanency in prints

and the Rounds Print Washer is a

convenient and reliable means of ac-

complishing this end.

THE PRICE,

Rounds Print Washer,
Discount to the trade.

|io.oo

33K^

VELOX
TRANSPARENT
WATER COLOR
STAMPS

Easy to Use—Easy to Sell.
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EASTMAN PRINTING
MASKS.

A neat, white border around a

print adds much to its attractiveness,

and the majority of stock house
finishers and amateurs finish their

prints that way.
With an opaque mask, it has been

somewhat of a problem to adjust it

quickly and properly.

The new Eastman Transparent

Printing Masks overcome this difB-

culty perfectly, as they are com-
posed of material resembling the

transparent film base, only much
heavier, and being orange in color,

fully protect the white margin dur-

ing adjustment and printing.

The Eastman Printing Masks are

made for all standard professional

and amateur siz'-s, and are also sup-

plied in blank sheets for use in mak-
ing special size masks.

THE PRICE.

Outside
Dimensions.

4 X5

x5

X5

Size of
Opening.

2iV X"2il6

2X6 X 3lV

X 5 2>^ X 4^

4 X5

4 X 5

4 X5

5 x7

sVs ^sH

211 X 3]

3iV X 4i

S'A X5^

For

O-F. P. K.,

-Graphic
negatives, -

1 Brownie
negatives, -

1 F. P.K.,2
Brownie, 2^
X 3X Film
Pack nega-
tives, -

lAF. P K.,

IA Graflex,

lA Speed
negatives, -

2 Bull's Eye
negatives, -

3 F. P. K.,

SX X 4^
Film Pack
negatives, -

3 Folding
Brownie s%
X 4% dry
plate, -

3AF.P K.,

3A Graflex
negatives, -

Price
per Doz.

.60

.60

.60

.60

.60

.60

.60

1.00

5 X7

5 x7

6K x8>^

5 x7

5 X7

6>^ xS/z

Outside
Dimensions.

31 1;
X4};

4/2

X 6,

x6y2

2^ X sYs

3/2

4H

X i}4

x6sX

4 F. P. K.,

4 X 5 dry
plate nega
tives, -

4A F. P. K.
4A Speed
negatives, -

5x7 Film
Pack nega-
tives, -

3'X X 5^
Film Pack
negatives, -

4x5 Film
Pack nega-
tives, -

5 X 7 dry
plate nega-
tives, -

- $1.00

1.50

5x
5x
5x
5x
8x
8 X 10

8 X 10

8x
II X
II X
II X
II X
II X

Size of
Opening.

2 X 2^
23<X4K
3 X sX
3H X5^
3>^ X5X
3^x5^

5H X 7^
4M'x6M'
5^x7^
6^x8^
6% x8^

1.50

Price
)sr Doz.

$1.00
1.00

1.00
I.GO
2.00

2.00

2.00

2.

3-

3.

3-

3.

3-

.00

•50

.50

.50

50
•50

EASTMAN MASKING BLANKS.
4x5 Per dozen sheets, - | .605x7 '• " " - i.oo

6K X 8>^ " •'
" - 1.50

8 X 10 " '*
" - 2.00

II X 14 " " " - 3.50
Discount to the Trade : 33/2,%.

BACK UP THE
SUGGESTION.

Make somebody happy with a

Kodak, Christmas 19 10.

Thousands of people with money
just aching to be spent are now
receiving that suggestion through

our big full page campaign in the

December magazines.

"Make somebody happy with a

Kodak, Christmas 19 10," also

appears on a beautifully lithographed
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hanger for use in your show windows
and on the walls of your store.

Make the most of this suggestion

—enthuse over it, for every Kodak
you sell will make somebody happy.
There is no recreation, other than
Kodakery that so keys in with every
recreation—that affords pleasure for

every season. When prospective

customers with that suggestion

uppermost come in, enthuse, smile

and make them feel that nothing
else can compare with a Kodak as a

Christmas remembrance.
Enthusiasm carries a tremendous

weight of conviction with it, and the

harassed holiday shopper is in just

the right frame of mind to welcome
and accept the arguments of the

enthusiastic salesman.

The following actual incident illus-

trates the value of enthusiastic sales-

manship : One quiet afternoon two
elderly gentlemen dropped into a

Kodak shop in one of the eastern

cities, and one of them asked to be
shown one of the high grade anas-

tigmat equipments. Neither visitor

looked like ready money, but this

salesman never lost an opportunity

to, as he termed it, "practice a

little," so he showed the outfit up
one side and down the other.

Finally one of the gentlemen inquired

the price of the complete outfit. As
the price was something over one
hundred dollars the salesman

expected '* Much obliged, will think

it over," or something like that
;

instead the gentleman pulled out a

roll of bills and said, " I'll take that

outfit." As the salesman was having
the outfit wrapped up, the other

gentleman said, " You made that

sound so good that you can just

duplicate that order for me."
Make yourself happy by landing

every customer who has the Kodak
for Christmas idea.

Kodak
Solves the
Christmas
Problem for
that Boy of

yours.

KODAKS, $5.00 to $111.00.

BROWNIE CAMERAS,
THEY WORK
LIKE KODAKS, $1.00 to $12.00.

We carry a complete line of

Kodaks and Kodak City goods.

RICHARD ROE 6 CO.

Single Coluinii Cut No 307B.
Double Column Cut No. 307A.

Every Brownie Enlarging

Camera you sell, sells Velox

or Bron^ide paper—and de-

veloper—and mounts.
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A SIMPLE CHECK.
Hereafter all cases of plates pack-

ed at Rochester will contain the fol-

lowing card :

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
^N. Y. If the markings on this case
do not correspond with the contents,

enclose this card with complaint.

Packed by No.
Each card will be stamped with

the packer's number, and will enable
us to trace any complaint, provided
the card be returned with the com-
plaint.

It is our aim to supply only per-

fect goods, in first class condition
and perfectly packed, and this Itttle

convenience will enable us to still

more quickly and accurately locate

and remedy any cause for complaint.

MISLEAD.

The old story they tell on a
Brooklyn policeman who took the
gilt letters on the show window of a
bake shop as a guide to the identity

of the occupants, and filed a report
that *'a fire occurred this morning
in the bake shop of Miss Charlotte
Russe," has been equalled, accord-
ing to the Brooklyn Eagle, by
another policeman who, also misled
by gilt letters on a window, reported
that "John Kodaks was burned out,

at 1 59 1 Broadway this morning."
As a matter of fact, the Yonkers
Sporting Goods and Novelty Com-
pany was the tenant, and Kodaks
were an important part of their

stock. This was later explained
very gendy to the erring policeman,
who is now relieved from the dis-

tinction of being the only man in

Brooklyn who didn't know the
meaning of the word * 'Kodak."

KODAKS,
$5.00 to $111.00

Christmas Joy
lasts the whole
year round when

KODAK
heads the gift list.

We carry a complete line of

Kodaks and Kodak supplies.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Column Cut No. 206H.

Double Column Cut No. 206G.

During the dark days

talR Zeiss=KodaK Anastig=

mat f.6.3.
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HINTS TO SHOPPERS.
Just think of the Kodaks that were

purchased last year for Christmas
gifts.

This year the same problem of

what to give confronts those who
gave Kodaks last year.

In a good many instances those

who gave Kodaks are not them-
selves amateur photographers, and
do not know of the many handy
accessories that would make a most
acceptable gift to accompany the

Kodak given last year.

Why not devote a section of your
holiday display window to just this

class of people. Have printed a

large card worded something like

this : "If you gave a Kodak for

Christmas last year, anything in this

group would prove highly accept-

able this year."

Below this arrange an Eastman
Metal Tripod in one of the handy
leather cases ; an Eastman Flash

Sheet Holder ; one or two Library

Albums ; an Eastman Film Negative
Album ; a Brownie Enlarging

Camera, and a Kodak Film Tank,
all properly labeled and priced.

You will be surprised at the num-
ber of people that will rise up and
call you blessed for the suggestion,

and back it up by keeping your
cash register working.

AUTOTIME SCALES
FOR COMPOUND SHUTTERS
The Autotime Scale has made

good. So great a convenience has

it proved with the regular equip-

ment, i/ioo of a second shutters,

that we have prepared to furnish it

with the scale adapted to the higher

speed Compound Shutter.

We are now ready to supply the

demand for the Autotime Scale

adapted for use with the Compound
Shutter as follows :

Style G. for No. o Compound
Shutter, - - - - 1 1.50

Style G G. for No. i Compound
Shutter, - - - - 1.50

Style G. G. G. for No. 2 Compound
Shutter, - - - - 1.50

Discount to the Trade 40^.

ETCHING BLACK-
SMOOTH.

It did not take Etching Black
Platinum long to establish itself firm-

ly as the highest class black and
white platinum paper ever produced.
Every good quality a platinum paper
should possess is found in Etching
Black, and these qualities coupled
with the delicate buff stock have
afforded the profession an opportun-
ity to produce eflfects heretofore un-

attainable.

Some photographers have found
the regular stock of Etching Black a
litde too rough for their smaller

work, but beginning December first,

even this objection has been removed,
as Etching Black is now supplied
also in a smooth surface stock.

Same price and discount as Etch-
ing Black Rough.

41

HYDROCHINON—
NEW LIST.

Owing to our unusual purchasing
facilities we are now in a position to

offer Hydrochinon, specially retested

in our own laboratories, at the fol-

lowing prices

:

I ounce bottle - - | .15

^ lb. " - -
.45

/z lb. " - - .80
I lb.

" - - 1.50

Discount to the trade - 33^ percent.
In lots of 10 lbs., assorted, 40 •' *•

" 100 '• *'
50 " "

25 lb. can, list, - - - I27.50
Discount to the trade - 333^ per cent.
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If it isn't an Eastman^ it isn't a Kodak.

Make somebody

happy with a

KODAK.

Ct)i^ts!tmas, 1910.

KODAKS, $5.00 to $1 1 1.00

BROWNIE CAMERAS, $1.00 to $12.00

We carry a complete line of Kodaks and

Kodak Supplies.

RICHARD ROE & CO,










